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ABSTRACT
Infodynamics: A naturalistic psychosemantics
by
D.E. Weissglass
Advisor: Jesse Prinz
When we think, we typically think ‘about’ something, a peculiar property of mental states
often called ‘intentionality’. My dissertation is a collection of papers addressing key questions
about the nature of intentionality. These questions demand answers because intentionality is
poorly understood, yet fundamental to the way we talk and think about the mind in both folk and
scientific contexts. The role of intentionality in the theory of mind is, in fact, so pronounced that
it is regularly proposed as a candidate positive criterion of mentality, a so-called ‘mark of the
mental’. While it is unclear whether intentionality does in fact provide a satisfactory criterion of
mentality, is it clear that a theory of intentionality will help us resolve some significant issues
faced by the theory of mind.
First, the theory of mind is in the midst of something of a crisis of uncertainty as long-run
dogmas are being rapidly overturned. It is increasingly clear, for instance, that our own mentality
is not exhausted by states of which we are conscious, which injects doubt into the value of selfreport and introspection – two tools that have been historically used a great deal in the study of
the mind. Likewise, it is generally accepted now that animals have minds, rejecting an
anthropocentric doctrine that has perhaps protected the theory of mind from ambiguity of scope.
This ambiguity is pushed further by the rise of increasingly competent artificial intelligences,
coupled by increasing attention to the not-quite-so-strange-today-as-yesterday possibility that
iv

plant life may possess some form of mind after all. A satisfactory theory of intentionality would
help us to reorient the study of the mind in the face of this rising uncertainty, and so may help us
find a way forward as we move beyond past misconceptions.
Second, we face challenges unifying the insights and approaches of the many disciplines
that study the mind. Research ranging across psychology, neuroscience, computer science,
anthropology, sociology, linguistics, and a number of other disciplines – of course including
philosophy – seem at times to share interest in the mind, and each bring to the understanding of
the mind something of value. However, cross-disciplinary integration is complex and, if not done
in a disciplined way, it is easy to create a great deal of confusion without generating anything of
value. Clarifying the nature of intentionality will help us bring the methods and findings of these
various fields into concert with one another and will go a long way to helping us build a
successful cross-disciplinary understanding of the mind.
Finally, we are in need of a firm foundation for our theory of mind. That our theory of
mind may rest upon a vague and potentially unsound notion is itself dissatisfying and gives us
good reason to be skeptical of any proposed theory of mind until its foundations are shown to be
sound. This is especially pronounced if we are committed, as I think we ought to be, to a
naturalistic theory of mind – broadly, one which explains the mind in non-mental terms that are
in some general sense amenable to scientific inquiry. A naturalistic theory of mind seems to
demand a naturalistic theory of intentionality – either replacing it or explaining it in naturalistic
terms – but this is easier said than done. Providing a solid understanding of intentionality will
help us ground the study of mental phenomena – at least of the intentional sort – and ensure that
our project does not rest upon an empty or invalid notion.
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This dissertation aims to address – in some part – these problems over the course of five
chapters. The first chapter is a broad review of naturalistic models of intentionality in terms of
their strengths and weaknesses for the sake of developing a general picture of what a successful
theory of intentionality might look like. I focus on work in naturalistic psychosemantics – which
aims to provide a naturalistic solution to the central problem of intentionality – the question of
what gives intentional states content, both in general and in particular. I introduce four problems
that need to be resolved by any successful naturalistic theory of intentionality. A successful
theory must (1) bound intentional states and content determining facts to distinguish them from
other states and facts, (2) partition the space of intentional states and content determining facts to
distinguish them from one another, (3) provide a function that maps between intentional states
and their contents appropriately, and (4) provide guidance for how we should use and understand
intentional concepts in folk and scientific contexts.
In chapter two, I argue against psychosemantic phenomenalism – the view that
phenomenal properties play a critical role in psychosemantics, an inseparatist position which has
been gaining momentum in recent years. First, I introduce the general thesis of psychosemantic
phenomenalism – that phenomenal properties underlie important elements of intentionality.
Next, I respond to one of the major arguments in favor of psychosemantic phenomenalism – that
non-phenomenal psychosemantics is unacceptably indeterminate – and argue that phenomenal
properties provide no path to determinacy and that the kinds of indeterminacy the phenomenalist
takes to threaten non-phenomenal psychosemantics are ultimately benign. Then, I argue against
the other major argument in favor of psychosemantic phenomenalism – that phenomenal
properties are needed to meaningfully demarcate intentional states – and argue again that neither
is the phenomenalist solution successful nor has it identified a real problem. Finally, I argue that
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psychosemantic phenomenalism is unlikely in-principle to succeed due to the risk of introducing
a new interaction problem.
In chapter three, I argue in favor of dynamicism with respect to mental content in virtue
of the importance of temporal factors in the structure of structured representations. First, I lay out
the basic framework of dynamicism, as well as its commitment to the importance of real time in
understanding of cognitive phenomena. Next, I argue that several key properties of contentful
mental states can only be explained if we account for real time as a parameter, and thus
dynamicism is supported with respect to mental content. Then, I show that real time is implicated
in psychosemantics at the timescale of both occurrent processing and the development of
semantic systems. Finally, I review some consequences this commitment to dynamicism may
have for our theory of mind more broadly and so highlight some areas for future research.
In chapter four, I develop the infodynamic model of intentional content. Infodynamics is
a syncretic combination of tools from various frameworks which is uniquely well suited to
account for psychosemantic content. First, I describe the frameworks that infodynamics employs
to create its account. Second, I lay out the formal and conceptual structure of infodynamics and
demonstrate the results of this structure by applying it to a simple case. Third, I compare
infodynamics to near-neighbors in the psychosemantic literature to demonstrate the advantages it
confers. Finally, I review some remaining questions and avenues for future research in
developing infodynamics and its consequences.
In chapter five, I show that infodynamic psychosemantics is compatible with the predictive
coding framework of the mind. First, I review the predictive mind hypothesis - which takes the
mind to be a kind of prediction machine - in context of the predictive coding tools used to
formulate this hypothesis. Next, I review empirical and computational evidence in favor of the
vii

predictive mind hypothesis. Then, I show that infodynamics is compatible with predictive
coding, and so may serve as a theory of content for the predictive mind hypothesis. Finally, I lay
out several promising areas for future research combining infodynamics and predictive coding.
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Ch 1: Towards naturalistic psychosemantics
Abstract
This chapter sets the goals of this dissertation by situating it more generally in the project
of naturalistic psychosemantics. First, I motivate the project of psychosemantics in general terms
and clarify what is meant by naturalistic psychosemantics throughout this dissertation. Next, I
review several prominent models of naturalistic psychosemantics in light of their
accomplishments and limitations. Then, I extrapolate from these accomplishments and
limitations to develop a set of positive criteria for a successful theory of psychosemantics.
Finally, I conclude with an outline of the remaining four chapters of this dissertation.

1. The problem of intentionality
Some states of the world exhibit an unusual property of being ‘about’ some other states. This
aboutness is called ‘intentionality’ and intentional states are a critical piece of the explanations
we give for some sorts of everyday behaviors:
I am sitting in a coffee shop while I write because I wanted a cup of coffee. I also thought
that my work might benefit from a change in environment and believe – having recently
read some research to this effect – that environments with low level background noise
ease the sort of rapid shifts between focused and holistic thinking that are important to
successful academic writing.
This sort of intentional explanation is distinct from other sorts of explanation as they explain at
least partly in virtue of what some states are about. Notably, it is not enough for this sort of
explanation to simply point out that some states I have are about something else, I need states
that are about the right sorts of things. My beliefs about mathematics or desires about language
1

learning would do little to explain my being in the coffee shop, but my belief that I can get a cup
of coffee and work productively at a coffee shop, coupled with the desire that these things obtain,
seems to do so quite nicely.
We don’t tend to give intentional explanations for every sort of system. Compare the
above to the following:
The ice in my coffee is melting because an exchange of heat between the ice, the coffee,
the cup, the air, and the rest of the thermodynamic system is bringing the temperature of
the ice above the freezing point of water.
Nowhere here do we seem inclined to talk about aboutness. The temperatures of the various
elements of the thermodynamic system, the exchange of heat, and the freezing point of water are
all certainly states of some kind, but they are not the right kind to be meaningfully ‘about’
anything.
We offer intentional explanations primarily for the behaviors of minds and the beings that
have them. Mentality and intentionality are very closely linked, so much so that the paradigmatic
sorts of mental state and the paradigmatic sorts of intentional state appear to be the same –
conscious beliefs and desires. This link between the mental and intentional is so close that
intentionality is often proposed as a ‘mark of the mental’, a positive criterion that allows us to
distinguish mental from non-mental states (Crane, 2014).
Intentionality is critical to our scientific and folk explanations of mental. Scientific work
on the mind talks about the neural representation of concepts, propositions, and narrative
(Dehghani et al., 2017; Wang, Cherkassky, & Just, 2017), the maladaptive beliefs about others
and ourselves that may underlie social anxiety disorder (Nordahl & Wells, 2017), etc. While the
2

specific terminology used to describe intentional phenomena varies across thinkers, traditions,
and disciplines, when we find ourselves explaining the mind, we find ourselves explaining it in
virtue of its aboutness.
Given its importance to the way we understand the mind, it seems that a successful theory
of mind will require a thorough understanding of intentionality. There are a host of relevant
issues we will need to address in forging such an understanding, but the most important issue to
address for making successful intentional explanations is the relationship between intentional
states and the states that they are about. That is, we need to have a theory of what it means to say
that a given state is about some other given state – or, rephrasing in the terms of philosophy of
mind, we need a theory of what facts determine the content of an intentional state. It is, after all,
the peculiar contents of intentional states – the things that they are about – that we lean on when
making intentional explanations.
Providing an account of those facts that determine the content of a mental state is the
chief project of psychosemantics. Psychosemantics, however, has been slow to progress, and
there is no satisyfing theory of content determining facts. In fact, there is disagreement from the
very beginning – as to what sort of system is equipped to make sense of these facts. A critical
dispute here is the appropriateness of taking a naturalistic approach to psychosemantics, where
naturalism is understood broadly as an aim to account for the content of intentional states in nonintentional terms that are in some (usually rather general) sense compatible with scientific
theorizing.
While some (Meixner, 2006) argue against naturalistic approaches, naturalism appears to
be the dominant framework for psychosemantics as it is elsewhere in the philosophy of mind.
Perhaps this naturalism is due to an unthinking scientism or some unconscious envy of the status
3

of the sciences on the part of philosophers of mind, but there are good reasons to think that there
is something more to it than that. Critically, the mind is a natural system, one part of a larger
natural world. As naturalism has had great success in advancing our theories of the world writ
large, we might be confident that it can do the same for the mind. In fact, we seem to have made
a great deal of progress in understanding the mind itself naturalistic terms – evidenced at least
through the practical advances made in clinical psychology, neurosurgery, and
psychopharmacology.
Of course, there is much yet to be explained, but that is no more a reason to give up on
the naturalistic approach to the mind than failure to account for relativistic phenomenon prior to
Einstein was a reason to give up on the entire project of physics. An incomplete theory does not
damn an entire discipline. For now, at least, we seem justified in continuing a naturalistic
approach to mental phenomena. Accordingly, I take the proper framework for psychosemantics
to be a naturalistic one, with the caveat that the vindication of such an approach will ultimately
be determined by its success in explaining intentional content and related phenomena.
This dissertation aims to further naturalistic psychosemantics – which I’ll just refer to as
‘psychosemantics’ from here on out for the sake of space – by providing a uniquely powerful
naturalistic model of intentional content. This chapter serves to orient this model in context of
several other prominent naturalistic models of content, with special attention being paid to what
their successes and failures tell us about what a successful psychosemantics will look like. In the
following section, I review four contemporary models of psychosemantics, lay out their basic
structure, and sketch some of the shortcomings these theories have encountered. Next, I lay out
four general problems that a successful model of psychosemantics will be expected to answer, as
well as sketching criteria of what constitutes a successful solution to those problems. I also
4

review two emerging themes in psychosemantics, and the consequences that they may have for
the project of naturalist psychosemantics generally. Finally, I conclude with an outline of the
remaining chapters of this dissertation.

2. Four models of naturalistic psychosemantics
Contemporary psychosemantics is characterized by focus on two challenges to the project
of accounting for intentionality in non-intentional terms. The first challenge is the difficulty of
accounting properly for misrepresentation, cases where an intentional state is tokened without
the proper content-determining facts obtaining. The second major challenge faced by
contemporary psychosemantics is the disjunction problem, the need to prohibit arbitrarily
disjunctive contents. The dual challenge of misrepresentation tolerance and disjunction limitation
are so prominent in contemporary psychosemantics that solving these problems is generally
understood as a minimal demand on any adequate theory (Rupert, 2008, pp. 356–357).
Misrepresentation is a fairly familiar feature of intentional states – we sometimes token
states when they are not apt. The most familiar cases of misrepresentation are mistaken beliefs –
mistaking a stranger for a friend at a distance or misremembering the date of some historical
event. Providing a theory of content that can attribute the proper content to intentional states
even when they misrepresent has proven to be a surprisingly difficult task. Often times, a
plausible model of how we might identify the content of a representation will make it impossible
for us to misrepresent, resulting in an implausible view where our beliefs are always apt.
The disjunction problem demands that our theory of content avoid licensing the
attribution of arbitrarily disjunctive content to intentional states. The disjunction problem is
challenging for two reasons. First, it seems that an intentional state’s having as its content some
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state of the world is probably best understood in terms of a relationship between the tokening of
the intentional state and the obtaining of the state of the world that is its content. The content of
my belief that I have a cup of coffee in my hand is somehow grounded in a relationship between
the cases where I have that belief and the cases where I have a cup of coffee in my hand. Second,
the obtaining of any state of the world entails the obtaining of all disjunctions including that state
of the world. Whenever it is true that I have a cup of coffee in my hand, it is also true that I either
have a cup of coffee in my hand or a new form of life is about to be discovered on an alien
planet. The challenge in overcoming the disjunction problem is to disallow the attribution of
arbitrary disjunctive contents of the latter kind. However, we will still need to allow for
appropriately disjunctive content, as might be found in my belief that this coffee is from either
Guatemala or Kenya. All the while, we need to be careful of the misrepresentation problem.
We can have a clear demonstration of both challenges if we follow Fodor (1987) in
considering a simplistic psychosemantic theory – the crude causal theory, or CCT:
(CCT): The content of a representation R for subject S is the properties P such that P
reliably causes R in S
The CCT posits that the content of my intentional state ‘horse’ is horseness because horseness
reliably causes ‘horse’ tokens in me (Fodor, 1987, pp. 99–102). The CCT has a sort of intuitive
appeal, but fails both to meaningfully account for misrepresentation or to prohibit arbitrary
disjunction.
The inability of CCT to accommodate misrepresentation is a result of the fact that a
representation might be reliably caused by any number of properties beyond those that would
appear appropriate to fixing its meaning. ‘Horse’ may be reliably caused by cowness,
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donkeyness, muleness, and any number of other properties that seem ill-fit to stand as its content.
Taking ‘horse’ tokens to have these among their content would result in a very strange theory of
meaning, and so it seems that the CCT is missing something important. To make this sort of
account work, we will need some way to distinguish proper and improper causing of the
intentional state (Fodor, 1984, 1987, pp. 99–102)
The CCT is vulnerable to arbitrary disjunction because for any property that might
reliably cause the tokening of a representation, there are arbitrarily many disjunctions of
properties that might reliably cause it as well – any disjunction containing a reliable cause of an
intentional state will be at least as reliable. Even if we can solve the problem of
misrepresentation, and so demonstrate that ‘horse’ is properly caused by horseness and not by
cowness, we need to show that ‘horse’ is not properly caused by the disjunction of horseness and
cowness (Fodor, 1984, 1987, pp. 99–102). So long as our standard of appropriate causation is a
simply correlational reliability, the disjunction problem will remain virulent.
In the following, I review four prominent approaches in contemporary psychosemantics. I
will lay out their basic form as well as challenges they face. Along the way, we will see that the
challenges of misrepresentation tolerance and disjunction limitation feature prominently into the
formation of these approaches, as well as into the objections raised against them. The following
is meant to be generally representative of the literature as it stands, though space constraints
prohibit an exhaustive review. Despite the limitations of these constraints, this chapter should
provide an adequate background to follow the project of this discussion and naturalistic
psychosemantics as a whole.

7

Asymmetric Dependence Semantics
Asymmetric dependence semantics takes the content of an intentional state to be the
properties that cause the tokening of that intentional state independently of other potential
causes, where some A causing some B is taken to be an instance of some causal law connecting
A’s and B’s, and independence is to be understood as synchronic independence. Schematically,
asymmetric dependence semantics is something like:
(ASD) The content of a representation R for a subject S is the set of properties P such that:
1. It is a law that P causes R's in S
2. For any other properties, X, that causes R's in S:
a. If it were not a law that P causes R's in S, then X would not cause R's in S
b. If it were not a law that X causes R's in S, then P would still cause R in S
The key element of asymmetric dependence semantics is the asymmetry in the causal relations in
virtue of which content-determining properties cause a state and the causal relations in virtue of
which other properties cause that state. This gives a natural analysis of misrepresentation, at
least, where misrepresentations are product of causal laws that are somehow parasitically
dependent on the causal laws that ground proper representation (Fodor, 1987, pp. 106–111;
Rupert, 2008, pp. 359–362).
A worked-out example of asymmetric dependence theory makes it much easier to see
how this approach is meant to work. Take, for instance, the claim that the content of ‘horse’, for
some subject S, is horseness – not cowness. In the structure of asymmetric dependence
semantics, this would be understood as saying:
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(1) It is a law that horseness causes ‘horse’ tokens in S
(2) If it is a law that cowness causes ‘horses’ tokens in S, then:
a. If it were not a law that horseness causes ‘horses’ tokens in S, then it would not be
a law that cowness causes ‘horse’ tokens in S
b. If it were not a law that cowness causes ‘horse’ tokens in S, then it would still be
a law that horseness causes ‘horse’ tokens in S
The asymmetry between the way that cowness and horseness cause ‘horse’ tokens is probably
best understood as suggesting that we would only token ‘horse’ tokens when presented with
cowness because we have somehow mistaken it for horseness. Misrepresentation is dependent on
representation, but not the other way around (Fodor, 1987, pp. 106–111; Rupert, 2008, pp. 359–
362).
Asymmetric dependence theory is relatively straightforward, but it is not clear that it
succeeds in reducing intentionality into non-intentional terms. While there are certainly no
intentional terms explicitly represented in the formulation of the theory here, they may be
smuggled in to the theory under guise of causal talk. One reason this might happen is if the
causal process that results in a certain mentalese term is mediated through other mental states,
such as might happen if we were to adopt a sort of linguistic holism. While Fodor rejects holism,
there is good reason to think that the causal patterns of mentalese terms involve – among other
things – something like a theory of the way mentalese terms relate to one another (Rupert, 2000,
pp. 330–335). A simpler version of this same problem is the possibility that we establish our
causal asymmetries in part be relying on how we use terms – that ‘horse’ means horse, ‘cow’
means cow, we see cows and horses as being somehow similar, and it is only in light of this
similarity that cows can cause ‘horse’ tokens. As this would involve intentional phenomena in
9

our basic explanation of intentionality, this would mark a failure of the project of naturalizing
intentionality. Without a clearer guide to what sort of causal asymmetry we are trying to
reference here, we cannot be clear as to whether asymmetric dependence semantics is successful.
Any successful naturalization of intentionality will need to assure us that it is not simply
smuggling semantic concepts in through the back door.
A second problem for asymmetric dependence semantics is that it is not clear how we
should understand causal (in)dependence. It is unclear how we are to tell that cowness’s causing
of ‘horse’ tokens is dependent on its being mistaken for horseness, and not, for instance, the
other way around. One suggestion here is that we can remove from cowness the property ‘being
a cause of ‘horse’ tokens’ without removing from horseness the same property, but not the other
way around (Fodor, 1994, pp. 118–119). However, this seems inadequate for two reasons. First,
it is not clear how we are to know that this is the case. Without guidance on the epistemic
practice here, this approach become impracticable as a way to diagnose content. Second, the
property of ‘being a cause of X’ isn’t the right sort of property to have causal force. It is
generally not that X causes Y because X is a cause of Y, but because it tokens some properties in
virtue of which it causes Y. A fire is not started because something is a cause of fire, but because
it has various properties in virtue of which it causes a fire. To speak of something causing a fire
because it is a cause of fire is vacuously circular, and at the same time would ground asymmetric
dependence semantics in metaphysical necessities, not empirical contingencies (Rupert, 2006,
pp. 257–261, 2008, pp. 360–362).
For these reasons, asymmetric dependence semantics is not a very promising approach to
intentional content. However, it does highlight what may be the central demand of any theory
that can allow misrepresentation and avoid disjunctive content – that there be an explicit
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asymmetry between content-determining and non-content determining facts. The remaining three
theories we will review each provide their own account of this asymmetry and focusing on this
account of the asymmetry is key to understanding the differences between them.
Causal-Developmental Semantics
Another prominent approach to psychosemantics is causal-developmental semantics,
which takes the content of an intentional state to be determined by causal patterns over the
history of the system. This is, in effect, to maintain much of the asymmetric dependence theory,
but to reject that causal independence should be understood synchronically. This approach is
exemplified by Rupert’s best test theory1, which takes the content of a representation R for some
subject S at time t to be the natural kind K with the highest success rate in producing R, where
the success rate of K at producing R is the ratio of the times that K caused R over the number of
times that K caused some other representational state. In brief, the best-test theory claims:
(BTT) The content of a representation R for subject S at time t is the natural kind K if
and only if the ratio the number of times that K caused R and the number of times that K
caused some other representation is greater than the corresponding ratio for any other
natural kind.
For the best test theory, the natural kind HORSE is the content of ‘horse’ for some subject if and
only if the ratio of the number of times that HORSE has caused ‘horse’ and the number of times

Ryder’s (2004) SINBAD neurosemantics is another good example, but its dependence on a particular neural
structure makes it of limited use for broader questions of psychosemantics (e.g., can machines have mental content,
etc). Generally, I take psychosemantics to be a broader discipline than neurosemantics, and so a successful
psychosemantic theory will need to accommodate a successful neurosemantic theory while still being able to
abstract away from neural facts.
1
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that HORSE has caused any other representational token is greater than the corresponding value
for any other natural kind (Rupert, 1999b, pp. 323–325, 2008, pp. 362–365).
The best test theory account for misrepresentation is straightforward. A representation R
that is most efficiently caused by a natural kind K misrepresents when it is caused by any other
natural kind. That is, ‘horse’ misrepresents when it is produced in response to COW because
COW is not the natural kind with the highest success rate in producing ‘horse’ – HORSE is. The
best-test theory also gives a clever solution to disjunction, because disjunctions – or rather higher
level natural kinds like MAMMAL, which play a similar role here as disjunctive content plays
elsewhere – because these higher level natural kinds will be less efficient in producing ‘horse’
than HORSE will. We can see this because MAMMAL will also produce any number of non‘horse’ representations (e.g., CAT, COW, MAMMAL) more frequently than HORSE will
produce non-‘horse’ representations (Rupert, 1999b, pp. 324–325).
One serious threat to the best test theory is that the natural kind with the highest success
rate in producing a given representation will likely be far closer to the representational system
than we would like. The result is that best test theory risks attributing to a representation content
that specifies how we become aware of states of the world, rather than states of the world
themselves. It is plausible, if not likely, that ‘blue’ would be most efficiently caused by a
particular kind of action in the retina – RETINAblue – which would mean that ‘blue’ has as its
content a kind of retinal activity, not a property of the things which elicit that activity. This
worry generalizes. A particular kind of neural pattern - NEURALhorse – might be a more efficient
cause of ‘horse’ than HORSE is. This could cause a serious problem for the best test theory
(Rupert, 2008, pp. 362–365).
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It is also unclear how the best test theory would be extended to deal with intentional
states the content of which are not natural kinds. Best test theory only provides us with a way to
describe the content of natural kind terms, but presumably a great deal of interesting intentional
phenomena do not have this sort of content. This is especially difficult when thinking of terms
that have no extension – those which have as their content fictional kinds, for instance.
Presumably, non-natural kind terms are meant to be built out of natural kind terms, but until the
relevant compositional principles are articulated, it is unclear whether best test theory will be
able to successfully generalize.
The final, and likely most serious, objection to best test theory is that it is not clear that
best test theory offers a reduction of intentionality to non-intentional terms. The notion of natural
kinds that best test theory depends upon is that “[…] natural kinds are any of the kinds that
successful non-intentional science finds theoretically interesting and useful”(Rupert, 1999b, p.
340). However, this notion of natural kinds may, in fact, be smuggling in intentional baggage.
The sorts of things that scientists find theoretically interesting and useful quite plausibly depends
on those things that they have intentional states representing. In fact, Rupert suggests that
needing a complex description to describe a candidate kind indicates that it is not a natural kind
(Rupert, 1999b, p. 342)2. This would seem to suggest that the content of our intentional states
restricts our natural kind terms, and so that the set of natural kinds is – at least in part – delimited
by intentionality. If this is the case, then explaining intentionality in virtue of natural kinds is
ultimately ineffective as a naturalization, because natural kinds themselves are loaded with
intentional properties.

2

This is probably a poor test for natural kinds in general, as it is heavily language dependent, biased against newly
discovered phenomena, etc.
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Information semantics
Information semantics derives the content of an intentional state from the information
carried by that state about its causes, where information is a matter of correlational probability –
the more information that a representation carries about some state of the world, the more
reliably the tokening of that representation correlates with the obtaining of that state of the world
(Dretske, 1981; Skyrms, 2010a). A contemporary exemplar of information semantics is Skyrm’s
(2010) model, which takes the propositional content of a representation to be the states of the
world whose probability is not reduced to (nearly) 0 by the information carried by the
representation.
While this model is highly technical, as is often true of information semantic theories, we
can demonstrate the basic structure somewhat simply. Imagine that we have four employees
waiting to hear which of them will be promoted, with each employee having an equal chance of
promotion prior to receiving any additional information from management. Call the state of
affairs that the first employee is to be promoted A, and the signal indicating that state of affairs
obtains 𝑆 𝐴
To get the propositional content of 𝑆 𝐴 , we first need to describe its information content as
a vector in the following form:
Equation 1: General form of an information vector
𝑰𝒔𝒕𝒂𝒕𝒆𝒔𝒏 = 〈log 2

𝑝𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑔 (𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 1)
𝑝𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑔 (𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑛)
〉
,…,
𝑝𝑟 (𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 1)
𝑝𝑟 (𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑛)

Where n is the number of states of the world that the signal carries content about, and
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𝑝𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑔 (𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑖)
𝑝𝑟 (𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑖)

is the ratio of the probability of state i conditional on receiving the signal and the

unconditional probability of state i (Skyrms 2010, 41). Accordingly, the information content of
𝑆 𝐴 is:
Equation 2: Information vector for S^A
𝑰𝒔𝒕𝒂𝒕𝒆𝒔𝒏 = 〈log 2

𝑝𝑟𝑆𝐴 (𝐴)
𝑝𝑟 𝐴 (𝐵)
𝑝𝑟 𝐴 (𝐶)
𝑝𝑟 𝐴 (𝐷)
〉
, log 2 𝑆
, log 2 𝑆
, log 2 𝑆
𝑝𝑟 (𝐴)
𝑝𝑟 (𝐵)
𝑝𝑟 (𝐶)
𝑝𝑟 (𝐷)

𝑰𝒔𝒕𝒂𝒕𝒆𝒔𝒏 = 〈log 2

1
0
0
0
〉
, log 2
, log 2
, log 2
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25

𝑰𝒔𝒕𝒂𝒕𝒆𝒔𝒏 = 〈2, −∞, −∞, −∞〉
The resulting vector is a direct description of the information that 𝑆 𝐴 carries about each of the
possible outcomes.
However, this is not yet propositional content, to get propositional content, we consider
all states that are not eliminated by the signal – all those whose value in the information vector is
not −∞. While this may look somewhat arbitrary, it is roughly analogous to the general
understanding of propositional content as the set of possible worlds that are consistent with the
utterance. A value of -∞ indicates only that the probability of the corresponding state was
reduced to zero (i.e., that state has been rendered impossible) (Skyrms, 2010a, pp. 33–42). At the
end, we find the intuitive result that the content of the 𝑆 𝐴 is that A will be promoted.
This account, and information semantics in general, has considerable difficulty in
allowing for misrepresentation and ruling out disjunctive content. For 𝑆 𝐴 to misrepresent
requires that it be produced when some state X other than A obtains. However, if 𝑆 𝐴 is produced
when X obtains, then 𝑆 𝐴 does not reduce the probability of X to 0. As a result, it would seem to
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that X is part of the content of 𝑆 𝐴 for any X that causes 𝑆 𝐴 , and so misrepresentation is
impossible.
Birch (2014) has proposed a method for allowing misrepresentation in this model built
upon a game theoretic concept – the nearest separating equilibrium. A separating equilibrium is
the point in an evolving game at which each player has evolved such that their actions directly
indicate what sort of player they are. In the promotion example, this means a game dynamic such
that each signal sent would carry perfect information3 about who will be promoted. Separating
equilibria are evolutionarily stable, and so a system will remain in a separating equilibrium once
it has arrived at it (Birch, 2014, pp. 503–505).
The nearest separating equilibrium method limits the content of a signal to the
information that it would carry at the nearest separating equilibrium of the system, where
nearness is to be understood in terms of the evolutionary dynamics of the system. Since
separating equilibria enforce a one-to-one mapping of states of the world and signals, the
propositional content of a signal will be the single state with a nonzero probability at the nearest
separating equilibrium. A signal misrepresents when it carries information about any other state,
such that there is more than one state with a nonzero probability conditional on the signal (Birch,
2014, pp. 503–505).
Even augmented by the nearest separating equilibrium method, however, this approach is
not a promising one. First, note that – even with the nearest separating equilibrium method
incorporated – Skyrms’s model of information semantics is still vulnerable to the disjunction
problem. If 𝑆 𝐴 carries information about A, it carries information about any disjunction of states

3

Perfect information brings the probability of a state to either one or zero, making the outcome certain.
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including A. As a result, 𝑆 𝐴 in the above example will have propositional content of something
like: “A, A or B, A or C,…”. While this is true to the logical implication of the intuitive content
– that A obtains – it does not seem to be an appropriate way to account for the content itself.
Second, nearness in evolutionary games is not a trivial concept, and it is not clear exactly
how it should be defined. Without a clear definition of nearness, however, we will not be able to
identify the ‘nearest’ separating equilibrium – and so this concept may in fact provide no real
guidance in allowing for misrepresentation. Birch hopes that this will not be too much of a
problem, as we can be hopeful that most plausible notions of nearness may agree in many cases.
When these cases disagree, the principled answer is that there is no determinate nearest
separating equilibrium – and therefore no determinate content (Birch, 2014, p. 504). However, it
is not clear that hope in the convergence of plausible nearnesses is justified, nor what the limits
of plausible forms of nearness are. Without this having been demonstrated, we have little reason
to believe that the nearest separating equilibrium model will be successful for the bulk of content
attribution cases.
Finally, many intentional systems may simply not evolve to a separating equilibrium.
Many systems do not have these sorts of equilibria, and there seems to be no obvious reason to
assume that intentional systems – as a whole – will have them. In fact, we have some good
reason to expect that intentional systems will not reliably feature separating equilibria.
Separating equilibria demand one-to-one state-to-signal mappings, which makes them intolerant
of polysemy and ambiguity. However, it is clear that polysemy and ambiguity are abundant in
natural language, and do not seem to be disappearing over time. It seems likely, for roughly
Quinean reasons, that this sort of ambiguity will characterize whatever sort of mentalese we
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consider as well. If this holds up, then mentalese conventions, like many systems, may never
evolve to a separating equilibrium.
In systems without a separating equilibrium in their evolutionary dynamics, nearness
becomes even stranger. Birch suggests that we can take the ‘nearest’ separating equilibrium to be
the one achieved with the smallest possible change to the model parameters (Birch, 2014, p.
504). However, this is extremely problematic. It is not clear how we should measure the size of a
change to model parameters, especially given that the system may be more sensitive to changes
in one parameter than another. We might merely consider the total value of the change, a
weighted total considering varying sensitivity, look for the parameter values that produce
behavior most like what we have observed, or take any number of other approaches. Likewise, it
is not clear if we should consider changes to some parameters more severe, as Birch suggests,
because they are not plausible values for the system (Birch, 2014, p. 507). This proposal is
initially appealing but is made quite complex we consider that the parameter values themselves
are responsible for a great deal of what is plausible for a system. The alignment of player
interests, the cost of signaling or acting, and the like are presumably selected for in a way that is
sensitive to the communicative properties of the signaling convention. An unreliable signaling
convention might place less emphasis on alignment than a reliable one, while placing more
emphasis on developing low cost strategies for signaling and acting. What parameter shifts are
plausible given the properties of a signaling system will often depend on the communicative
properties of that system, which are themselves products of the parameters that we are shifting.
To abstract away from the actual parameters is to abstract away from actual communication and
the actual evolution of the system.
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Accordingly, Skyrms’s information semantics fails to give us a reliable model of
intentional content. It runs badly afoul of the disjunction problem, and we run into serious
problems trying to implement the most promising solution for handling misrepresentation. These
problems are typical of information semantics more broadly, and it was largely in response to
these sorts of theories that the demand for misrepresentation and the disjunction problem were
developed initially. While there are certainly other contemporary information semantics, which
will differ in their details, this shortcoming is a theme among them approach as whole.
Teleosemantics
Teleosemantics takes the content of an intentional state to be the state of affairs which it
is the function of that state to indicate or represent (Abrams, 2005; Charlton & Papineau, 1991;
Millikan, 1989; Neander, 1995; Papineau, 2001). Much of the teleosemantic literature deals
particularly with defining a naturalistically acceptable notion of function, which has proven to be
somewhat difficult. A typical teleosemantic account of function would be something like
(Abrams, 2005, pp. 99–100):
(TSF) The function of a trait T with properties P is to cause events of type E if and only if:
(1) T has ancestors with respect to P, and
(2) An ancestor of T’s having P led to the creation of later ancestors of T, and ultimately to
T, by causing E, and
(3) The ancestor of T had competitors without P that produced fewer descendants than the
ancestors of T because they did not cause E’s as often as T did precisely because these
ancestors lacked P
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At its simplest, the content of an intentional state in teleosemantics is the conditions the
representation of which is part of that state’s proper function.
There are two major ways that this is understood in the teleosemantics literature, which
results in roughly two styles of content. In both approaches, the distinction between assertive
states (e.g., beliefs) that report the world to the subject and directive states (e.g., desires, plans)
that direct the subject to act on the world is important4. However, these approaches differ by
what they take to be the basic case of content.
The first approach, taken by Millikan, is built on the example of signaling in simple
organisms, and meant to generalize upward. The content of any state is whatever will help it
perform its proper function. The proper function of an assertive state is to help the consumer of
the information in that state to adapt to the circumstances that it indicates, and so the content of
an assertive state is whatever state of affairs it is meant to adapt the consumer to. The proper
function of a directive state is to produce a correspondence between the state and the world, and
so the content of a directive state is the correspondence that it is meant to produce. There is also
a wide range of states that are both assertive and directive, particularly in the case of animal
signals, which Millkan calls pushmi-pullyu representations or PPRs (Millikan, 1989, 1996).
The second approach, notably taken by Papineau, starts with creatures with a beliefdesire psychology. This is critical to this approach because the content of beliefs is explained, on
this approach, only in references to desires. Desires, a kind of directive state, are foundation of
content in this approach, with the content of a desire being the conditions that would satisfy that
desire. Beliefs function to support desires, and so the content of a belief is the set of conditions in

4

This same distinction has become increasingly important in recent information semantics (Huttegger, 2007;
Zollman, 2011)
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the world that leads to desire satisfaction when that belief is joined with desires to produce
behavior (Charlton & Papineau, 1991, pp. 33–54).
Teleosemantics is often motivated, in part, by the promise that it can handle
misrepresentation, avoid disjunction, or both (Charlton & Papineau, 1991, pp. 45–50; Millikan,
1989, pp. 281–284; Neander, 1995, pp. 129–135). The teleosemantic framework makes sense of
misrepresentation as a form of malfunction (Macdonald & Papineau, 2006, p. 11; Neander, 1995,
pp. 129–135). When we misrepresent, by this account, we are using a representation outside of
the conditions that representation is supposed to adapt our behavior towards as a part of its
proper function. The severity of the disjunction problem is likewise reduced as we can see that
the function of a state is to produce some result (or adapt us to some state), and not another
(Charlton & Papineau, 1991, pp. 45–50).
However, the ability of teleosemantics to fulfill these promises is called into question by
challenges to the determinacy of teleosemantic content attributions. The standard approach to
content in teleosemantics is to ground content in the selectional history of the mental state, but
there are good reasons to doubt that selectional history can produce an adequately determinate
content attribution.
The first challenge for the determinacy of selectional history is that we can describe the
reasons that a given function was selected in any number of ways. Take Neander’s (1995)
example of the antelope:
“Suppose a trait in an antelope population altered the structure of the hemoglobin, which
caused higher oxygen uptake, which allowed the antelope to survive at higher ground to
which they were forced to retreat. Suppose also that, as a result, this trait was selected.
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What did it do that was adaptive and caused the underlying genotype to be selected?
Answer: all of these things” (Neander, 1995, pp. 114–115)
In such a case, it is not immediately clear what should be considered the proper function of a
trait. Generalized to mental states, we seem to arrive at a sort of inappropriate disjunction, and
one which may make it difficult to diagnose misrepresentation.
There are generally two approaches for dealing with this indeterminacy due to functional
hierarchy: high church and low church. High church teleosemantics defines the function of a trait
in terms of how it produces its highest-level selectional consequences – how it contributes to
selective success. For instance, a representation that adapts us to the presence of food means
‘food’ – and not, say, an orange sphere – precisely because it is the role of an orange as food that
allows it to contribute to selective success. Low church teleosemantics defines the function of a
trait at the lowest level in the functional hierarchy where it remains unanalyzed. Instead of
tracking food, we are representing ‘orange sphere’, because this is the lowest level at which the
representation itself remains unanalyzed (Neander, 1995, pp. 126–129).
I think neither high church nor low church teleosemantics are terribly appealing. High
church teleosemantics results in some very strange content attribution, when we realize that it is
not just the indication of ‘food’, but the indication of ‘non-poisoned, nutritive, fitness
increasing, … food’ that improves the fitness of an organism with this sort of representation.
This is a remarkably strange content attribution, and seems to load in a great deal of information
that is not plausibly part of the content of that state (Neander, 1995, pp. 126–129). Low church
teleosemantics produces misrepresentation only in the face of biological malfunction or
inferential failure. An ‘orange sphere’ representation only misrepresents if it is tokened when no
such spheres are present, but a failure like this would require the system to malfunction in a very
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strict way. This seems fine for representations of perceptual states, but lacks the flexibility
required to account for the sort of higher-level misrepresentations we see in human cognition. In
many cases, we appear to misrepresent not because we receive faulty sensor inputs, but because
we draw faulty conclusions from reliable inputs. For this, low church teleosemantics suggests
that inferential errors account for the frequency of misrepresentation in human cognition
(Neander, 1995, pp. 129–137). However, without an account of inference that explains how
inferential errors might occur without some sort of mechanical failure in the inferential system,
the appeal to inference is ultimately not a satisfying solution to this problem. If inference is the
product of similar processes as perception, then inferential error seems as much a malfunction as
perceptual error. This would eliminate the possibility of faultless error, but it seems likely that
even a functional system might make errors quite regularly.
A second limit of selectional history for giving a determinate account of function is that
selection is based on relative fitness. This is troubling because it seems to make the function of
any trait dependent on what competitors did, or did not, exist at any time (Abrams, 2005, p. 104).
An eye shape might be relatively more fit than another because it admits light more efficiently
than others in the population. Accordingly, the function of this shape would be to admit light.
Alternatively, the same shape might be more resistant to injury than others in the population, and
so have as its function resisting injury. The function of the same eye shape, then, depends on
which competitors were actual – those with eye shapes less effective at admitting light, or those
with eye shapes more vulnerable to injury. The dependence of selectional history functions on
the composition of competitors makes the function of traits dependent as much on the nonexistence of potential competitors as it does on the existence of actual competitors, which makes
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function dependent on counterfactuals that seem to have no clear causal force on the actual case
(Abrams, 2005, pp. 102–105). This seems to be a serious problem.
One proposed solution to the competitor-dependence of selectional history is to replace
selectional history functions with ancestral history functions – functions that make current
generations more fit than their ancestors (Abrams, 2005, p. 110). However, this may simply be
incomprehensible, as there is no obviously meaningful way to compare fitness across
generations. This is largely due to the fact that the success of a trait in producing fitness depends
a great deal on environmental factors that may differ significantly from generation to generation.
Imagine a trait that contributes to a frog’s eating of flies. Now imagine that the population of
flies in the frog’s environment is double that of its ancestors. The frog could then be
considerably more successful in catching flies than its ancestors, even if nothing has changed. In
fact, a frog of one generation may benefit from a trait that would have been harmful to frogs of
an earlier generation due solely to environmental changes (e.g., changing distribution of food and
non-food objects in the area, etc). Not only is the ancestral history function questionably
understandable, but it may not solve the competitor dependence even if it were – part of those
environmental factors that will determine the fitness of a trait at any time is the distribution of
competitors. The introduction or elimination of competitor populations will again play a role in
determining the purpose of a function.
Indeterminacy challenges threaten the ability of teleosemantics to allow
misrepresentation and solve the disjunction problem because they show that multiple,
incompatible content attributions could be justified by the teleosemantic approach. This is a
problem so long as we hold, as the contemporary discourse does, that allowing misrepresentation
and solving the disjunction problems are critical to having a plausible theory of content. Further,
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to what extent teleosemantics is motivated by the promise to solve these problems, then,
indeterminacy may not just pose a problem for teleosemantics, but may undermine the basic
motivation for the theory as a whole.
However, some teleosemanticists have argued that there is good reason to be interested in
selectional approaches to content regardless of how well they handle misrepresentation and avoid
arbitrary disjunction – selectional history helps our psychological theorizing (of both the
everyday and scientific sort) by giving us a clearer understanding of the dispositions of cognitive
systems. That is, we talk a lot about what mental states are designed to do, and selectional history
is a good way to gain more insight into that sort of design talk. By replacing the unanalyzed
‘designed for’ with a more deeply understood ‘selected for’, we can understand a great deal more
about the function of minds and their parts (Papineau, 2001, pp. 287–289). So construed,
teleosemantics is largely a project to analyze a notion of function already used in our everyday
psychological discourse. That is, we already think of a belief as being designed to indicate some
feature of the world, and teleosemantics just wants to break down that concept of design so that
we can come to have a better understanding of what precisely that means.
However, teleosemantics in application cannot provide much insight into the function of
a given mental state because of general limitations in evolutionary accounts of function. To give
us insight of this kind into a given mental state, we would need an account of the precise
selectional history of that state. This, however, rests on facts that are not empirically accessible.
Knowing that a trait exists because of some particular selective process does not tell us why it
was selected for, just as knowing that a machine was designed by some particular person does
not tell us what it was designed for. True, we can know that something selected for by natural
selection produces a net increase in relative fitness, but we have no more than that. Critically, we
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do not have any access to the facts that would tell us how any given trait brought about that
increase. While there are presumably selectional facts that are capable of telling us this story,
they are empirically absent.
The empirical limitations that prevent us from meaningfully assigning specific functions
to evolved traits present a serious challenge for teleosemantics as a theory of psychosemantics. A
successful theory of psychosemantics should help us account for, and perhaps improve, the way
we talk about mental content in both ordinary and scientific contexts. This includes the way that
we go about assigning content to mental states. Teleosemantics, however, seems incapable of
doing so as the evidence it depends upon for content assignation are simply inaccessible to us.
As a result, teleosemantics is generally incapable of explaining or improving the attribution of
content to a representation as well as the detection of contentful representations in the first place
(Wagner, 1996, pp. 86–87).
Teleosemantics is often challenged by the case of the Swampman – an accidental, perfect
replication of a person that lacks the appropriate content-determining history due to its accidental
nature. The classic problem of this clone-by-cosmic-accident is that teleosemantics would deny
content to the apparently contentful states that the Swampman has. So construed, the Swampman
is an interesting conceptual limit, but poses little threat so long as we strictly take teleosemantics
to be an account of what content is in the actual world, such that merely possible conditions are
not relevant (Papineau, 2001).
However, I take there to be a more serious threat to the Swampman than often realized –
it isn’t a problem that the teleosemanticist would not assign it content if we encountered it, its
that they would assign content by wrongly presupposing an ‘appropriate’ selectional history. Just
as we carry with us no direct evidence of the selectional processes that shaped us, the
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Swampman would carry no direct evidence of the lack of these processes. The teleosemanticist,
encountering a Swampman, would not be able to distinguish its lack of a selectional history from
their own possession of one. The Swampman would act just as we would, and the
teleosemanticist would – with all the same evidence that they have for claiming that we have
mental content, go ahead and assign the same sort of mental content to the Swampman.
The teleosemanticist might reasonably object that the possibility of error in empirical
application does not undermine selectional models of content. However, the real threat runs
deeper than this – it is not just that the teleosemanticist might be wrong, but that there is no
evidence that can reliably guide the teleosemanticist in assigning content by their own standard.
The most serious threat demonstrated by the Swampman is that teleosemantics provides no
empirical method for the identification of meaningful mental states or their contents. The
challenge of the Swampman can be made much less supernatural seeming by considering firstfunctors. At some point in the history of any trait, there must have been an organism that first put
that trait to a given use. As these first-functors lack selectional histories grounding this sort of
use of that trait, those traits lack selectional function5. The teleosemanticist, then, would have to
deny content to the first mental state to be applied to a certain function, which seems troubling
given the possibility of novel mental states.
Teleosemantics fails in every day application for the same reasons. Imagine that you and
I both possess a mental state that arises regularly when we see a banana. Given that we are
hungry, and no more desirable food is present, both of us will take and eat the banana when that
mental state is tokened. This state reliably tracks bananas regardless of the context of their

Note that here I am talking about what we might call ‘radically novel’ functions, those that arise through mutation
or exaptation and are not merely minor variations on previous functions.
5
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presentation, and we’d both report that we are thinking about bananas while this state is tokened
if asked. A reasonable teleosemantic story would be that this state means ‘banana’ and serves
some function in allowing us to get food of a certain type. However, our mental states developed
along different selectional histories. In my history, bananas were always presented alongside
apples, which I like a bit less than bananas. In your history, bananas were always presented
alongside oranges, which you like a bit less than bananas. The selectional facts that produced
these mental states differ, but it would seem very strange to say that they have different contents.
This sort of inter-historical variance is almost trivial. The particular selectional facts
leading up to any particular individual of a species, or to the learned mental states of any
particular individual, will vary in some ways from one another. The teleosemanticist is left at a
dilemma. At the first horn, we can treat any variation in selectional facts as resulting in a
difference in function and so a difference in meaning. Doing so comes at the extraordinary cost
of cutting apart mental content so finely so as to make it nearly impossible for two different
organisms to have the same content. This would prohibit us from using intentional talk across
individuals and so fails to do a great deal of the work we expect a theory of intentionality to do,
which I take to be a disqualifying failure as a theory of psychosemantics. At the second horn, we
can ignore these variations and adopt the more plausible position that these states share content.
The result of this is that some facts, other than the particulars of selectional history, do the work
of making the content of mental states. This is, in effect, an abandonment of teleosemantics
altogether. Perhaps there is a solution here for the teleosemanticist, but I do not see one.

3. Criteria for naturalistic psychosemantics
Even while the review of extant psychosemantic theories in the above did not provide us
with a satisfactory solution to the problems of psychosemantics, it does make many of those
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problems sharper. In this section, I will leverage this to clarify the key demands that we must
make of a theory of psychosemantics. I will then develop these demands into a set of preliminary
criteria for a successful psychosemantics, as well as two themes in contemporary philosophy of
mind that challenge the basic approach taken by contemporary psychosemantics.
Basic demands for psychosemantics
One of the most basic demands of a successful psychosemantics is that it be able to
distinguish content-determining facts from other facts and intentional states from other states.
Jointly, the challenge of making these distinctions might be called ‘boundary problems’. We
need to know where to mark the beginning and end of those facts that are relevant for
determining the content of mental states if we are ever to have a usable theory. Likewise, we
need to know what sorts of states count as intentional if we are to make any reasonable theory.
For those who adhere to the view that intentionality is the ‘mark of the mental’, the second part
of the boundary problem will amount to demarcating the limits of the mental.
A similar demand is that any successful psychosemantics be able to distinguish particular
content determining facts/representational states from other content-determining
facts/representational states. Making these distinctions is not a trivial task, and so
psychosemantics faces a category of what we can call ‘partition problems’6. It is important here
that the partitions made be sufficiently determinate to allow for intentionality to be useful as a
concept. Many of the indeterminacy challenges to teleosemantics to be – in effect – objections
that teleosemantics has failed to partition content-determining states with sufficient determinacy.

6

Terminology from (Birch, 2014, pp. 507–509), but used here to address a broader set of problems.
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Once appropriate partitions have been established, we need to map from contentdetermining facts to the representational states whose content they determine. This produces a
cluster of problems we can call mapping problems – which includes well-known problems like
allowing for misrepresentation and avoiding disjunctive content. There are any number of ways
that a psychosemantics might fail to map appropriately, and so I think the general approach of
emphasis on avoiding a mapping failure are less useful than setting out what is required for
mapping success. Instead, we should focus on articulating the positive criterion that a successful
psychosemantics will provide a mapping between content-determining facts and representational
states that will give it an adequately specific and appropriate content attribution.
Finally, psychosemantics is meant to give us some insight into the mind, particularly with
respect to representational explanations of behavior. To do so, psychosemantics must give us
some practical insight on how intentional attributions are/ought to be made. To do so, they will
need to give us some guidance on the sort of evidence that justifies intentional attributions, and
how we can go about testing intentional claims.
With this in mind, we can demand that any successful psychosemantics:
1) Identify the bounds that distinguish:
a) Content-determining facts from other facts
b) Intentional states from other states
2) Partition the space of:
a) Content-determining facts into individual, sufficiently determinate, facts
b) Intentional states into individual, sufficiently determinate, states
3) Provide a mapping function from particular content-determining facts to particular
intentional states that:
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a) Is asymmetric between the facts that determine the content of a representation and
those that do not
b) Permits the tokening of a representation when those facts do not occur
c) Is sufficiently determinate
d) Does not assign absurd content to any mental state (e.g., massively disjunctive or
extremely unintuitive content)
4) Provide guidance for the successful deployment of intentional terms that:
a) Explains the use of intentional terms in folk psychology
b) Guides use of intentional terms in formal scientific context
c) Produces formal scientific discussions that match well enough with folk
psychological use to ensure that they are the same phenomenon
This is a short list, but a tall order. Satisfying each of these criteria at once will be a significant
challenge, but anything short of it will not stand as an acceptable model of intentionality.
In this dissertation, I will focus particularly on problems (3) and (4) – working to develop
a theory of content that is naturalistically deployable. This reflects, in part, a general trend in
psychosemantics to set aside or ignore (1) and (2). I will discuss (1) and (2) in several places
throughout the dissertation, however we will see that there is still more work to be done solving
these problems in the infodynamic framework.
Foundational challenges
Two themes in recent work in the philosophy of mind threaten to undermine basic
features of contemporary psychosemantic practice. Each of these challenges suggest that the
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contemporary approach to psychosemantics rests on an indefensible assumption, and so will
necessarily fail unless modified. I’ll review these briefly here, returning to each in a later chapter.
The first major challenge to psychosemantics as practiced argues that intentionality
cannot be understood without appealing to phenomenality. Phenomenal properties are said to
play two important roles for intentionality. First, they provide the only reasonable boundary
between intentional and non-intentional states, and so no solution to the boundary problem can
be had without accounting for phenomenal properties. Second, phenomenal properties are said to
be content-determining facts, and so we cannot resolve the mapping problem without
phenomenal properties either (Horgan & Tienson, 2002; Strawson, 2004).
If true, this position would not only immediately undermine the approaches discussed in
section two but would add a significant demand on any hopeful psychosemantics – to explain
what phenomenal properties are and how they contribute to content. This is troubling because it
would obligate the psychosemanticist to respond to one of the most enduring problems of the
contemporary philosophy of mind – the ‘hard problem of consciousness’ – or abandon a
commitment to naturalism. This would make psychosemantics an enormously difficult
enterprise. Any successful psychosemantics, then, will either need to reject phenomenal
intentionality, or include a theory of phenomenality.
The second major challenge to psychosemantics as practiced argues that any
understanding of the mind and its operations requires an explicit consideration of time as a
parameter of mental function. This view, called ‘dynamicism’, may pose a fundamental
revolution in the way we think of the mind. Of particular relevance to psychosemantics, none of
the above approaches include an explicit parameter for real time in their model of content. This
is characteristic of a static approach to content and is under direct threat from dynamicism.
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It is currently unclear both how well motivated dynamicism is with respect to
psychosemantics and how significant the consequences of dynamicism are for the status quo. In
response to this, psychosemantic theory needs to consider both whether there is sufficient reason
to demand an explicit temporal parameter in models of content, and how deeply that will
influence the resulting model of content. Particularly threatening is the suggestion that
dynamicism does away with representation (and perhaps intentionality) altogether, and this
demands a response.

4. An outline of this dissertation
This project aims to provide a successful theory of psychosemantics, and so intends to
answer the demands made above. This chapter, then, serves as an orienting statement, laying out
the basic goals of the project. In this final section, I’ll briefly outline the remaining chapters, and
what they will establish.
Chapter two addresses phenomenal intentionality and rejects the view that phenomenal
properties are essential to intentional content. This chapter first reviews arguments given in favor
of the need for phenomenal properties and shows that phenomenal properties cannot solve the
problems they are proposed to solve, and further show that these problems are – in fact – not
problems. Next, it argues that the limited range of phenomenal properties make them poor
candidates for content-determining states, as they have no clear path to explain the many
concepts which have no phenomenal properties directly attached.
Chapter three addresses dynamicism and argues that we do need to include time as a
parameter in our models of content, but that this does not conflict with representational theory of
the mind. First, I argue that temporal factors are critical to understanding the actual deployment
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of mental states, particularly in terms of their coordination to produce behavioral outcomes.
Second, I argue that not only is dynamicism compatible with representation, but that
representational modeling is independently motivated by empirical considerations. Finally, I
conclude with a push for dynamical representation, and provide a brief discussion of what such a
model should look like.
Chapter four develops the infodynamic model of psychosemantics – a novel model of
content that synthesizes tools from a range of approaches to produce a satisfying answer to the
problems discussed above. First, I lay out the conceptual motivation for the infodynamic model.
Second, I detail the formal structure of infodynamics, and show that it satisfies demands (3) and
(4). Third, I contrast infodynamics with a similar model of content to lay out the advantages of
the infodynamic approach. Finally, I review some future directions for work on the basic theory
of infodynamics, including strengthening the partial solutions it provides to demands (1) and (2).
Chapter five incorporates the infodynamic model of psychosemantics into a predictive
coding framework. First, I review the conceptual underpinnings of predictive coding. Next, I lay
out empirical evidence suggesting that predictive coding may provide a unified model for the
mind across several domains of mental function. Third, I show that infodynamics and predictive
coding strengthen one another when combined. Finally, I review some areas for future work on
infodynamic predictive coding.
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Ch. 2: Psychosemantics and phenomenality
Abstract
In this chapter, I argue against psychosemantic phenomenalism – the view that
phenomenal properties play a critical role in psychosemantics. First, I introduce psychosemantic
phenomenalism and provide the background to understand it in context. Next, I respond to one of
the major arguments in favor of psychosemantic phenomenalism – that non-phenomenal
psychosemantics is unacceptably indeterminate – and argue that phenomenal properties provide
no path to determinacy and that the kinds of indeterminacy they cite are benign. Then, I argue
against the other major argument in favor of psychosemantic phenomenalism – that phenomenal
properties are needed to meaningfully demarcate intentional states – and argue again that neither
is the phenomenalist solution successful nor the identified issue a genuine problem. Finally, I
argue that psychosemantic phenomenalism is unlikely in-principle to succeed due to the risk of
introducing a new interaction problem.

1. Phenomenal properties and intentional content
Intentionality and phenomenality are two of the most remarkable features of the mind,
and the paradigmatic sorts of mental states – conscious beliefs, desires, and the like – possess
both qualities. It is a natural, then, that we might want our theory of mind to account for
whatever relations the aboutness of intentional content may bear to the what-it-is-likeness of
conscious experience, if there are any such relations.
The most basic question to be answered about the relations of intentionality and
phenomenality is whether they have any deeper connection than occasional, coincidental
cooccurrence. The trend in the contemporary philosophy of mind has largely been towards
separatism, the view that intentionality and phenomenality are, in fact, independent phenomena
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(Lycan, 2008, p. 240). However, recent work has pressed the inseparatist view that intentionality
and phenomenality are linked in some fundamental way (Horgan & Tienson, 2002; Strawson,
2004).
Three kinds of inseparatism
If the inseparatist position is correct, we will need to abandon much of what is taken for
granted in the way we theorize the mind. There are generally three kinds of inseparatism, each of
which has its own consequences for the theory of mind – the view that phenomenality depends
on intentionality, the view that intentionality depends on phenomenality, and the view that each
phenomenality and intentionality depend on each other. I’ll review these briefly here.
The view that phenomenality somehow depends on intentionality is exemplified by
representational (Dretske, 1995, 2003, Tye, 1995, 2002) and higher order thought theories
(Rosenthal, 1986) of consciousness. These views generally argue that phenomenal phenomena
are a subtype of intentional phenomena. Understanding phenomenality, then, will require
understanding intentionality.
The view that intentionality is dependent on phenomenality is often grounded in the
claim that all intentionality is grounded in conscious states in a way that limits intentionality to
conscious agents or to potentially conscious states (Horgan, 2013, p. 237; Searle, 1992, p. 132),
that the content of intentional states is at least partly determined by phenomenal properties
(Horgan & Tienson, 2002, p. 522), or that intentionality itself is fundamentally phenomenal
(Strawson, 2004, p. 287). In this view, aboutness is just a kind of actual or potential what-it-islikeness. Accordingly, to know about intentionality requires that we know about phenomenality.
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Finally, we can hold both theses at once and take intentionality and phenomenality to be
mutually dependent. Likely the most prominent version of this mutual dependence claim is
content inseparatism (C-Ins):
(C-Ins): Every paradigmatic mental state is phenomenally
intentional in content (Graham, Horgan, & Tienson, 2007, p. 470
emphasis original)
For a mental state to be phenomenally intentional means that its intentional content is constituted
or determined by its phenomenology alone (Graham et al., 2007; Horgan & Tienson, 2002).
Accordingly, C-Ins holds that the content of paradigmatic mental states (e.g., perceptual states,
etc) is entirely determined or constituted by the what-it’s-likeness that is immediately or directly
presented to the subject or person in the state (Graham et al., 2007, p. 471). Strawson (2004)
likewise holds that the problem of intentionality really just is the problem of phenomenality, also
pointing to the role of conscious experience in individuating and determining mental content. If
the mutual dependence claim is correct, we cannot understand either phenomenality or
intentionality without understanding both.
Inseparatist psychosemantics
Each of these views have consequences for our theory of mind, but only the latter two
have particular significance for psychosemantics. If it were true that intentionality depended on
phenomenality, then a successful model of intentionality must include a successful model of
phenomenality as one of its parts. As a result, we find the relatively ‘easy’ problems of
naturalistic psychosemantics contaminated by the so-called hard problem of consciousness. This
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has catastrophic implications for psychosemantics as practiced, and so it is of great concern to
psychosemantics whether there is any good reason to endorse this sort of inseparatism.
The view that phenomenality is a fundamental part of intentionality, which I’ll call
‘phenomenalist psychosemantics’, or ‘phenomenalism’ for short, has two major arguments in its
favor. The first argument in favor of phenomenalism is that intentional states are indeterminate
in a problematic sort of way unless we include phenomenal properties in the proper way. The
second is that the only meaningful way to restrict the scope of intentionality – both in terms of
the sorts of entities that can possess intentional states, and in terms of the sorts of states that
count as intentional – is through appeal to phenomenal properties.
Both of these arguments are meant to show that no adequate theory of mind can be
crafted without understanding that intentional properties are somehow constituted by or
dependent upon phenomenal properties. As phenomenalists are generally naturalists –
particularly in that they take the project of theorizing the mind to be roughly the project of
accounting for the mind and its properties in non-mental terms amenable to idealized science7 – a
major consequence of phenomenalism is that a complete psychosemantics depends on our
showing how intentionality and phenomenality are in turn grounding in physical stuff. A theory
of intentionality must solve the ‘hard problem of consciousness’8 (Horgan, 2013, p. 247; Horgan
& Tienson, 2002, p. 530).

7

This is almost always coupled with that the this might mean something very different than current science (Horgan,
2013, pp. 247–248; Strawson, 2004, pp. 290–292).
8

We could also express the commitment to naturalism as a commitment to explaining intentionality in nonintentional terms, in which case a successful naturalization would require that we explain phenomenal properties in
non-phenomenal terms – which is just another way of putting the ‘hard problem’.
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Phenomenalists hope that these arguments will give us reason enough to acknowledge
that the whole framework of these approaches is wrong. Contemporary psychosemantics is
characterized by measures of information (Dretske, 1981; Skyrms, 2010a), teleological functions
(Charlton & Papineau, 1991; Millikan, 1989; Papineau, 2001), prior probabilities (Rupert,
1999b), and all sorts of combinations thereof (Shea, 2007)9. It is demonstrative of how little
importance has been assigned to consciousness in psychosemantics that we talk more seriously
of Swampmen, twin earths, and artificial intelligences than we do about the possibility that
phenomenal properties are content-determining. If the phenomenalist is right, we’ll have a lot of
work to do rebuilding psychosemantics.
Fortunately, the phenomenalist is not right. In both cases, phenomenal properties are not
able to solve the problems that the phenomenalist wants them to solve. This would be bad news
for psychosemantics in general if the phenomenalist is right that these problems are genuinely
dangerous. We are saved here, then, by a second failure of the phenomenalist arguments – they
fail to identify any real problems for psychosemantics, so are unmotivated from the start.
In this chapter, I will review each of these arguments, and show that they are neither
successful nor motivated proposals – we have no reason to think that incorporating phenomenal
properties into our theory of intentional ones will provide any value whatsoever. First, I address
the argument that phenomenal facts are essential for content-determination if we want to avoid
indeterminacy. I show that phenomenal properties are not able to do this, and that excluding
phenomenal properties does not damn our psychosemantics to indeterminacy. Second, I address
the argument that phenomenal properties are needed to fix the boundaries of intentional content.

9

An excellent review of the major contenders can be found in Rupert (2008)
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I show that phenomenal properties are poor candidates for fixing these boundaries, and that
existing proposals do not encounter the problems that the phenomenalist suggests they do.

2. Phenomenalism and content determination
Several familiar arguments have demonstrated that no naturalistic method can render a
deterministic model of intentional content (Goodman, 1983, pp. 72–81; Kripke, 1982, pp. 7–21;
Quine, 1960, pp. 26–79). Largely, these arguments are motivated by some form of the
underdetermination of theory by data – a general principle of inductive-scientific reasoning that
shows no amount of data will ever be sufficient to determinately identify a single true theory.
Instead, we can only ever choose between a set of mutually incompatible but individually
adequate theories to account for any observations. I take it to be generally accepted that the
indeterminacy of intentional content is a very real possibility.
I also take it to be generally accepted that certain kinds of indeterminacy are destructive
for psychosemantics. The disjunction problem is built on a particular sort of indeterminacy – the
indeterminacy that follows from being unable to distinguish between those causes of a state that
constitute its content from those that do not (Fodor, 1987, pp. 101–102). Likewise,
teleosemantic theories are often hit with objections centering around the indeterminacy of
functions (Fodor, 1990, pp. 70–82). These challenges are generally taken seriously, and
resolving them is understood to be vital to successful psychosemantics (Martínez, 2013;
Neander, 1995; Papineau, 1998; Rupert, 1999b, 2008). Some forms of indeterminacy, at least,
cannot be tolerated.
There is a clear danger, then, in the balance between the possibility that naturalistic
psychosemantics may be indeterminate and the threat that the wrong kind of indeterminacy will
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destroy the project all together. We are left with a narrow space to work in, looking for a theory
of content that is determinate enough to avoid disjunction and other nasty sorts of indeterminacy
while acknowledging the limits of naturalistic measures to produce absolute determinacy. If any
given naturalistic approach to intentional content has the wrong sort of indeterminacy, it is
doomed from the start.
Two troubling indeterminacies
Recent work in favor of phenomenal intentionality has leveled just this charge against the
standard approach to modeling intentionality – that only the incorporation of phenomenal
properties can save a theory of intentionality from unacceptable sorts of indeterminacy (Horgan
& Tienson, 2002; Strawson, 2004). There are two reasonably well-developed arguments along
this line that I have seen. The first is that indeterminacy about the formal function instantiated by
a physical system would undermine our ability to reason deductively (Ross, 1992). The second is
that the semantic and ontological indeterminacy faced by non-phenomenal models of
intentionality is incompatible with the phenomenal properties of tokening a mental state (Horgan
& Tienson, 2002; Strawson, 2004). Both arguments consist of two parts. First, they aim to
demonstrate the non-phenomenal models of intentionality is indeterminate in a problematic way.
Second, they argue that these problematic indeterminacies can be resolved only by incorporating
phenomenal properties into our theory of intentionality. That is, psychosemantics as practiced is
fatally ill, and the cure is phenomenality.
The first of these arguments has to do with the inability of non-phenomenal theories of
intentionality to attribute formal functions10 to mental states with sufficient determinacy to

10

That is, a mathematical/logical notion of function, not a teleological one.
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account for the properties of reasoning. This argument focuses primarily on what we might call
formal cognition – thinking that explicitly employs mathematical or logical functions at some
step – and extends to cognition generally so long as we take the operations of the mind to be in
some part functions of a similar sort. While this argument initially developed by Ross (1992) as a
defense of immaterialism, it has been cited as a kind of the sort of indeterminacy that
phenomenal intentionality sets out to solve (Horgan & Tienson, 2002, p. 531). As such, I will be
considering this argument first as a defense of phenomenal intentionality within a broadly
naturalistic framework, and only return to the problems of doing so at the end of this section
The proposed challenge for non-phenomenal theories of intentionality is that they are not
able to account for the determinate ‘pure forms’ that mental operations instantiate, and that this
an unacceptable outcome. To think in some way is just to have a thought that conforms to a
determinate formal structure. The most obvious cases of these pure forms are in formal cognition
– we only square a number if our thought is of the form 𝑁 𝑋 𝑁 = 𝑁 2 , and only make an
inference via modus ponens if our thought is of the form 𝐴 → 𝐵, 𝐴 ⊢ 𝐵 (Ross, 1992, pp. 137–
140). However, the case can be extended further, so long as we accept that any mental operation
exhibits a consistent structure over all possible objects of that operation – all assenting, hoping,
doubting, etc., has some common structure in virtue of which it is assent, hope, doubt, etc. (Ross,
1992, pp. 149–150).
A familiar example of indeterminacy with respect to the function that a system
instantiates in its operations is quus-plus indeterminacy. Imagine a simple computer
implementing a single function over the domain of real numbers. So far, we have observed that
when the computer takes as input two numbers, it produces as output the sum of those numbers.
However, we have never seen the computer take as input any number greater than fifty-six, and
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so we do not know what output it will produce under these circumstances. Accordingly, we
cannot tell determinately whether the computer is implementing addition proper, or some
function that merely behaves like addition over the range of our prior observations. Take, for
instance, the function quus (denoted ⨁):
Equation 3: Definition of quus
𝑥⨁𝑦 ={

𝑥 + 𝑦; 𝑥, 𝑦 < 57
5; 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

Quus and plus are indistinguishable over the range of our observations so far, and so we have no
way of determining whether the computer implements plus or quus (Kripke, 1982, pp. 7–9).
Quus-plus indeterminacy will hold so long as there might be input conditions that we
have not observed, but the indeterminacy of pure forms is even more severe. Quus-plus is still
fundamentally a question about input-output mappings, with the threat that no matter how many
observations we make, there is always the possibility that the system will behave unpredictably
given some so-far-unobserved input (Ross, 1992, pp. 143–144). However, pure forms are not
simple mappings of inputs and outputs. Instead, a pure form is some sort of Platonic formal
structure instantiated by a given mental operation. That is, two functions with completely
identical input-output mappings may still differ in virtue of their pure forms (Ross, 1992, pp.
137–141). In the search for pure forms, then, we cannot distinguish a determinate pure form for
an observed function even if we were somehow certain that we had observed the input-output
behavior of the computer for all admissible inputs (Ross, 1992, pp. 137–140).
The irresolvable indeterminacy of pure forms is meant to be a problem for the standard
approach to intentionality because of its consequences for out theory of mind. To say that there
are no determinate pure forms is to give up a basic component of formal cognition, and to say
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that we cannot actually perform the sorts of mental operations that we regularly attribute to
ourselves:
We cannot really add, conjoin, or do modus ponens? Now that is expensive. In fact, the
cost of saying we only simulate the pure functions is astronomical. For in order to
maintain that the processes are basically material, the philosopher has to deny outright
that we do the very things we had claimed all along that we do. Yet our doing these
things is essential to the reliability of our reasoning. Moreover, we certainly can,
Platonistically, define the ideal functions, otherwise we cannot say definitely what we
cannot do. That exposes a contradiction in the denial that we can think in pure functions,
however; for to define such a function is to think in a form that is not indeterminate
among incompossible forms. To become convinced that I can only simulate the
recognition that two Euclidean right triangles with equal sides are congruent, I have to
judge negatively with all the determinateness that has just been denied. Each Platonistic
definition of one of the processes, and each description of the content of logical or
arithmetical judgment, is as definite a form of thought as any of the processes being
denied; and each judgment that we do not do such and such a function is as definite in
form as is conjunction, addition, or any of the judgments that are challenged; otherwise,
what is denied would be indeterminate. It is implausible enough to say we do not really
add or conjoin. It is beyond credibility to say we cannot definitely deny that we add,
conjoin, assert the congruence of triangles, or define particular functions, like
conjunction.
The final and greatest cost of insisting that our judgments are not more
determinate as to pure functions than physical processes can be, is that we can do nothing
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logical at all, and no pure mathematics either. Now, who believes that? (Ross, 1992, pp.
145–146)
To reject pure forms, then, requires both an internal inconsistency and adopting a terribly
implausible theory of mind. Note again that if we take mental operations more generally to be
function-like in their possession of a shared, definitive structure, then we would lose not only
formal cognition, but cognition in general. If true, this would seem to be unacceptable. We
would be obligated to somehow save pure forms, which cannot be done with standard nonphenomenal intentional theorizing.
The second of the indeterminacy arguments in favor of phenomenal intentionality is both
more direct and a good deal simpler – non-phenomenal theories of intentionality fail to
adequately account for the apparent determinacy of experience:
Quine notwithstanding, it seems plainly false - and false for
phenomenological reasons-that there is indeterminacy as to
whether one is having a thought that rabbits have tails or whether
one is instead having a thought that (say) collections of undetached
rabbit parts have tail- subsets. It is false because there is something
that it is like to have the occurrent thought that rabbits have tails,
and what it is like is different from what it would be like to have
the occurrent thought that collections of undetached rabbit parts
have tail-subsets. (Horgan & Tienson, 2002, p. 522)
That is, it does seem that we have different experiences when we have different thoughts. The
thrust is straightforward – no psychosemantics that does not account for the determinacy of our
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experience when tokening a conscious intentional state will be adequate. Perhaps, then, thinking
in one way is differ than thinking in another way precisely because what it is like to think in the
first way is different from what it is like to think in the second
This argument is reminiscent of Searle’s view that all intentional states have a subjective
component – an aspectual shape. The aspectual shape of an intentional state defines the way that
an agent experiences a given intentional state, and aspectual shapes are underdetermined by
physical facts. Subjectivity must be explicitly considered if we are to account for aspectual shape
(Searle, 1991). The inseparatist argument, then, can be understood as the claim that the
determinacy of aspectual shape demands a determinacy of content, and the only way to get
sufficiently determinate content is to ground it (at least partially) in aspectual shape.
Phenomenalism can’t solve indeterminacy
If these arguments are convincing, then the non-phenomenalist is in a great deal of
trouble. It is fortunate, then, that they are not convincing. Perhaps the most damning problem
they face is that there is no obvious way in which phenomenal properties are able to resolve
either of these problems. In fact, adding a new bundle of properties to psychosemantics will only
bring in a new bundle of potential indeterminacies.
Ross’s proposal is flawed from the start, as the basic notion of ‘pure form’ is so ill defined
that it is unclear whether any tools might be able to save it. Certainly, Ross’s understanding of
functions does not track well with how they are typically understood in mathematics and logic,
and common practice is to define functions precisely in terms of the sorts of input-output
mappings that Ross rejects as merely simulations of pure forms11. Judging by my bookshelf, at

11
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least, Ross is quite literally rejecting the textbook definition of a function. Presumably, however,
Ross is aware of this practice, and means to suggest that this definition is somehow inadequate
because it ignores something important about the structure of function. That is, he insists that to
square a number N means to employ a function with the exact, determinate pure form of
𝑁 𝑋 𝑁 = 𝑁 2 (Ross, 1992, pp. 137–138). To talk about inputs and outputs is a way of talking
about the behavior of functions, but their essence is to be had in some sort of Platonic account of
structure that moves beyond this.
However, it is not clear what parts of a function’s structure are supposed to remain fixed if it
is to be assigned to a given pure form. Any plausible definition of a function must be able to
withstand a great deal of variation in its structure. We’ll need to be able to account for variable
values that belong to the same function (the functions 𝑓(2) = 2 𝑋 2 and 𝑓(3) = 3 𝑋 3 must both
have the same pure form as 𝑁 2 = 𝑁 𝑋 𝑁) to allow for any function with variables, we need to
allow various ordering of the operands (𝐷(𝑁) = 2 𝑋 𝑁 should be identical to 𝐷(𝑁) = 𝑁 𝑋 2) to
account for commutative functions, and even the number of operands must be allowed to vary if
we wish to account for functions like the factorial and summation. We’ll also need to tolerate
notational variation, as the function of incrementing X by Y could be variously expressed as
X+Y, +(X, Y), ∑(𝑋, 𝑌), and any number of other contrived conventions.
Defining a function in terms of its structural properties is an extremely tricky proposal, and it
is not clear that there is any acceptable method for definition that is any more robust than input-

“A relation between M and N is a subset of M X N. Such a relation, call it f, is said to be a function (or mapping)
from M to N if for each 𝑎 ∈ 𝑀 there is precisely one 𝑏 ∈ 𝑁 with (𝑎, 𝑏) ∈ 𝑓.”(Rautenberg, 2006, p. XVI, emphasis
original).
“Let A and B be sets. A function f from A to B is an assignment of exactly one element of B to each element of A.
We write 𝑓(𝑎) = 𝑏 if b is the unique element of B assigned by the function f to the element a of A. If f is a function
from A to B, we write 𝑓: 𝐴 → 𝐵”(Rosen, 2003, p. 97, emphasis original)
Note that the demand for a unique output is set aside in some definitions.
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output mappings. There is a very real risk that what Ross proposes as necessary – that we
identify functions more precisely than their input-output mappings – is not at all possible.
Certainly, there is a lot to be done to demonstrate exactly what we are supposed to do to make
sense of this, and a great deal more to be done to show that any specific tool is able to solve this
problem – be it the incorporation of phenomenal properties or the immaterialism that Ross
initially proposes. In fact, Ross takes this to be a problem with all materialist models of the mind,
and so a materialist phenomenal intentionality seems no better off than a non-phenomenal one.
That is, there is no obvious reason that either of these will be able to: (1) provide a satisfying
definition of pure forms, and (2) do so in a way that renders the attribution of pure forms to a
mental state determinate.
Perhaps the second problem gives hint to a solution – phenomenal experience is
purportedly determinate, and so we might hope that it can be used to render the necessary sort of
determinacy. However, this proposal runs into two serious problems. First, it is, in fact, far from
obvious that phenomenal experience is determinate. Second, it is not clear that even if
phenomenal experience were determinate that there is any meaningful way in which its
properties could determine intentional content.
That possibility that phenomenal experience is indeterminate is probably best
demonstrated by the case of the speckled hen. At its simplest, the speckled hen problem is that a
phenomenal experience of seeing a speckled hen may not be an experience of a determinate
number of speckles, though the number of speckles itself is presumably determinate. To say that
phenomenal experience is determinate seems to require that there be a determinate number of
grains in a phenomenal experience of a bowl of rice, which seems to me quite implausible. In the
case of the phenomenological gavagai above, it is not clear to me that the phenomenal
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experience of a rabbit, a proper functional organization of rabbit parts, or any other ontological
structure. The speckled hen suggests that our phenomenal experience may not even be
determinate about the properties of constituent parts of our experience, and I see no reason to
think that our mereology would be any better determined. In fact, if there is any indeterminacy
with respect to the constituent parts of the experienced object, it seems impossible that there
might be any sort of mereological determinacy like they suggest.
But the case is worse than this, because even granting determinacy to phenomenal
experience is insufficient to give us an account of how exactly phenomenal experience goes
about determining intentional content. When pressed on this question by a rhetorical opponent,
Strawson (2004) defends the role of phenomenal properties in determining intentional content as
follows:
How can experience ever deliver determinateness? It just can. Cognitive experience in
causal context can do just this. Such is its power. The whole philosophical difficulty, for
many of us, is simply to accept this fact, to see that there is nothing suspect or questionbegging about it. It takes some getting used to if one has been brought up philosophically
in a certain way (Strawson, 2004, p. 306).
It is stipulated as a sort of brute fact – which it is our burden to accept as self-evident and noncircular without justification – that phenomenal properties are able to determine intentional
content. Resistance to this idea is simply the consequence of “[…] the long drawn out minddenying crazinesses of behaviourism and its brood” (Strawson, 2004, p. 308).
This phenomenalist fideism is utterly unconvincing, and this sort of obstinate faith could
just as easily be mustered for the opposing view. We can just as well, and just as insistently,
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insist that it is a brute fact that experience ‘just can’t’ deliver determinateness. The discussion
would then end, I suppose, with no one wiser than at the outset. Even if such an appeal to brute
facts that just so happen to decide precisely the issue being argued was a generally respectable
way to reason12, the cost of phenomenalism – making the whole of the project of theorizing
intentionality depend first upon the resolution of the hard problem of consciousness – is steep
enough to encourage us to demand exceptionally good reason to go down this path.
A more thoroughly developed proposal here is that phenomenal content might determine
intentional content because the content of our intentional states is to be understood in relation to
their truth conditions13, which are in turn to be understood in terms of phenomenal states. This
case here is clearest for perceptual contents – the truth of my belief that I am holding a cup of tea
depends on the world satisfying those conditions made present to me by my phenomenal
experience of tea-cup-holding. As for propositional contents, the role of phenomenal properties
is supported by the role that perceptual concepts play in propositional states. Not only can the
truth conditions of my perceptual belief about tea-cup-holding be specified by phenomenal
properties, but so can the truth conditions of my non-perceptual propositional belief that there is
more tea in the other room if I so require it. To test this belief is to engage in a test of the
phenomenal properties of the world (Horgan & Tienson, 2002, pp. 524–526).
However, the grounding of determinate intentional content in phenomenal content in this
way faces serious challenges. One challenge for this approach is to account for the content of
beliefs that are never tested. For instance, I might never bother to check if the other room does in
fact have more tea. In such a case, I have no phenomenology to either confirm or refute the

It isn’t
We’ll assume here that an appropriate notion of satisfaction conditions could be developed here to account for
non-assertive states.
12
13
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belief. We seem to have meaningful truth conditions, but they do not seem able to be understood
in terms of my phenomenal properties (Bailey & Richards, 2014, p. 320). Appealing to possible
phenomenal properties become troubling for a number of reasons, notably that hallucination,
delusion, and illusion are all possible such that it seems impossible to define truth conditions
purely in these terms. I might go check the other room and, due to a sudden bout of
hallucination, see that all my tea tins are empty.
More troubling, perhaps, is the puzzle of beliefs about imperceptibles. The proposal that
content-determining are phenomenal facts seems to require that we have appropriate properties
in experience to ground the concepts that feature in our intentional states14. However, a great
many concepts have no clear phenomenal parallel. The most obvious cases of concepts with no
obvious path to phenomenal properties are, ironically, concepts used in formal cognition –
cardinal infinities, imaginary numbers, negative values, etc. Other troubling cases include
accounting for concepts that track things beyond our perceptual capacities (quarks, atomic spin,
etc.), dispositional properties (probabilities, tendencies, etc.) and non-actuals (counterfactuals,
fictions, etc.).
The case of imperceptibles puts the phenomenalist in an uncomfortable position. They
might try to argue that there really are phenomenal properties, or compositions of phenomenal
properties, that ground content about imperceptibles. However, it seems false, and false for
phenomenological reasons, that there is any phenomenal difference between thinking that the
probability of some event is 0.2334765198 and thinking that the probability of that same event is
0.2334765197 – even when this thinking is conscious. Likewise, it is not clear what sort of

14

Thanks to David Papineau for this suggestion.
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phenomenal experience might accompany thinking about up quarks that does not accompany
thinking about down quarks, etc.
Instead, the phenomenalist might retreat to a weaker claim – that some intentional states
have some of the content determined by phenomenal properties. However, this leaves uncertain
just what consciousness is supposed to be doing here. If it is possible to have content without
consciousness somewhere, why do we need consciousness anywhere? It seems likely that any
purported dependence on phenomenal properties might be replaced with a non-phenomenal
analogue – the experience of seeing a flower replaced with simple sensory inputs, etc. The
phenomenalist would need to show us that there are some actual intentional contents that depend
on exclusively phenomenal properties to make this convincing.
A further problem arises when we consider that the mappings between phenomenal and
intentional states may themselves be indeterminate (Bailey & Richards, 2014, pp. 319–320). It
may be the case that there is a way it is like to think that I have a cup of a particular tea, but it is
not at all clear that this what-it-is-likeness differs from the what-it-is-likeness of my having the
same thought about a different sort of tea. The same phenomenal contents – say, warmth in the
hand, the color of the tea, its smell, etc – might map for me both to “I have a cup of tieguanyin”,
and to “I have a cup of pu’er”. These are different intentional contents, which we can see by
thinking about the sorts of inferences I might draw from them. For instance, I know that
tieguanyin is said to be divinely inspired and is named after Guan Yin - the buddha of mercy said
to inspire it. I also know that pu’er is a valuable fermented tea named after its town of origin. If I
believed that I had a cup of tieguanyin, but not if I have a cup of pu’er, I would be inclined to
infer that I have a cup of tea said to be divinely inspired, but not named after its home town. I
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must admit, however, that despite all of my novice enthusiasm for tea, I can’t reliably conjure the
phenomenal differences between having a cup of the first and a cup of the second.
Even for paradigmatic intentional states, the sort of conscious belief states that
phenomenalists most focus on, there is no indication that phenomenal content can determine
intentional content. In fact, naturalistic inseparatisms of the sort advanced by Strawson (2004)
and Horgan & Tienson (2002) face the same objections of indeterminacy raised by Ross (1992) –
despite the fact that his arguments are cited to motivate the indeterminacy of intentionality that
the determinacy of phenomenality is supposed to somehow fix.
The underlying conceptual problem of this proposal is that there is no reason to take
coincident phenomenal properties to be constitutive or determinative of intentional content.
There being a burning coal in my hand corresponds to a particular phenomenal experience, but
this phenomenal experience does not constitute the facts of there being a burning coal in my
hand. These facts are constituted by arrangements of physical matter that are quite insensitive to
my phenomenal awareness of them, and so too might the facts of intentional content. It is not
clear why we should think it is any more plausible that intentional contents are constituted or
determined by phenomenal properties. In fact, there is little clue to how these coincident
properties become determining or constitutive ones. We return to the original mystery of how
phenomenal content is supposed to ground intentional content with little more clarity, left only
with the insistent faith of the phenomenal intentionality fideist.
Tolerating intentional indeterminacy
So far, I’ve argued that phenomenal intentionality provides no adequate solution to the
sorts of indeterminacy that they point to as motivating the phenomenal turn in the first place.
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This could leave us in a bad place, if in fact these sorts of indeterminacy are problematic in the
ways suggested by the phenomenalist. Luckily, there is good reason to think that neither of these
sorts of indeterminacy pose any real problem for our theory of mind.
Contra Ross, a theory of mind that excludes the realization of pure forms is neither
inconsistent nor inadequate. There are several ways that we can motivate the rejection of pure
forms without appealing to them in the process. One way to do so is to find the set of mental
powers, and check if pure forms are within them, which we can do even if we do not know what
pure forms are. This is rather simple to demonstrate – imagine that we have a set 𝐴 = {1, 2, 3},
and some unknown value 𝜎 ∉ ℕ. We can know, quite clearly, that 𝜎 ∉ 𝐴 without having the
foggiest idea what value σ actually has. In the case of mental powers, this would be to say that
we do not know what it would mean to instantiate a pure function, but we do know that it does
not number among the actual powers of the mind. We might assert this because we have a set
enumerating the powers of the mind, or it might because we know that the powers of the mind
are restricted to the sort of input-output mappings that cannot account for pure forms.
In fact, this second position is simply running the other direction with Ross’s claim that
input-output mappings are not pure forms – whatever pure forms are, they aren’t the kind of
thing that a mind can do because a mind can only make input-output mappings. Ross would
probably object that we need pure forms to account for the very sort of truth preserving
reasoning that is purportedly being used in rejecting pure forms (Ross, 1992, p. 138). However,
this makes little sense, as truth preservation can be quite easily understood in terms of inputoutput mappings. In fact, a truth preserving function just is one that maps inputs onto outputs of
the same truth value. There is no reason to imagine that something more complex or mysterious
is happening here. Not only does this show that we need not worry about inconsistency in
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rejecting pure forms, but it clarifies how we can talk about truth preserving cognition without
appealing to pure forms – input-output mappings.
Further, there is no need for us to lean at all on deduction to justify our rejection of pure
forms – the problem of cognitive error seems to justify this rejection on empirical grounds.
Human cognition is full of truth loss in what should be truth preserving reasoning. I learned
arithmetic more than a little while back, and yet I still make the occasional error in addition. I’d
bet that this is true of nearly everyone, and yet I suppose it is also fair to say that we do add
regularly. We just sometimes add incorrectly. However, pure forms cannot tolerate error. If we
really instantiate a pure form when we add, then error is impossible. If we make errors when we
add, then we must not add through the instantiation of pure form.
Ross wants us to discount the problem of error as “[…] features of the functors, not of the
function” (Ross, 1992, p. 139), but this seems to entirely mistake the explanatory target of a
theory of mind. The functors of formal cognition are minds, and it is minds that we want to
explain. In fact, the theory of mind is interested in mental functions only as they reveal features
of the mind as functor. We must not mistake the mind for mathematics, and so we must be able
to account for errors in the implementation of functions. Whatever minds are doing when they
add in the way that we do, it must not be through the instantiation of the pure form of addition.
Note that we do not need to know what exactly pure forms are to consider the evidence against
this account, nor do we need to articulate an alternative account of formal cognition (though we
will want to do so eventually). Simply, the evidence indicates that we exhibit behavior that
would not be possible if we instantiated pure forms, so we are justified in concluding that we do
not exhibit pure forms.
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At the same time as these arguments show the possibility of consistently rejecting pure
forms as features of formal cognition, they show that doing so will have no desperate
consequences for the theory of mind. Not only can we account for truth preserving cognition
without pure forms, but the problem of error gives us good reason to avoid strictly truth
preserving theories of formal cognition all together. While we might leave it at this, but it is
worth sketching briefly what a more constructive theory of formal cognition might look like
given this discussion.
As mentioned above, the study of mind is primarily interested in the functors of formal
cognition, and only secondarily interested in the functions as they explain the behavior of the
functor. This frees us from concerns about strict truth preserving reasoning, instead bringing our
attention to reliable reasoning. However, this raises concerns about what justifies the attribution
of a particular function to a mind. Here, Ross’s comments on the formal properties of natural
structures are illuminating:
Now, to accept the overall argument, one does not need to deny that there are definite
natural structures, like benzene rings, carbon crystals, or the structural (and behaviorexplaining) molecular differences among procaine, novocaine, and cocaine. These are
real structures realized in many things, but their descriptions include the sort of matter
(atoms or molecules) as well as the "dynamic arrangement." They are not pure functions
(Ross, 1992, p. 145).
The laws that describe natural structures are idealized abstractions that set aside the substance of
the structure and ignore sufficiently small deviations in the actual behavior of the system. These
abstractions are indeterminate not just because they are idealizations, but because multiple pure
functions might produce the same idealized behavior (Ross, 1992, pp. 144–145).
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The problem of error is resolved largely by treating the attribution of functions to the
mind as idealizations. This is as much true of the input-output theories of intentionality that
dominate the contemporary discussion as it is of formal cognition. There is a real sort of
indeterminacy here – as whatever theory of the functions of the mind we develop will be
underdetermined by the data. This is the epistemic thrust of plus-quus indeterminacy and is a
general truth about scientific theorizing. However, this doesn’t seem to me a serious problem –
that’s just how empirical theorizing works. Importantly, there is no reason to think that an
underdetermined theory cannot also be a successful one, and so we do not need to desperately
reach for determinacy at any cost.
The argument that our theory of intentionality needs to account for the determinate
phenomenal experience of tokening a given intentional state is also wrong at multiple steps.
First, as discussed above, it is not at all clear that phenomenal experiences of this kind are
determinate, and so it is not clear that there is a fact to be explained. Second, that phenomenal
experience might be more determinate the intentional content is not problematic in any real way,
unless we take intentionality to constitute phenomenality – phenomenal determinateness could
arise in spite of intentional indeterminacy. The only case that would appear to pose a significant
challenge here is if we were to defend something like a representational theory of consciousness,
where the emergence of determinacy from indeterminate states would need to be explained
somehow. So, not only is it not clear that there is a fact to be explained, it is also not clear that
the explanation of that fact (if it were a fact) would be at all relevant to the discussion at hand.
This is all to say two important things. First, phenomenal experience provides no obvious
tools to resolve the indeterminacies that proponents of phenomenal intentionality believe to
motivate the need for phenomenal properties to be included in our theory of intentionality.
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Second, these same indeterminacies are apparently benign, and so there is no obvious need for a
theory of intentionality to respond to them at all.
Incorporating phenomenal properties into our theory of intentionality would be
expensive. It would force us to toss out most of the current literature and make solving the hard
problem of consciousness a prerequisite for a successful theory of intentionality. Accordingly,
we should only follow this path in the face of evidence that its value to our theorizing will
overwhelm its cost. In the above, I have argued that no such value is to be found in terms of the
impact of phenomenal properties on the determinacy of intentional states.

3. Phenomenalism as a bound of intentionality
A second line of arguments in favor of phenomenal intentionality is that phenomenal
experience helps limit the otherwise unreasonably permissive assignation of intentionality to
states and systems. The basic argument to this effect is as follows:
(1) there are objectively legitimate ways of cutting the world, the worldflow, into causes and
effects and that this can be done in such a way that
(2) the things picked out as effects are reliable signs of the things picked out as their causes
and that in this sense
(3) every effect may be said to ‘carry information’ about its cause. It may be that there is a
way of cutting the world into causes and effects in such a way that
(4) every effect carries uniquely identifying information about its cause. But whether or not
this is so – it doesn’t matter if it isn’t – it seems plausible, to expand (3), that
(5) every effect can be said to carry information about its cause, and in that sense to be about
its cause, and in that sense to represent its cause, and therefore that
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(6) UNA [underived intentionality/aboutness in a non-experiential being] is utterly
ubiquitous (Strawson, 2004, pp. 298–300 brackets mine)
Accordingly, we might take any effect to be ‘about’ its causes in that it carries some sort of
information about them. We should not read too far into the notion of cause here, as this
argument is not intended to be restricted specifically to casual models. Rather, the challenge is a
more general one illustrating the difficulty of finding some sort of principle to distinguish
intentional states from non-intentional states without relying on phenomenal properties.
Non-phenomenal permissivism
Strawson considers and rejects three non-phenomenal proposals for limiting the scope of
intentional states: teleosemantic proper functions, functionalist functional roles, and demands for
the possibility of misrepresentation.
Strawson (2004) rejects teleosemantic approaches, both those that take the content of a
state to depend on evolutionary processes (e.g., Millikan) and those that incorporate ontogenetic
learning processes (e.g., Papineau), because ‘[…] there is no deep difference here, in the great
story of the universe […]’ (p.301) between systems that exhibit these properties and those that do
not. I take this to mean that there is nothing fundamentally different between there is no clear
distinction between evolutionary/ontogenetic causal forces and the causal forces of the universe
more broadly. If this is right, then Strawson’s objection here is that there is no principled reason
for us to distinguish systems of this sort as being the intentional ones.
In response to the functionalist proposal for limiting intentionality to those states which
perform functions, Strawson poses a dilemma: either understand functions normatively to those
which contribute to agent’s well-being and refuse content to the ‘Pure Observer’ or understand
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functions non-normatively and fail to limit the scope of intentionality at all. If we take the first
horn, we deny content to a stipulated ‘Pure Observer’ – a being that is able to observe the
universe but has no interests in acting on it. That is, the Pure Observer is an apparently mental
being whose wellbeing cannot be influenced by any behavior. Accordingly, the Pure Observer
has no intentional states on the normative reading of functionalism. Strawson takes this to be an
unacceptable conclusion, and so takes this path to be closed. On the second horn, the nonnormative notion of provides no real limits to what might be considered a function – and so no
real limits to what might be considered intentional. This would mean that functionalism provides
no solution to the problem of permissivism, and so this path is also closed (Strawson, 2004, p.
301).
Finally, Strawson argues that leaning on the capacity for misrepresentation as a criterion
for intentional states fails to account for the fact that any physical system can be said to
misrepresent. This permissivism of misrepresentation is exemplified by the fact that: “[…] a nonself-moving organism like a tree can be in the state it would have been in if it had been exposed
to certain environmental conditions (its propensity to go into that state in those conditions being
an evolved response) although those conditions do not obtain; and it can react inappropriately –
fatally so – in consequence of this ‘misrepresentation’” (Strawson, 2004, p. 302). This would be
a case of misrepresentation because the state of the system is such that it indicates
counterfactually that some condition obtained when it did not. In other words, the state of the
tree ‘misrepresents’ the conditions that came before hand. As a purportedly non-intentional
physical system is apparently able to misrepresent, then misrepresentation does nothing to
resolve the problem of permissivism (Strawson, 2004, pp. 301–302).
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The problem of permissivism can only be solved, Strawson argues, by an appeal to
experience – “[…] there’s only intentionality when there’s experience […]”(Strawson, 2004, p.
307). A state that has all the components of intentionality minus experience is simply about, but
by adding experience to aboutness we get intentionality (Strawson, 2004, p. 307). The scope of
intentional states is limited to only those states that include an experiential component, and the
only systems that can manifest intentional states are those capable of conscious experience.
Phenomenal permissivism
However, there is little reason to think that experience is able to appropriately limit the
scope of intentionality. In fact, the view that experience would provide any limitation at all
seems to be incompatible with Strawson’s panpsychism, in virtue of which he takes the only
viable form of physicalism to be one that takes “[…] the existence of every real concrete thing
involves experiential being even if it also involves non-experiential being” (Strawson, 2006, p.
8). If panpsychism were true, then it would seem that experience is a trivial property and so gives
us absolutely nothing as a tool to limit the scope of intentionality.
At the same time, experience may cut too narrowly and exclude legitimately intentional
systems from the discussion. It is not clear why we should take the exclusion of the Swampman15
or the Pure Observer by a theory of intentionality to be damning, while exclusion of the Zombie
is somehow laudatory. In general, I find it altogether unclear how seriously such thought
experiments should be taken, but Strawson takes them rather seriously and levels them against
rival models. With that in mind, I see no reason that Strawson should be so unconcerned with the
Zombie and so deeply concerned with the Swampman or Pure Observer. In fact, with recent
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advances in artificial intelligence, a Zombie-like entity seem far more probable than either a
Swampman or a Pure Observer.
There is a deeper problem for the phenomenalist here, however, in that we seem to have
no principled way to mark the scope of experience. Phenomenal properties are among the least
well understood in the natural world, and their scope is entirely open for debate. Empirically
demarcating the boundaries of subjective experience is a hazardous project because it demands
that we know far more about subjective experience than we can know without already knowing
the very boundaries that we are trying to establish.
Take the attribution of consciousness to animal minds. Here, proponents of
phenomenalism argue that we can attribute consciousness to those beings that have the same sort
of causal mechanisms that underlie our own conscious experience (Searle, 1994, p. 214).
However, this is an utterly inadequate metric, because any effective study of those mechanisms
would require that I already be able to distinguish conscious and non-conscious systems.
Imagine, for instance, that I had all the prerequisite training and equipment to completely
examine every detail of my neural system in all its operations and could track some property of
this neural system reliably to my own subjective experiences. I find that a particular arrangement
or process in my visual cortex is involved in my subjective experience of the color red. Now, you
and I want to work out a theory of consciousness, so we do all the same for you that I did to
work out my own personal neuroscience. I see that when presented with a red stimulus, there is
some sort of particular arrangement or process in your visual cortex. This would seem to be good
news for our project.
However, brains are extremely complex, and it is exceedingly unlikely that these
arrangements/processes are absolutely identical. In fact, then, we have different causal
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mechanisms underlying our reports of the subjective experience of red. The task of theorizing at
this point would be to distinguish which sorts of differences matter, and which do not, across a
wide range of parameters – mass, connectivity, rate of action, sensitivity to any given
neurotransmitter, situation in a local neural network, etc. We might do this by taking ourselves,
and maybe some others, and abstracting away the differences in underlying mechanism that
result in no difference to reports of subjective experience. However, this would be to make the
exceedingly dubious assumption that all reports of subjective experience are true and
comparable, and this approach would also limit our evidence to reports of experience. In the end,
a well-designed simple machine could give us these same reports, and we’d have no better
reason for disbelieving the machine than we would a fellow person. We cannot, of course, appeal
to a difference in causal mechanisms here, because the proper causal mechanisms are just what
we are trying to establish.
In the end, we are left with three possibilities, each of which make phenomenal
intentionality epistemologically unworkable. First, we can consider only those instances where
we can be certain, without appeal to the sort of causal structures that we are trying to establish, of
genuinely subjective experience. In doing this, we will find ourselves stuck to a sort of solipsism,
as we can only directly access our own subjective experiences. Second, we can focus on
behavior or some other stand-in for identity of the relevant causal mechanisms. In doing this,
however, it is not clear why we need to bring in consciousness in the first place. We could get
along fine talking about whatever stand in we are looking at. Certainly, this would not seem to
solve the problem of subjectivity, because we could not be sure that the mechanisms that
underlie behavior are those that underlie conscious experience. Finally, we can load in a view
about the relevant causal mechanisms and generalize from there. However, to avoid a profoundly
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question begging result, we would need this view to be grounded in a solution to the hard
problem. Here is where I confess that, because of the sort of limitations we face making
subjective properties empirically sensible, I am suspicious that this problem may not be solvable.
Certainly, we will be waiting a long time to do psychology if we wait for an answer to the hard
problem first.
Non-phenomenal non-permissivism
Given that experience provides no real solution to the problems of permissivism, we
might be worried that permissivism will destroy our model of intentionality no matter what.
However, there is good hope to resolve permissivism precisely in terms of the approaches that
Strawson rejects as being inadequate. Rather than defend any one solution, then, I’ll show how
each approach that Strawson rejects might respond to his challenges.
Strawson’s rejection of teleosemantics on the grounds that there is nothing special about
the sort of evolutionary or ontogenetic forces that are posited as limits to the scope of
intentionality seems to be flatly wrong. There is a relatively narrow sort of systems that exhibit
the properties necessary for either evolution or ontogenetic learning to take place. They must be
subject to selection processes that, at a minimum, requires that strategies be able to reproduce,
vary with respect to fitness, and can be removed from the system. Only with these properties
assured can we know that a system is capable of developing with the right sort of purposes.
These do not seem to be trivial properties. Perhaps, if Smolin’s (2004) theory of cosmological
natural selection is vindicated, then we would be obligated to take some cosmological processes
as having proper functions with respect to the cosmos as a whole – but then I am hardly
convinced that this would be the wrong thing to do. If universes do undergo this sort of selective
pressure, they may very well also be intentional systems. Certainly, at least, we cannot be so
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certain that this would be an error as to take it to defeat teleosemantics in general. Alternatively,
we might be able to attribute evolution-like processes to the physical world by abstracting a great
deal, or by being exceptionally flexible with what constitutes selection. However, to mistake the
application of evolutionary modeling or description to a system with its being evolutionary is to
mistake again mathematics for metaphysics. We could just as easily measure kilograms of apples
and kilograms of bowling balls, but only one of these makes a pie. That we do not have bowling
ball pies and that we do not have evolution in electrons is not a matter of the limited flexibility of
our mathematical models, but that we understand there to be constraints beyond pure formalism
to be at play. The properties mandated by real evolution are non-trivial empirical properties, and
so teleosemantics places non-trivial empirical boundaries on intentionality.
Likewise, Strawson’s proposed dilemma for the functionalist is easily defused. First, it is
not clear that we should much care what happens to the Pure Observer – it is neither immediately
plausible that such an entity might exist nor immediately clear that it would be wrong to deny it
intentionality. Second, a non-normative functionalism can avoid permissivism by adopting a sort
of pluralism whereby whether a physical system realizes a given function, or any function at all,
depends on the perspective taken. Of course, this still allows that we take a perspective that
attributes intentionality to everything, but this perspective might be ruled out by the practical
considerations and concerns of a theory of mind. It is certainly conceivable that a single atom’s
behavior could be described as a function, and we can imagine an exceptionally small organism
or machine where such function is critical. However, this description is not likely to be valuable
in the description of paradigmatic cases of intentionality, and so we can be safe ignoring it here
for pragmatic reasons.
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Finally, misrepresentation as a criterion of intentionality is not vulnerable to the sort of
criticism that Strawson raises, because of the way that such theories attribute information content
to intentional as opposed to non-intentional states. A non-intentional state carries information
about each possible cause of that event in proportion to their probability, and so cannot help but
carry accurate information. If a tree has fallen, as it normally would in a severe storm, for some
reason other than being caught in a severe storm, then this is no misrepresentation – even if I
misinterpret the information carried by the state of the tree, the full information is available in
the state. A state only misrepresents if there is a mismatch between the information carried by it
and the actual causes of the state, and this can only happen if we limit our attention to some piece
of the information that the state carries about potential causes and ignore the rest as somehow
irrelevant. This is possible for intentional states because the scope of the information that we
consider is more limited than the scope that we consider for systems in general. We consider
only the information that an intentional state carries in light of its participation in the convention
in virtue of which it is intentional (i.e., in context of its role as a signal). For the tree to
misrepresent, it would need either to be part of some convention, or for to fall without any of the
possible causes of it fall obtaining. The first makes it an unproblematic intentional symbol, like
chiming of a bell to signal time of day, and so we should want to include it. The second option
demands a suspension of the known laws of the natural world, and so seems to have no place in
naturalistic philosophy of mind.
Again, we see that phenomenal properties cannot do the sort of work that the
phenomenalist propose it does, and that the work does not really need to be done in the first
place. That is, the positive arguments for phenomenal intentionality depend on proposing
solutions that are not solutions to problems that are not problems. That said, there is little reason
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why we should be convinced to pay the considerable price that we are asked to pay by making
our models of intentionality depend upon phenomenal properties. At the very least, there is no
convincing reason for us to follow the phenomenalist.

4. The poor prospects of phenomenalism
It is fortunate for the project of psychosemantics that there is little reason to follow the
phenomenalist, because the cost of phenomenalism is – well – phenomenal. Not only would it
bring the ‘hard problem’ into psychosemantics, and so force psychosemantics to rebuild from the
foundations, but it would (at least temporarily) halt the project altogether. However, all that has
been said so far is that that arguments given for phenomenalism so far are not successful. It is
still entirely open whether phenomenalism will be vindicated by other means.
There are, I think, some good reasons to think that phenomenalism will not be successful
in the long-term. The first is a psychosemantic version of the problem of interaction, where the
connections between phenomenal and semantic properties are not clear. The second has to do
with the fact that the key questions of psychosemantics laid out in chapter one leave little place
for phenomenalism to do if, as I have argued above, phenomenal properties are neither contentdetermining nor boundary demarcating.
Phenomenalism and a new interaction problem
The phenomenalist is committed to the claim that phenomenal properties contribute
meaningfully to semantic ones. However, this seems to evoke a dilemma about the nature of
phenomenal properties. If phenomenal properties are meant to be objective, then it is not clear
that phenomenalism actually engages with the substantive subjectivity that motivates their view
in the first place. That is, we seem to end up with an account of how the neural correlates of
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consciousness (or some other similar concept) contributes to intentional content, but it is not
clear that we’ll actually gain anything by talking about subjective experience. It is – by this
account – the facts that ground subjective experience that contribute to intentional content, not
subjective experience itself.
If, instead, phenomenal properties are understood as subjective, as seems appropriate, we
seem to encounter a new version of the interaction problem. We now need to explain how the
subjective facts of phenomenal experience are to meaningfully interact with the apparently
objective facts of psychosemantics. We will need a bridge principle to join the conscious to the
non-conscious in so that we can make sense of how conscious properties have causal force on
non-conscious systems. This will not be a trivial challenge.
Phenomenalism and the problems of psychosemantics
A second problem for the phenomenalist is that there doesn’t seem to be any natural
place for entry into psychosemantics. Recalling the demands made on a psychosemantic theory
discussed last chapter makes this clear:
1) Establish boundaries that:
a) Distinguish content-determining facts from other facts
b) Distinguish intentional states from other states
2) Partition:
a) The space of content-determining facts into individual, sufficiently determinate,
facts
b) The space of intentional states into individual, sufficiently determinate, states
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3) Provide a mapping function from particular content-determining facts to particular
intentional states that:
a) Is asymmetric between the facts that determine the content of a representation and
those that do not
b) Permits the tokening of a representation when those facts do not occur
c) Is sufficiently determinate
d) Does not assign absurd content to any mental state (e.g., massively disjunctive or
extremely unintuitive content)
4) Provide guidance for the successful deployment of intentional terms that:
a) Explains the use of intentional terms in folk psychology
b) Guides use of intentional terms in formal scientific context
c) Produces formal scientific discussions that match well enough with folk
psychological use to ensure that they are the same phenomenon
The arguments discussed above are, I think, primarily focused on showing that phenomenal
properties provide some answer to (1) and (3) – using phenomenal properties to demarcate
content-determining facts and contentful states or using phenomenal properties to map from
states to their contents. If I am right in what I have said above, there is no need for phenomenal
properties in either of these cases.
However, there seems to be no other place for phenomenal properties in a theory of
psychosemantics. Phenomenal properties are poor candidates for (2) as there appear to be distinct
content-determining facts and intentional states with no phenomenal difference – as suggested
above regarding facts and states relating to insensible properties, etc. Likewise, is it hard (for me,
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at least) to think of how phenomenalism might help satisfy (4) – particularly given that it is
notoriously difficult to solve these same problems for phenomenal properties.
Given this, phenomenalism has very poor prospects as a component of our theory of
mind. There is little reason to think that phenomenal properties will play a significant role in
understanding the content of intentional states, and so little reason for psychosemantics to give
much attention to them. Of course, phenomenalism may later be vindicated and so demonstrate a
real need of psychosemantic theorizing to consider phenomenal properties. At present, however,
making psychosemantic progress contingent on phenomenological progress is not justified – and
so we should move forward to explore intentional content without bringing along a theory of
conscious experience.
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Ch. 3: Dynamical representation and representational dynamics
Abstract
This chapter argues in favor of dynamicism with respect to mental content in virtue of the
importance of temporal factors in the structure of structured representations. First, I lay out the
basic framework of dynamicism, as well as its commitment to the importance of real time in
understanding cognitive phenomena. Next, I argue that several key properties of contentful
mental states require real time to be explained, and thus dynamicism is supported with respect to
mental content. Then, I show that real time is implicated in psychosemantics at the timescale of
both occurrent processing and the development of semantic systems. Finally, I review some
consequences this commitment to dynamicism may have for our theory of mind more broadly
and so highlight some areas for future research.

1. Dynamicism is about time
My writing of this, and your reading of it, takes time. This is not unusual. All kinds of
cognitive action – from remembering a childhood pet to feeling the warmth of the sun – take
time. If the normal path of things in time is disrupted too much, our common cognitive functions
might fail. Speech slowed or sped too much becomes incomprehensible, a thought that takes too
long to form may be lost, and a prediction made too early might lead to us missing a ball tossed
to us. The intuitive temporality of actual cognition is the most basic motivation for dynamicism –
the view that cognition is and must be understood as a system that unfolds over time16.

There are actually two hypothesis here – one about the nature of the mind and a second about how we should
understand the mind (van Gelder, 1998b, p. 615). The hypotheses are distinct, but they are so deeply related that this
distinction will have little consequence for the discussion that follows.
16
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Dynamicism received a lot of press from the mid-1990’s to the late 2000’s, mostly
regarding whether dynamical insights would demand a complete rethinking of how we
understand the mind. It receives much less attention in recent work. This is unfortunate because
the key question – about how deeply time permeates the mind – was never decided. Instead, as is
often the case when a particular debate seems to be stalled, the people working on the issue
moved on to more fruitful projects than trying to convince one another.
This dissolution without decision is an unsatisfying state of affairs because the dynamical
hypothesis may, in fact, have profound consequences for how we understand the mind.
Accordingly, it is worth resurrecting the issue in hopes that a decision might be reached. In this
chapter, I argue that not only is the dynamical hypothesis correct, but that it does have significant
consequences for our understanding of the mind in virtue of its consequences for
psychosemantics. In the remainder of this section, I will clarify the dynamical hypothesis, and
distinguish it from positions with which it has become unfairly identified. In section two, I argue
that psychosemantics depends in numerous ways on the passage of time. In section three, I
develop a basic framework for the attribution of semantic properties to components of dynamical
systems. Finally, I review some consequences of this view for cognitive science more generally.
The dynamical hypothesis and anti-computationalism
The classical description – due to van Gelder (1995) – of the dynamical hypothesis is as
an alternative to computationalism. Dynamicists take cognition to be understood in terms of a set
of quantitative states as they evolve over time, but computationalists take cognition can be
understood entirely through the semantic properties of digital (i.e., on/off) representational states
and their logical properties. This distinction is often illustrated by appeal to the metaphorical and
mathematical underpinnings of each approach.
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The chief metaphor of the dynamicist is the Watt governor, a device which regulates the
speed of a steam engine. It consists of a vertical rod that is connected to the engine with two
hinged arms that raise as the speed of the engine increases and lower as it decreases. These arms
are linked to a valve that can be opened or closed to change the amount of steam passing
through, such that if the arms fell the valve opens and the engine speed increases and if the arms
rose the valve would close and the engine speed would decrease. As a result, the Watt governor
was able to maintain constant speed in the engine. The Watt governor’s behavior is described
through the mathematical tools of dynamical systems theory, typically differential/difference
equations in which time is a crucial parameter. According to the dynamicist, the mind is similar
to the Watt governor – a network of causally interlinked systems that pull and push on one
another as they unfold over time, and in doing so produce intelligent behavior.
The chief computationalist metaphor for the mind is a digital computer. Digital
computers manipulate information in the form of digital representations – semantically
contentful states that are either ‘on’ or ‘off’. They perform functions on these representations by
implementing effective computations – logical transformations of representations that are
complete in a finite number of steps and governed by a finite set of rules. To do what the Watt
governor does, a digital computer would store information regarding the engine speed as a
representation, and then follow a finite set of rules in adjusting its behavior accordingly. Digital
computers are typically described mathematically through Turing machines, an abstract form of
algorithmic computation. At their simplest, Turing machines 'read' inputs, reference a finite table
of rules, and then 'write' a corresponding output. For instance, the table might dictate that an
input A corresponds to an output 1, B to 2, etc. If this Turing machine detects an input of A, it
will then produce an output of 1, and so on. More complex Turing machines might include a
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memory function, link multiple rulesets together, etc. Turing machines are extremely flexible
and can be used to describe even very complex computations – including all of those functions
carried out by digital computers. Importantly, Turing machines do not necessarily incorporate
time as a parameter.
Dynamical computation and computational dynamics
The relationship of the dynamical hypothesis to computation is, in fact, a great deal less
clear than suggested by its classical presentation. Not long after the classical interpretation of the
dynamicist position was presented, it became clear that the boundaries between dynamical
systems and computational systems are not as definitive as suggested. The border is threatened
on both sides. On the one side, computational systems – both actual and formal ones – are
dynamical systems. On the other, dynamical systems can be read computationally.
Computation ‘in the wild’ exhibits nonlinear dynamics resulting from the interaction of
software and hardware dynamics. These dynamics are important for understanding how actual
computers function and for the prediction of how potential computer architectures will handle
various processes (Berry, Gracia Párez, & Temam, 2006; Mytkowicz, Diwan, & Bradley, 2009).
Even purely formal Turing machines can be understood as simple dynamical systems (Kůrka,
1997). So far as the computationalist is concerned, the relevance of dynamics to computational
function appears to be granted – at least in principle.
Dynamics are also more open to computational principles than the classical picture of
dynamicism suggests. Dynamical systems can be understood as encoding and operating on
information, and doing so is valuable for understanding the evolution and enaction of
information processes in simple automata (Crutchfield & Mitchell, 1995; Hanson & Crutchfield,
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1997). Likewise, quantum chaos – an extension of nonlinear dynamical modeling to quantum
mechanics – is important for understanding quantum computers (Georgeot & Shepelyansky,
2000; Wiesner & Crutchfield, 2008). Most critically, we can make Turing-equivalent dynamical
models, which can implement all computations that could be implemented Turing machine
(Branicky, 1995). As such, standard computational modeling is entirely accessible to the
dynamicist.
If the target of dynamicism really is the view that the mind is like a computer, the
ambiguity surrounding what that means creates a problem for assessing the dynamical
hypothesis. Under some readings, being like a computer is just being a special class of dynamical
system, and so there is no real challenge for computationalists to be had by appealing to
dynamical systems. The dynamical hypothesis then becomes trivial. We’ll need to look more
closely at the basic principles of dynamicism if we want to find the substance of dynamicism.
Dynamicism demands real time
The clearest articulation of the basic principles of dynamicism is revealed in the way
dynamical systems are described in dynamicist arguments. The definition of a dynamical system
differs across fields and thinkers, and van Gelder (1998b) describes three standards by which a
system might be considered dynamical – each representing a more substantial commitment than
the last. First, a system might be dynamical in virtue of having quantitative states. For a state to
be quantitative means just that we can define a metric17 – a function for defining distance – over
the set of state values. Second, a system might be quantitative in time as well as state, with these
17

A metric is a function for defining distance over a set for which the distance between two values is: (1) always
non-negative, (2) zero if and only if the values are identical, (3) symmetrical, and (4) greater than the distance
between one of the original values and a third value minus the distance between the other original value and that
third value. The first three of these conditions are relatively intuitive principles of distance, and the fourth is a
geometric fact about the distances between points.
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quantities related such that the amount of change in state is interdependent with the amount of
change in time. Finally, a system may be rate dependent such that rates of change are themselves
parameters in the system behavior. For instance, the current rate of change plays a role in
determining the future rate of change (van Gelder, 1998b, pp. 617–619).
These three standards stand out in virtue of their precision but are probably too broad to
satisfy most dynamicists. The more common, though less specific, standard given by dynamicists
is that dynamical systems involve time as a parameter, and it is this attention to time that
accounts for the dynamical advantage (Beer, 1995, p. 176, 2000, p. 96; Chemero, 2009, p. 25;
Port & van Gelder, 1995, pp. 2–4; van Gelder, 1995, p. 360). That is, the key commitment of
dynamicism across the literature is that the mind be understood temporally, which aligns well
with the second and third standard of dynamical systems given above but not with the first. In
light of this, it is probably most appropriate to the discussion of dynamicism to limit ourselves to
those systems (or models of systems) satisfying either the second or third standard. Minimally,
then, a dynamical model of the mind is one that describes the mind in terms of quantitative states
and their development over time.
If the status of time is the central concern of the dynamicist, it is important that we be
clear on what qualifies as time. Generally, we can construe time in a dynamical model as a
metric defined on an ordered set, called a time scale. However, the sort of time that dynamicists
are concerned with has another special property – it must be system generic in that it can be
applied to a system regardless of its behaviors (van Gelder, 1998a, p. 655). This is an important
restriction, as it is possible to define time for a Turing machine by taking the time scale to be an
ordered set of discrete times indicating state transitions (Chater & Hahn, 1998, p. 633). However,
this metric is system specific because it only allows us to make sense of the passage of time for
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the particular system the behavior of which defines the time scale. I’ll use ‘real time’ to describe
any metric defined over a time scale that satisfies system genericity as the dynamicist requires.
The real force of the dynamical hypothesis is that we need to include real time as a
parameter in our models of the mind. The opposition to this view is not that the mind is like a
computer, but the view that we can explain the mind without needing a real time parameter.
Either we can ignore time altogether, or we can get by with a system specific time metric. While
there are differences between these views, they are united in their rejection of the dynamical
position, and so I’ll refer to these views together as ‘staticism’.
Staticism dominates psychosemantics
Psychosemantics as a field appears to be dominated by staticism. While staticism is rarely
explicitly defended, it does seem to be the default. Time is rarely included as a consideration in
the core psychosemantics literature – like those views discussed in chapter one. That timeless
theories are thought to be able to account for meaning indicates the meaning is thought to be
timeless – semantic properties are not temporal ones.
The staticist tendency of psychosemantics has a long history, but the shortage of work
exploring the consequences of time for meaning may be in part due to the somewhat unfortunate
association of dynamicism and antirepresentationalism. It is generally understood that
dynamicism might be able to describe the mind in a way that does not require use to talk about
the mind as ‘representation’. While many dynamicists (e.g., Beer, 1995, 2000; Port & van
Gelder, 1995; van Gelder, 1995, 1998) believe that this simply leaves the status of representation
open to empirical dispute, a significant number of dynamicists (e.g., Chemero, 2009; Chemero
& Turvey, 2007; Garzon, 2006, 2008; van Rooij, Bongers, Haselager, & Haselager, 2002) have
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argued that dynamical modeling shows representation to be unnecessary. Psychosemantics, in
practice though perhaps not in principle, is deeply committed to representationalism – so much
so that the terms ‘intentional state’ and ‘representational state’ are treated as near synonyms
through much of the literature (Rupert, 2008, pp. 354–355). While there are non-dynamical
forms of antirepresentationalism (e.g., Brooks, 1991), the preponderance of dynamical
antirepresentationalism may have created the impression that dynamicism is somehow
incompatible with the psychosemantic project.
This is not entirely without reason, as there is at least one relatively sophisticated
argument offered by dynamical antirepresentationalists to the effect that dynamical and
representational modeling cannot function in conjunction. The argument goes that cognitive
dynamics don’t allow us to cleanly partition off sub-parts of the cognitive system as we would
need to if we were to identify instances of representation. As this position depends on some more
technical details of dynamical modeling, we’ll need to introduce some key terminology before
we can move forward.
One way of classifying dynamics is in terms of the relations of outputs to inputs. A linear
dynamic is one where the output along each dimension of the system is directly proportional to
the input. This direct proportionality makes the behavior of linear systems relatively
straightforward. A nonlinear dynamic is any system where the relationship between the outputs
and inputs is not directly proportional. This makes nonlinear systems often very hard to predict
even given a set of initial conditions, a property called ‘chaos’.
Often, a system is composed of several interacting systems which mutually determine
one another’s dynamics. Systems that act in this way are coupled, the inputs of one are the
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outputs of another. Think of partners in a ballroom dance – the position, velocity, movement, and
other properties of each partner depends on one another.
When we try to decouple systems – that is, understand their dynamics independent of the
systems with which they interact – we need to be able to produce a relatively good prediction of
that system’s behavior without the influence of those other systems it interacts with. This is
somewhat simple for linear systems because of how easy they are to predict but may be
extremely challenging for nonlinear systems. Imagine trying to predict the movement of one
partner without the other, or the reaction of the solar system to having a planetary mass suddenly
disappear.
Dynamical antirepresentationalists have argued that the cognitive system is composed of
coupled nonlinear systems, which “[...] cannot be modeled, even approximately, as a set of
separate parts” (Chemero, 2009, p. 31). This is meant to be a problem for representation because
representational modeling is taken to depend on splitting cognition into discrete pieces, some of
which are representational. That is, dynamicism and representation are incompatible because
representational modeling requires decoupling the nonlinear components of cognition, and
because decoupling nonlinear systems with scientific precision is not possible. However, none of
this is true.
It is entirely possible to develop and test hypothesis about the mechanisms underlying a
system without decoupling it in terms of the system’s phase space topology – the distribution of
various features over the mathematical space of the system that determines its trajectory.
Common topological features are attractors and repellers – regions which the system tends to
develop towards or away from, respectively. A good analogue for the topology of a dynamical
system is a topographic map of a golf course. Low points in the topography represent places
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where a ball is prone to rolling if it enters the region surrounding it – which makes them
analogous to attractors. A deeper slope mirrors a more powerful attractor, a larger sloped area
would replicate a larger attractor basin18, etc.
Nothing prevents us from using features of topology to define representational
mechanisms. In fact, several extant models of representation do just this, defining representations
as particular sorts of attractors in the evolutionary dynamics of a system (Birch, 2014, p. 504)19,
the development of cognitive systems in light of social or cultural context (Symons, 2001), the
dynamics of the development of a cognitive system as it attempts to achieve its goals
(Ungureanu, 2013, pp. 497–502), or the information processing dynamics of an individual
(Rupert, 1999a, pp. 102–103). None of these approaches will be particularly troubled by the
difficulty of decoupling nonlinear systems.
In fact, the supposition that a system which cannot be decoupled cannot be described in
terms of composite mechanisms unsustainable. Nonlinear dynamical systems are the norm in
nature, not the exception (Tverdislov, 2011). The view that the challenges of decoupling
nonlinear systems prohibits us from understanding them as resulting from composite
mechanisms results in a sort of radical holism that would prevent us from talking meaningfully
about mechanisms anywhere. That is, this argument would just as well suggest that cell walls,
celestial bodies, and computer chips aren’t fruitful parts of the explanations of biology,
astronomy, or computer science.
There is, then, no principled reason why adopting a dynamical view will prohibit us from
talking about representational mechanisms (Clark, 1997b, pp. 476–479; van Gelder, 1995, p.

18
19

An attractor basin is the region of the state-space over which an attractor influences system trajectory.
Birch’s nearest separating equilibria are a sort of attractor used in evolutionary game theory.
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376). In fact, representational models can be given even for the dynamics of the Watt governor
itself (Nielsen, 2010, pp. 768–771). Dynamical representation is not a self-defeating concept, and
so taking dynamics seriously does not require us to surrender representation all together. In the
following, I will argue that we have good reason to take dynamicism seriously, and that we
should ultimately adopt a dynamical model of representation.

2. Time matters to psychosemantics
Staticists do not deny that the operation of actual minds (e.g., brains) are temporal, only
that this temporality is essential to the mental properties of those systems as opposed to some
other properties. That is, temporality is a feature of brains without being a feature of minds. Just
as all apples are situated in time, so are all minds – but we have no more reason to talk about
time when talking about minds than when do when talking about apples. The challenge for the
dynamicist is to show why time matters to understanding the essential features of the mind.
Psychosemantics is a good place to begin, as its topic – intentionality – is in the running
for one of the most basic features of the mind. If the meaning of mental states can be shown to
depend intrinsically on real time, then the dynamicist seems vindicated. This is especially so as
contentful mental states play a role in many other features of the mind, and so dynamicism here
may spread everywhere.
In this section, I will present two ways in which psychosemantics – at least as commonly
practiced – will need to consider temporality. First, I will argue that the function of mental states
depends on informational integration in a way that can only be understood as a function of real
time. Second, I will show that selectional histories of the sort employed by most teleosemantics
also requires real time.
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Temporality and interaction
Mental behaviors arise through the interaction of various mental and non-mental states.
Accounting for these interactions requires understanding the structures in which these
interactions take place. These structures may vary in any number of ways, but they share – in
virtue of their enabling interactions of these sorts – a fundamental temporality. That is, real time
is a structuring element in the operations of the mind. While this is a temporal commitment of a
fairly limited sort, it has important consequences. Most notably, this requires that a full
understanding of the mind includes a real time parameter, and so vindicates dynamicism at a
basic level.
The case for dynamicism, in fact, cuts to the core of psychosemantics. It is generally
understood that semantics – including the semantics of linguistic as well as that of mental states
– requires the principle of compositionality. In its most general form, the principle of
compositionality states that the meaning of a complex semantic state is a function of the simpler
states from which it is made and the way that they are combined (Fodor, 1990, pp. 186–191;
Szabó, 2012, p. 64). The phrase ‘big red dog’ has its meaning in virtue of the meaning of the
terms ‘big’, ‘red’, and ‘dog’, and the rules telling us how to put terms together.
The most common defense of compositionality comes from two features our how we
understand complex semantic states – productivity and systematicity. Productivity is the ability
of a competent user of a semantic system to understand novel sentences constructed in that
system. Many of the sentences in this chapter are likely novel to the reader (at least, on first
reading), yet they are (hopefully) comprehensible. An easy explanation of this is that we
comprehend these novel sentences by comprehending their constituents and the way they are
assembled – the meaning of the words and the way they are put together. The same appears to be
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true of thoughts, as we are apparently able to make sense of novel thoughts when they occur to
us. The thought ‘there is a zebra in this room’ has likely not occurred to me, but were I in the
appropriate circumstance, I should be able to have that thought without trouble. Systematicity
refers to the ability to swap out meaningful components of a sentence with another appropriate
component and ensure comprehension. For instance, if I can understand the thought ‘there is a
zebra in the room’ and the thought ‘there is a camel in the pool’, I should be able to understand
‘there is a camel in the room’ and ‘there is a zebra in the pool’20. This is again explainable by
suggesting that we have a collection of concepts and some rules governing how they are put
together (Szabó, 2012, pp. 72–78).
If the common understanding is right, and the principle of compositionality holds for
psychosemantics, then a complete psychosemantics will need to explain how simple states are
able to integrate in this way. Among those properties essential to accounting for the ability of
representations to be combined is their temporal properties. Particularly, the information encoded
in composed concepts must cooccur in real time if they are to be fruitfully composed. For a
complex statement to be built of simpler concepts, the statement must endure while being built,
and its duration must overlap with the tokening of its composite concepts. The simplest way for
this to happen is that a parallel system might token the composite concepts simultaneously. This
would mean tokening the concepts ‘big’, ‘red’, and ‘dog’ together to get the composite ‘big red
dog’. In the case of something like speech, it means tokening the concepts in series within
bounds (likely set by a host of constraints too complex for unpacking here) that allows the
listener to comprehend the composite as a composite.

20

Also ‘There is a pool in this room’, and (with a bit of Seussical imagination) ‘there is a pool in this zebra’, etc
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That this cooccurrence will need to be understood in real time, as opposed to some other
sort of metric, falls out of the need to explain interactions across distinct systems. That is, we
cannot depend on a system-specific metric (like number of transitions in a Turing machine) if we
are to explain compositionality functions across different systems. In cases where
compositionality is of the parallel sort, we need to ensure that each parallel system is able to sync
up appropriately. This cannot be done with a metric that tracks transitions on any particular
system, because there is nothing – save perhaps stipulation – that ensures any one system’s nth
transition actually aligns with any other system’s nth transition21. Atemporal serial
compositionality may seem more plausible, but encounters problems when we consider a second
sort of essential system synchronization – that between producers and consumers of a composite
representation. Any representation will need to be structured so that its time metric is compatible
with the time metric of the system consuming it, and so we will again require a generic metric –
real time.
Upon reflection, I suspect that it will be unsurprising that we need a system-generic time
metric to make sense of how various systems are able to synchronize with one another.
Whenever there is more than one system at play, we need to ensure that they are playing by the
same rules. This means that we need a way to move between them meaningfully, and so we need
generic metrics of their behavior. In fact, this conclusion will generalize to any case where we
take the conjoined behavior of multiple mental states to function together. For instance, the
coordination of belief and desire to produce behavior, another common element of our theory of
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This is because order does not contain enough information. An easy analogy here is to think about multiple races.
Even if the races are run in parallel, there is no way to ensure that 2nd place in one ran as long as 2nd in the other.
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mind itself fundamental to some psychosemantic theories (Papineau, 1998), will need to include
temporal considerations.
Note that it is the ability of mental states to interact in this way that we need to explain,
not just cases of actual interaction. This means that we cannot hope to keep temporal constraints
restricted to instances of multi-state co-function. That is, time is not just important to complex
semantic states in virtue of the need for component concepts to cooccur, but also to explain how
it is that concepts are able to be composed at all. This seems to be essential to semantics in
general. Further, there are some psychosemantic theories that depend upon the composition of
mental states. For instance, Papineau’s teleosemantics derives the content of beliefs from the
desires they would satisfy, in virtue of the function of beliefs to cooccur with the desires in a way
that produces behavior to satisfy that behavior (Charlton & Papineau, 1991; Papineau, 1998).
Note that we do not depend here on a strong reading of compositionality whereby simple
states and the rules for their combination tell us everything about the content of a more complex
state. Other factors – say environmental or pragmatic factors – might also influence the meaning
of complex states, a view sometimes called ‘pragmatic compositionality’ (Unnsteinsson, 2014).
As such, the argument here is not vulnerable to a prominent sort of objection to the principle of
compositionality that it is too narrow to account for everything that goes into the meaning of a
complex state. Any sort of cross-system interaction (or potential interaction) will require a way
to track the interactions of the states of those systems, and so a system generic time metric. In
fact, as these systems become less similar, and so vary more in their individual dynamics, the
more vital it becomes that we have a generic time metric – real time – to handle that interaction.
Further, note that this we are not committed to the view that all cognitive systems share some
particular dynamic. In fact, it is precisely because we cannot guarantee this that we need to
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include a time parameter. This time parameter, then, needs to be understood in an
implementation independent way – this is not a story about the behavior of some particular
system over some particular time, but about the general temporality of mental systems in general.
Temporality is as much a feature of a generic mental state as informational/semantic content,
logical properties, etc. The functions that the time parameter participates in will vary across
implementations, but all implementations will need some function for which real time is a
parameter.
Selectional history happens in real time
A second way that time plays a role for psychosemantics is in accounting for the
emergence of semantic states through selection, which is important in two obvious ways. First,
selectional processes are critical to explaining the actual development of semantic states in the
evolution of natural systems and in ontogenetic learning processes – something which
independently warrants explanation in our theory of psychosemantics. Second, the dynamics and
results of these selectional processes are of critical significance to most forms of teleosemantics,
and so proponents of these theories have an additional stake in accounting for selection.
Selectional processes are deeply temporal systems, the behavior of which will varies
radically based on the relative timing of events. Consider the consequences of a mutant trait
introduced into a population. The consequences of that mutation are dependent on, among other
factors, the distribution of other traits in the population and the impacts on organism fitness of
each trait relative to one another. As the distribution of traits in evolutionary systems shift over
time, and the relative fitness of any one trait at a given time depends on the distribution of all
traits at that time, whether our mutant trait is selected for or against is time sensitive.
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The importance of timeliness may be most obvious when considering the evolution of
social traits. A trait that encourages cooperation would be advantageous might be advantageous
given a population of mostly cooperative individuals, while disadvantageous in a population of
parasitic or predatory individuals. Deception might be valuable as a trait, but only so long as it is
not the norm. If deception overwhelms honest communication, the communicative system that
deception takes advantage of is at risk of collapse. Consider work by Pestelacci, Tomassini, and
Luthi (2008) on the development of cooperation in social networks. Pestelacci et al. developed a
model of the evolution of cooperation in a social network that allowed for players to change
strategies as well as to change which other players are included in their network. This was meant
to model real social networks in which we may both change how we behave to be more effective
given our social environment or change our social network to find a more profitable one.
This work is important and interesting for several reasons but is particularly relevant in
this case as a demonstration of the importance of temporal factors in understanding the evolution
dynamics underlying social traits. Notably, the strategy of any player at a given time is a product
of the payoffs it receives when interacting with its neighbors, which is itself a product of the
strategy of the player and its neighbor. At the same time, links from one player to another are
dropped more often when that link produces worse payoffs, and new links are forged to
associates of trusted neighbors. At any given time, then, the both the strategies and links in the
social network are dependent on facts about the strategies and links at earlier times in the social
network. We cannot hope to understand why one link was cut without understanding the history
of interactions between the linked players, and we cannot understand this without understanding
the interplay of strategies and links in the social network at earlier times. Critically, the
dependence of payoffs of any one strategy at any time on the distribution of strategies throughout
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the linked players means that the behavior of any individual – and the network as a whole –
might be radically different under some counterfactual history when a given agent employed a
different strategy or had linked to a different set of players.
Similar issues arise in ontogenetic development. Dynamical systems approaches have
exhibited great promise as a general explanatory framework for the development of human
cognitive capacities. These models describe human development as a process of selforganization over time in virtue of internal dynamics and external feedback (M. D. Lewis, 2000).
As these processes depend on the interplay of unfolding internal processes and feedback from the
world, they become deeply time and history dependent (Thelen, 2005, pp. 259–260). In fact,
predator-prey models based on evolutionary models provide a popular framework for
understanding ontogenetic development precisely because the dynamics of evolutionary and
ontogenetic development share many basic traits (Fischer & Pare-Blagoev, 2000, pp. 851–852)
The importance of time for evolution has two consequences for psychosemantics. First,
any psychosemantic theory that takes evolutionary selection (or similar processes like
ontogenetic learning) to play a role in determining the content of a state is committed thereby to
the significance of time in determining content. Second, any attempt to account for the evolution
of psychosemantic contents, we will need to consider time. This is likely something we would
like to do regardless of whether we take selectional history to be at all determinant of content.
Atemporal abstractions have (limited) value
None of this is to suggest, however, that atemporal abstractions have no value. Atemporal
abstractions, like the classical Turing machine, are fine so long as we are comfortable making
assumptions about time. In the same way that we can model idealized atmospheric flight by
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ignoring air resistance, we can model idealized mental behavior by ignoring time. However, we
must be aware of the fact that these models are, in virtue of their simplification, incomplete –
both in accuracy and boundary. A model of flight without considering air resistance will produce
less accurate predictions than one that includes it, and this inaccuracy will grow as we move to
consider more extreme cases (for instance, where air resistance is radically increased in virtue of
traveling through a different sort of atmosphere). We can use atemporal models of cognition so
long as the lost information is assumed to be largely insignificant for the particular behavior
being modeled, but we must understand that these models are abstractions away from what a
mind is, not purifications of it.
When we make atemporal models of things like the coordination of mental states, this is
done with the implicit assumption that the temporal facts work out appropriately. We could just
as well drop out considerations of information content in accounting for their coordination, but
this wouldn’t (and shouldn’t) be taken to suggest that information content is not a semantically
relevant feature. Instead, we’d understand such a model to be a simplification meant to draw
attention to some particular aspect of psychosemantics – and this is how atemporal models
should be understood.

3. Dynamical representation demands representational dynamics
I’ve argued that temporal factors are necessary to account for two phenomena of
psychosemantic significance. First, time is important to understanding the capacity of semantic
states to coordinate with other (semantic or non-semantic) states as they do. Second, time is
important to understanding the selectional processes that underlie the development of semantic
states in many systems. These two phenomena occur at very different time scales. The
coordination of semantic states with other states happens at the scale of state occurrence, which
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is often extremely brief. The development of semantic systems, on the other hand, occurs at an
evolutionary or ontogenetic scale. I’ll call these the occurrent and developmental time scale,
respectively.
I have argued so far that a complete psychosemantics should account for both occurrent
and developmental dynamics. In this section, I review what doing so might look like. While it is
impossible to cover all possible approaches, a review of extant models that capture one feature or
another will serve to clarify the dynamical demands on psychosemantics.
The occurrent timescale is information processing dynamics
The occurrent timescale is justified primarily by the need of semantic states to be able to
interact with other states. We must be able to ensure that a given semantic state occurs in the
proper relation to the states it interacts with – be that strict cooccurrence, sequence, etc. This
amounts to demanding that we be able to account for when any state is occurrent, and how it
develops while occurrent. Tracking the occurrence of a semantic state is, in different terms, a
matter of accounting for the information processing dynamics22 that ground that state. The
information content of a state is roughly a matter of the way that state correlates with the factors
that cause the state or the uses to which that state is put. The information processing dynamics of
a system is the way that the system’s information content – the content of all of that system’s
states – changes over time.
Information processing dynamics tell us not only when a state becomes token, but also
how the process of tokening unfolds. That is, it lets us know when a state is tokened initially,
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This should not be taken to prioritize information semantic approaches to psychosemantics. The distinguishing
feature of information semantics is that it takes semantic content to be definable solely in terms of the information
that a state carries about its causes. However, all major psychosemantic theories can be understood in information
theoretic terms.
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when it ceases to be tokened, the information that states carries, the weight given to that state as
a component of the total information of the system, etc. These are precisely the considerations
that influence the occurrent dynamics of a state. The description of occurrent dynamics has some
peculiar benefits. First, information is quantitative – and information theory gives us an easy way
to describe a state having more or less content overall or about a particular condition. Second,
information metrics are generic. Information is a product of correlational facts, and whether
some state correlates more or less well with another is independent of other facts regarding the
systems themselves. Together, these properties allow information to be a useful way to compare
behavior across mental systems.
A relatively well worked out theory of representation that accounts for the occurrent
timescale is Grush’s (2004) emulator theory of representation, defined in its basic case as a way
of accounting for sensorimotor functions. Emulators are feed-forward models of what they
represent – models of the behavior of the represented that allow the subject to adjust behavior to
accommodate predicted states of the represented. That is, emulators serve as models of the
dynamics of a represented system, which enables the subject to act effectively on the represented
even in absence of reliable feedback. Emulators are used to guide action, and also to filter sensor
information by weighing predicted and observed states against one another. Both of these
functions are time sensitive – as successfully guiding behavior or filtering sensor input will
depend on the emulator state accurately modeling changes in the system over time (Grush, 2004,
pp. 377–380). This is similar to the central claim of predictive processing theory, which takes
predictive functions in the brain to help filter sensory inputs and ensure successful action
guidance (Gladziejewski, 2016; Wiese, 2016). In fact, the claims of predictive processing are so
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similar to those of emulator theory that it is not immediately clear whether, or by how much,
they differ in substance (Wiese, 2016).
Emulator theory and predictive processing theory apply most directly to sensorimotor
systems, but some propose that these models might be generalized to account for cognition
generally by taking cognition to be driven by predictive models of reality (Clark, 2013, pp. 20–
21; Friston, 2009; Grush, 2004, p. 394; Spratling, 2016). Regardless of their scope, however,
they provide a useful demonstration of what a theory of representation that accommodates
occurrent dynamics will look like. Both models include time as an explicit parameter in
describing the way that information processing occurs in the system – the informational state of
the system at time t is a parameter in the state of the system in the next moment. Likewise, both
models account explicitly for the temporal dynamics of coordination between systems involved
in producing and utilizing semantic content. The thrust of the demand for occurrent dynamics is
that any complete theory of psychosemantics will need to do this as well.
Attributing content in a dynamical model of representation requires making sense of
exactly how the information processing dynamics of the system produce semantic properties. For
emulator theory and predictive processing, this is represented in terms of the output of a
predictive system. An alternative path is to describe contents as particularly topological features
in the cognitive dynamics of the system. Attractors – regions in an topological space towards
which a system is inclined to develop over time – are a natural candidate for this sort of system,
and are used in Rupert’s (1999a) model for the naturalistic individuation of terms in a language
of thought. By this account, a subject is said to possess a term in the language of thought if and
only if there is an attractor in the phase space describing the subject’s cognitive system
corresponding to that term such that the system is inclined to develop towards that attractor
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under the proper conditions (Rupert, 1999a, pp. 102–104). Several other prominent models of
dynamical representation similarly depend on topological features of various kinds (Birch, 2014;
Symons, 2001; Ungureanu, 2013).
The topological approach is particularly promising as a way to accommodate dynamics in
representation while retaining implementation independence. Topological features describing
properties of systems in general, and so discussing dynamics in this way allows us to speak
generally about properties that systems of radically different constitutions might share. Further,
the topological approach may allow us to recover most standing models of psychosemantics
quite quickly by treating their content attribution as ways to fix attractors in the informational
dynamics of the system. A teleosemantic view, for instance, might be taken as telling us that the
content-determining attractor for a system should be positioned at the point in information space
that corresponds to that signal’s function. Likewise, information semantic views might be taken
as describing content in terms of topological features of an agent’s cognitive dynamics.
Accordingly, conceiving of representation in terms of the topology of cognitive dynamics may
allow for a system generic way of conceiving of the impact of time on the mind. The generality
of topological description, that is, supports the availability of implementation independent
descriptions of substantial temporal elements characteristic of representation generally.
The developmental timescale is information structure dynamics
The developmental timescale requires accounting for the dynamics that organize the
structure of information in a cognitive system. We need to be able to account for how the system
came to organize itself into whatever sort of structures we have attributed semantic content to
when looking at information processing dynamics. Likewise, we will want to know what
parameters resulted in the formation of the particular structures that we see in the system
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currently (i.e., how the system came to have the particular contents that it does). Generally,
models on the dynamical timescale are built on evolutionary game theory, which describes the
distribution of strategies in a population over time. This should be read broadly, so that we can
allow for ‘populations’ consisting of mental entities and the like.
While work on the occurrent dynamics or representation is relatively rare in the
psychosemantics literature, evolutionary modeling of the emergence of representational contents
is common (Crutchfield & Mitchell, 1995; Huttegger & Skyrms, 2008; Skyrms, 2010b). These
models share that they show the development of informative signaling conventions in terms of
their contributions to fitness of a signaling population, and that the information (and perhaps
semantic) content of the signals contained within the convention can be understood by its
relationship to the factors that underlie this selectional process.
Several approaches to semantic content are built on a model of developmental dynamics.
One of the more straightforward is Skyrms’s (Skyrms, 2010a, 2010b) model of representational
content, which takes the propositional content of a representation to be the states of the world
whose probability is not reduced to (nearly) 0 by the information carried by the representation,
where the information carried by a representation is a result of the evolution of the
representational system (Skyrms, 2010a, pp. 23–42, 2010b, pp. 160–164). Birch (2014) provides
extends Skyrms’s model to accommodate misrepresentation, focused on the nearest separating
equilibrium – an attractor in the evolutionary dynamics of a game at which each player has
evolved such that their actions directly indicate what sort of player they are (Birch, 2014, pp.
503–505). Both of these models are discussed in detail in chapter one.
Likewise, it has been proposed that accounting for developmental dynamics might play a
role in strengthening teleosemantic models in general. Evolutionary models might help
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teleosemantics deal better with the fact that multiple senders and receivers may be connected to
one another, that representational systems are often components of a long series of systems that
keep them removed from direct behavioral impact, and to account for the role of outcome
feedback for senders (Artiga, 2016). Of course, teleosemantics in general, with its dependence on
selectional history, has a lot to be gained by engaging with developmental dynamics – but this
goes to show that these gains may, in fact, significantly increase the power of teleosemantic
models.
The distribution of strategies in an evolutionary game at any time is a function of the
distribution of those strategies at earlier times. This time dependence becomes especially
powerful if the fitness of the strategies depends on the distribution of strategies more broadly.
The models discussed above show sensitivity to these features, and so serve as good examples of
how we will need to account for the developmental dynamics of semantic systems.
The occurrent and development timescales interact
The occurrent and developmental time scales bleed into one another. The development of
semantic systems is driven in part by the consequences of occurrent states, and occurrent states
are governed by the way the system developed. Accordingly, the occurrent and developmental
time scales differ more in resolution than in kind, but the division is still a useful heuristic.
One of the great strengths of dynamicism is that it can unite across different timescales.
While the simulation of behavior across multiple timescales is often computationally expensive,
approaches meant to make these models more efficient have been proposed for other behaviors
happening across timescales, like combustion (Gou, Sun, Chen, & Ju, 2010). This allows us to
consider the importance of developmental facts in potentially determining the content of an
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occurrent state without acting as though development has ceased. In the psychosemantic realm,
Rupert’s (1999a) suggestion that the position of the attractor in the cognitive dynamics of the
system is a product of some reference fixing past interactions with the term left unspecified but
presumably to be understood dynamically (102-104) can be construed as a hint to the connection
between timescales. There is much more work to be done, however, to make this connection
explicit, and the details of this connection will likely depend to a great extent on the features of
the system at each timescale.

4. Dynamicism has significant impact on our theory of mind
I have hoped to show in this chapter that time cannot be excluded from any complete
model of psychosemantics. In the next chapter, I will develop a theory of content that I believe
satisfies the dynamical demands placed in this chapter, as well as the demands discussed
throughout the earlier chapters. However, before moving on, I’ll spend some time reflecting on
some consequences that dynamicism may have for our understanding of the mind outside of
psychosemantics proper. In doing so, I wish to clarify just how much of the theory of mind we
might expect to be affected by dynamicism.
Dynamicism may change our understanding of syntax
I have argued above that dynamicism is justified in at least two key places of
psychosemantics, but it is not likely that this will exhaust the importance of time to semantic
states. Another place where dynamicism will likely be significant will be in the syntax that
governs compositionality (and the rules that govern state coordination more generally), for much
the same reasons that compositionality demands temporal considerations in accounting for
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semantic properties. In fact, there is a parallel for syntax of the importance of both occurrent and
developmental dynamics.
On occurrent dynamics of syntax, Garson (2009) has argued that dynamical perspectives
are incompatible with classical language of thought approaches to syntax, and an entirely new
approach will be necessary. Garson holds that dynamicism threatens the view that syntactic
structures are really part of the causal forces governing representation in the brain and suggests
instead that syntax might simply be a description of the sorts of dynamics that the brain exhibits.
If this is the case, compositionality may become a description of certain kinds of dynamics that
the brain is disposed towards instantiating.
The developmental dynamics of syntax have been addressed in work on the evolution of
compositionality. Franke (2016) has shown that it is possible to account for a simple form of
compositionality in terms of the evolutionary dynamics of a simple sort of reinforcement
learning system. While the resulting form of compositionality is very basic, amounting to little
more than producing an unordered string of concepts that indicate the intersection of their
meanings, this is a significant finding.
Dynamicism may shift the boundaries of cognition
Dynamicism brings a set of tools that allow us to describe the causal couplings between
systems of different kinds, as well as describe interlevel effects. This may be a great benefit to
traditional representational thinking in the philosophy of mind, as it might allow
representationalists to explain how semantic states arise from non-semantic lower level
properties (e.g., neural firings, voltage in a computer chip, etc) (Port & van Gelder, 1995, p. 29).
Dynamicism could open up a path to resolving a tension in the canonical approach to the mind.
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However, not all implications of dynamicism as so friendly to canonical thinking. This
may be exhibited most powerfully by the friendliness of dynamicism to cognitive externalism –
the view that systems beyond the central nervous system might play a role in cognition. Popular
versions of this thesis argue that the body or local environment may be an important feature of
cognitive function. Dynamicism is friendly to these approaches, in part because it allows for the
smooth description of causal relations across systems of radically different constitution (de Bruin
& Kästner, 2012, pp. 543–544; Keijzer & Schouten, 2007, pp. 115–116). The sort of dynamicism
argued for above does not seem to lead directly to externalism, but the demand for dynamical
considerations in accounting for a basic function of the mind does make the externalist case
easier by granting them the tools they need to formulate externalist theses. That is, externalism
typically assumes a sort of dynamicism. The above arguments have, inadvertently, supported this
key assumption.
Dynamicism will spread to more general properties of mind
Psychosemantics is the study of intentional content, and intentionality is one of the most
basic features of mind. It is so basic that it has been historically referred to as the a ‘mark of the
mental’ – a positive criterion of mentality. It seems likely, then, that a demand for dynamics in
psychosemantics will mean a demand for psychosemantics elsewhere.
One field that dynamical systems theory has already begun to influence is the study of
social cognition. Palermos (2016) has argued that irreducible dynamical processes at the level of
social groups suggests a nontrivial groupmind that exhibits causal force on group members.
Likewise, Liu et al. (2014) suggests that dynamical processes in understanding the way that
social beliefs change over time. These discussions resemble occurrent and developmental
dynamics for social cognition.
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Epistemology has also shown some dynamicist trends. Magnani (2004) implicates
dynamicism in what he calls ‘manipulative abduction’ – a process of constructing an inference to
the best explanation through iterations of experimentation and interaction with a target
phenomenon. Likewise, the general dynamics of belief revision has become an area of
significant research in epistemology (Baltag & Smets, 2008; Hill, 2008; van de Putte & Verdée,
2012).
I suspect that dynamicism will change a great deal about how we understand the mind.
However, addressing this in any detail would require a great deal more space than this project
allows. With that in mind, I will return to the project of providing an adequate theory of
psychosemantics – which I have argued must be dynamical - in the next chapter.
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Ch. 4: The infodynamic model of intentional content
Abstract
In this chapter, I develop the infodynamic model of intentional content – a syncretic
combination of tools from various frameworks which is uniquely well suited to account for
psychosemantic content. First, I describe the various frameworks employed in formulating the
infodynamic approach. Second, I lay out the formal and conceptual structure of infodynamics
and demonstrate the results of this structure by applying it to a simple case. Third, I compare
infodynamics to near-neighbors in the psychosemantic literature to demonstrate the advantages it
confers. Finally, I review some remaining questions and avenues for future research in
developing infodynamics and its consequences.

1. Infodynamics combines several frameworks
Arguably the central task of psychosemantics is to provide a framework for determining
the content of a signal. Infodynamics approaches this task by through a novel combination of
formal tools already found throughout work on psychosemantics or related topics. In this regard,
the formulation of infodynamics is a syncretic project, one which brings together the insights
from throughout the literature to create a complete framework.
In this chapter, I develop the core conceit of infodynamics – the view that the semantic
content of a signal is a product of the dispositional effects of that signal on the probability of
various states of affairs when received – and the formal structures that support this conceit.
Infodynamics is underpinned by extensive formalism, and so this introduction will focus
primarily on introducing the relevant formal tools in as accessible a form as possible. I will
endeavor to highlight the conceptual significance of these frameworks as much as possible while
clarifying only the essential formal components. As a result, the discussion here will be
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somewhat superficial, but it should nonetheless be sufficient for making sense of the
infodynamic approach.
Signaling conventions
One of the most influential approaches to signaling is the signaling convention
framework, developed by David Lewis (1969), which considers the role of signals in enabling
coordination between the senders and receivers of those signals23. We can think of signaling in
this context as a game played by senders and receivers with different abilities, but the same
interests. The sender can observe the world but cannot act on it directly. The receiver can act on
the world but cannot observe it directly. Given that neither party is independently capable of
realizing its interests, it makes sense that the two would cooperate to see their mutual interests
satisfied. This is accomplished by having the sender signal the receiver about the state of the
world so that receiver can act appropriately (D. Lewis, 1969, pp. 130–131).
We can think of a signaling convention of consisting of two parts – states and strategies.
There are three sets of states, the state of the world that the sender observes (W), the signals that
allow the sender and receiver to cooperate (S), and the actions that the receiver can perform (A).
Strategies are functions that describe the behavior of each player – the sender strategy (SS) maps
from states of the world to signals, and the receiver strategy (RS) maps from signals to actions.
The classic example of a signaling convention is the method used by the Sexton of the
Old North Church and Paul Revere to communicate about the approach of the British military

I use ‘sender’ and ‘receiver’ in place of Lewis’s ‘communicator’ and ‘audience’ (Lewis 1969, 130) to be
consistent with current terminology
23
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during the American Revolutionary War. This convention – immortalized in verse as ‘one if by
land, two if by sea’ – can be represented as follows:
Table 1: The Sexton-Revere convention
STATES

STRATEGIES

World states

Signals

Actions

Sender Strategy

Receiver Strategy

(W)

(S)

(A)

(SS)

(RS)

Land Approach

One Lantern

Warn of Land Approach

w1→s1

s1→a1

(w1)

(s1)

(a1)

Sea Approach

Two Lanterns

Warn of Sea Approach

w2→s2

s2→a2

(w2)

(s2)

(a2)

Conventions provide a powerful way to compactly represent the behavior of simple signaling
conventions.
Probability and information
One shortcoming of the sort of simple depiction of signaling conventions used here is that
they are poorly equipped to handle cases where sender and receiver behavior varies across
instances. Tokens of a signal type might be sent for any number of reasons, some of them of the
wrong sort, and yet these tokens still seem to have their meaning. That is, simple signaling
conventions have trouble accounting for the robustness of meaning (Fodor, 1990, pp. 90–91).
Consider that there is always a risk that the Sexton might make an error and hang the wrong
number of lanterns. We might represent this by adjusting the sender strategy to something like:
W1→S1, S2; W2→ S1, S2. However, this would make it seem like the Sexton’s behavior is the
same no matter the state of the world, which would undermine the value of the convention. All
real systems contain some variation – be it in due to error, imprecision of signal uses, variation in
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signal use across senders and receivers, etc. – and so we need some way to account for it without
losing the convention altogether.
A simple way to accommodate the possibility of error is to acknowledge that error might
occur, but that this does not mean that error occurs as frequently as successful signaling. That is,
there is a difference in the probability that the Sexton will hang the right number of lanterns and
the wrong number of lanterns. We might represent this as: W1→0.99 S1, 0.01 S2; W2→ 0.99 S1,
0.01 S2. This would suggest that the Sexton is ninety-nine times as likely to signal correctly than
he is to signal incorrectly, which seems like good enough odds to justify the convention24.
Understood in this way, the importance of signaling is that it allows the receiver to adjust
its predictions about the state of the world. Assuming that land and sea approaches appear
equally likely, Revere would assign a probability of 0.5 to each possibility. However, upon
seeing that the Sexton has hung a single lantern, it now seems that a land approach is much more
likely than a sea approach. This fact seems to be connected to the fact that a single lantern means
an approach by land, and so facts of meaning seem to be connected in some way to the shifting
of probability.
A powerful framework for analyzing shifts in probability is information theory, which
takes information to correspond to reductions in uncertainty. The key information theoretic
notion employed in infodynamics is surprisal25 – also called self-information – which is meant to

24

The case is somewhat more complex, as some signals may be most often sent in error (Millikan, 1989, pp. 288–
289). The kind and degree of error that a convention can tolerate while still being adaptive depends on the cost of
each kind of error. For many signals – like animal alarm calls – false positives are cheap while false negatives are
costly. As a result, these conventions tolerate false positives well, but not false negatives. This is likely true also for
the Sexton-Revere case. Addressing this in any more detail, however, would require a significant departure, and so
is left for another time. The simple example to which infodynamics is applied in section two includes a signal of this
kind, and we’ll see then that infodynamics handles it without difficulty.
25
At least when we consider the simple sorts of cases that we’ll be looking at in this chapter – cases where the
relevant probabilities are points. When we deal with ranges of probabilities, as we may see in cases of
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formally capture the intuition about how surprising an outcome is. The surprisal of an event, e, is
calculated by taking the negative logarithm of the probability of that outcome:
Equation 4: Surprisal of event e
𝑆(𝑒) = − 𝑙𝑜𝑔2 (𝑃(𝑒))
This tells us how surprising something is in bits – in virtue of the fact that we are using a
logarithm of base two – which is the conventional unit of information in information theory.
We can see how well surprisal values tracks something like the intuitive concept of
surprise by considering the surprisal value of various outcomes of rolling a six-sided die:
Table 2: Six-sided die outcome probability/surprisal
Probability Surprisal
1-6

1

0

1-5

0.83

0.27

2,4,6

0.5

1

1

0.17

2.56

7

0

∞

Here we see that the surprisal of an event does seem to correspond to how surprising an outcome
should be. Less likely outcomes are more surprising, and vice versa. At the limits, a certain
outcome is totally unsurprising, while an impossible outcome is maximally surprising.
By adding surprisal to our toolbox, we can consider how surprising a given state of the
world would be given a signal as opposed to when that signal is not present. Given that each
state is equally likely, the British approaching by land has a surprisal of 1 bit before a signal is

indeterminacy, we would need to use a related notion called ‘entropy’, which can be understood as the mean
surprisal across a range.
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sent. However, it becomes much less surprising – roughly 0.01 bits of surprisal once the signal
has been received26. This point, that some states become less surprising after a signal has been
sent, is a key motivation for the infodynamic approach.
Dynamics and time
Information theory helps us understand how signals make some states more or less
surprising but does not give us insight much insight into the way that such processes develop
over time. Signal processing is not instantaneous, and this fact is relevant to psychosemantics
for reasons laid out in chapter three – that time becomes a structuring element of structured
representations. To integrate temporality into the infodynamic system, we should consider that
the information carried by a signal can be understood as the way that signal alters the
developmental tendencies of the receiver as that information is processed, where information
processing is understood in a broad sense as the unfolding of whatever physical processes that
ground change in receiver behavioral dispositions pursuant to receiving a signal.
We can account for this information processing by constructing a dynamical model of the
receiver’s dispositions. The most basic element of such a model is a phase space27, a
mathematical representation of the possible states of the system. A phase space is a mathematical
space with one dimension for each parameter in the model – with that dimension representing the
range of values that system may have. Each point in this space is a possible state of the system.

26

This is a more information theoretic standard way to express roughly the same idea that Dretske (1983) describes.
He talks about the number of bits carried by rolling a given value on a six sided die as being log 2 (6), with is
1
𝑎
1
equivalent to − log 2 ( ), as log 2 ( ) = log 2 (𝑎) − log 2 (𝑏), so − log 2 ( ) = − log 2 (1) + log 2 (6) = log 2 (6).
6
𝑏
6
27
‘Phase space’ is used for continuous systems, and ‘state space’ is used for discrete ones. For the sake of
simplicity, I will refer only to ‘phase space’ below, leaving to the reader to substitute ‘state space’ when appropriate.
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Infodynamics involves a probability space, by which is meant a phase space composed of
parameters expressing the probability assigned to each state in the convention. For the SextonRevere case, this would mean a four-dimensional system – two dimensions representing the
probability of each world state, and two dimensions representing the probability of each action.
The phase space would range from 0 to 1 on each dimension.
Dynamical models allow us to predict the way that a system will change over time – and
this prediction is called the phase space trajectory. The trajectory of a system is a matter of
dispositions of the system to head towards or away from various states in the system given its
current position and trajectory. These dispositions are captured by the system’s phase space
topology. Phase space topologies describe the dispositions of a system in terms of the effects that
subspaces of the corresponding model have on the trajectory of a system state.
Among the most significant topological elements of dynamical models are attractors,
regions towards which the system state experiences a force, repellers, regions away from which
the system state experiences a force, and equilibria, regions at which a system experiences no net
force. Equilibria come in three forms – stable equilibria, neutral equilibria, and unstable
equilibria. Stable equilibria are equilibria that are also attractors – such that the system will
return to this position if perturbed due to the fact that the system will experience a force directing
it to return to that position. An unstable equilibrium is one which is also a repeller, such that a
system state will experience a force directing it away from that position if perturbed. Neutral
equilibria are neither attractors or repellers, and so a perturbed system at a neutral equilibrium
will experience no additional force. Attractors and repellers are often only effective over a
limited region of the phase space, and this region is represented by the attractor/repeller basin. A
phase space topology describes the layout of attractors, repellers, and other topological features,
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so that we can make predictions about the trajectory of the system. Attractors, in particular, play
a significant role in infodynamics.
A simple way to understand phase space topology is to consider the case of a ball rolling
on an uneven floor. The dynamical model of the ball rolling on the floor would let us predict
how the ball would roll given an arbitrary initial position and velocity. If the ball enters a region
sloping down towards a lower region, it will likely roll down the slope towards the lower region.
The lower region here functions as an attractor, with the sloped area surrounding it as its basin.
Likewise, a ball will tend to roll away from the top of a hill so long as it is in the area sloping
away from it, which makes the top of a hill a repeller and the sloped area surrounding it the
corresponding basin.
In work on dynamical representation, it has become common to describe representations
as topological features of some kind. The most common approach is to describe any
representation as an attractor in the cognitive dynamics of those who possess it (Rupert, 1999a,
p. 102; Ungureanu, 2013, pp. 496–502) or as attractors in the developmental dynamics of
cognitive systems (Birch, 2014, p. 504; Symons, 2001, pp. 538–540). Infodynamics will follow
the first of these approaches, focusing on the cognitive dynamics of receivers. It is worth noting
that these two approaches bleed into one another – at least for natural systems. As a result, there
is some truth to both approaches.
Selection and evolution
Another shortcoming of the simple convention system is that the Sexton-Revere model is
not a particularly plausible model for how most conventions come about. The Sexton-Revere
convention is the product of an explicit agreement between two agents. This sort of convention
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notably appears to require some prior convention in which the new convention is laid out. To
approach all conventions in this way would seem to result in an infinite regress as each
convention must be grounded in another.
One solution to this problem is to adopt an evolutionary approach to many sorts of
conventions. This idea, noted by Lewis as a potential solution to this problem, underlies
evolutionary signaling games – where evolutionary models of signaling games are constructed to
explain the way that conventions develop and change over time. Evolutionary modeling captures
how the distribution of strategies in a system changes over time in response to the relative fitness
of those strategies, where the determinants of fitness vary depending on the sort of system being
considered (e.g., reproductive success for biological systems, utility maximization for iterated
games, etc). Evolutionary modeling is not restricted to describing biological evolution and can be
used to describe other selectional processes like learning.
The evolutionary dynamics of a system are usually described by a replicator equation of
the following form:
Equation 5: General replicator equation
𝑑𝑥𝑖
= 𝑥𝑖 ∆𝑓𝑖 (𝑥)
𝑑𝑡

Where xi is the proportion of some population x that is of type i and ∆𝑓𝑖 (𝑥) is the difference in
the fitness of type i in population x and the average fitness of population x. Conceptually, this
says that the change in the proportion of the population that is of a certain type is a product of the
proportion of the population that is of that type and the relative fitness of that type. If a type is
more fit than average in a given population, it will reproduce more than other types at a rate
determined by the number instances of that type and how great an advantage that type confers.
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Evolutionary systems are dynamical ones, and so exhibit the same sort of topological
features that other dynamical systems do. Particularly important to evolutionary dynamics are
stable equilibria, as these represent states – distributions of strategies – that are sustainable
absent a significant perturbation of the system. A population at stable equilibrium will tend to
remain at stable equilibrium. Evolutionary dynamics will be important in aiding infodynamics to
account for natural systems.
Putting the frameworks together
Infodynamics is a particular combination of these formal frameworks that is particularly
well suited to defining semantic content. In the above, I have tried to show some part of the
conceptual motivation for thinking that each of these tools provide something valuable.
Signaling conventions help us understand the role of communication in coordinating action,
probability and information theory help us work in uncertainty, dynamics help us account for
time, and evolution helps us account for the origin of content. It is my belief that each of these
advantages are significant, and combined produce an enormously powerful framework.
However, the ultimate motivation for adopting a given framework is its success. In the following
section, I describe exactly how infodynamics combines the tools discussed here to successfully
describe content.

2. Infodynamic psychosemantics
In this section, I develop the infodynamic model. I begin by formalizing the key intuition
underlying this combination is that the content of a signal is related to the fact that some states
are made less surprising on the receipt of that signal than they would be otherwise. I then show
that this intuition, when formalized, produces a remarkably powerful theory of content – one that
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not only resolves the central problems of content attribution but has a number of additional
advantages that make it well suited to the project of naturalistic psychosemantics.
First, however, it is worth clarifying the scope of infodynamics. Infodynamics is meant to
be a general theory of content – one that isolates the common elements across representational
kinds (e.g., mentalese concepts, linguistic utterances, etc) and instantiating systems (e.g., neural
systems, digital computers, etc). Infodynamics, then, is meant to be a general theory. One
consequence of this generality is that a complete theory of particular kinds of representations or
instantiations may require additional components. A theory of mental representations in humans
will likely require a theory of neural function, a theory of language may require something like a
Gricean framework and a theory of speaker intention, etc. Infodynamics is not meant to tell the
whole story of representation, only the essential story of representation. That is, it is meant to be
an account of what representation is sui generis. With that in mind, let’s turn to infodynamics
and see what it can offer.
The most less surprising state
The basic intuition underlying the infodynamic model is that a signal’s content is
somehow related to the fact that it makes some facts28 less surprising than they would be
otherwise. That is, we would be less surprised to find that it is raining after being told it is
raining than we might be otherwise. Of course, we might also be less surprised to find that it is
snowing having been told that it is raining – as it is plausible that the two might be mistaken for
one another, so it can’t just be that the content of a signal is whatever is less surprising given that

I use ‘facts’ here broadly to include whatever it is that a convention communicates about. For conventions that
communicate propositions, this will likely be states of the world or actions to be performed. For a simpler system,
like a feature detector, this may simply be the presence or absence of given features.
28
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signal. Likewise, we might still think it is less likely to be raining than not if, for instance, we are
in a desert area, so it cannot be that the content of a signal is whatever is most likely given that
signal29.
The key to content, then, is to be found in considering how relatively surprising various
states are given the signal when compared to how surprising it would be otherwise. To qualify as
the content of a signal, a state should be less surprising given that signal than it would be
otherwise, but this is not enough for the reasons suggested above. To accommodate this sort of
concern, we should look at the state the surprisal of which is reduced the most by the signal. That
is, the content of a signal is the most less surprising state given that signal.
Formally, this suggests that the content of signal s1 is:
Equation 6: Infodynamic semantic formula
𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡(𝑠1 ) = {min g(f, 𝑠1 ) < 0 | g(f, 𝑠1 ) = −log 2 (𝑃(𝑓|𝑠1 )) + log 2 (𝑃̅𝑠 (𝑓|𝑠𝑠 )) }
𝑓∈𝐹

Where 𝑠 ∈ 𝑆, 𝐹 = (𝑊 ∪ 𝐴),and 𝑃(𝑓|𝑠𝑠 ) describes an attractor in a phase space of
dimensionality |𝑊 ∪ 𝐴| where each dimension represents the conditional probability of some
fact given s1. In the rest of this chapter, I will refer to the fact(s) satisfying this condition as the
‘most less surprising fact(s)’, or simply as the ‘most less surprising’.
It is worth unpacking the formalism somewhat to demonstrate this. The function g(f, 𝑠1 )
takes a signal s1 and calculates the difference between the surprisal of fact given that signal and
the surprisal of that fact on average across all signals in the convention. This tells us how much

29

Note that we are speaking here about the surprisal given the probabilities conditioned on the convention. This
means that variations in individual expectations, the presence of redundant signals, the implication of facts not
included in the conventionetc. will not be a problem – as none of these change the relevant probabilities.
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more or less surprising it is that f would obtain given signal s1 than it is in general – the more
negative the difference, the less surprising, the more positive, the more surprising. The content
function takes the minimum value of 𝑔(𝑓) for all observations and actions in the convention to
be the content so long as it is negative. Conceptually, this amounts to saying that the semantic
content of a signal is the feature that is the least surprising given the that signal compared to how
surprising it would be normally – or the feature that signal has increased the probability of the
most. That the value must be negative excludes cases where a potential signal makes no features
more likely – either leaving the probability of all features unchanged or lowered. In such a case,
the signal has no semantic content.
When applied, the infodynamic model provides a strong model of content. Consider the
following simple convention – which I’ll call the barnyard convention. The barnyard convention
involves a sender sending one of five signals (A, B, C, D, and E) in response to one of four
animals (Horse, Cow, Duck, Chicken) being observed. The conditional probability of each state
given each signal is given in the following table:
Table 3: Conditional probabilities in the barnyard convention
A

B

C

D

E

AVG

Horse

0.7

0.28

0.01

0.01

0.3

0.26

Cow

0.28

0.7

0.01

0.01

0.3

0.26

Duck

0.01

0.01

0.9

0.68

0.3

0.38

Chicken

0.01

0.01

0.08

0.3

0.1

0.1

Given the conditional probabilities of each feature given each signal, we are able to calculate the
average probability of the feature across all signals. Note that this may not be equivalent to the
unconditional probability of the feature, as the use of a given convention may itself carry
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information about probabilities. For instance, the use of semaphore – a system for
communicating via the positioning of handheld flags - by itself is probably sufficient to indicate
a higher likelihood of some features (e.g., ship) and a lower likelihood of others (e.g., mountain)
in virtue of semaphore being almost exclusively used at sea.
With the probability of each feature conditioned on each signal, we can calculate the
relative surprisal values, and so determine the semantic content of each signal. Extending the
example above, we get the following table – with bolded values indicating the most less
surprising fact(s), and so the content of each signal.
Table 4: Barnyard surprisals and the most less surprising
A

B

C

D

E

Horse

-1.43

-0.11

4.7

4.7

-0.21

Cow

-0.11

-1.43

4.7

4.7

-0.21

Duck

5.25

5.25

-1.24

-0.84

0.34

Chicken

3.32

3.32

0.32

-1.58

0

The infodynamic approach is able to make assignations of content with only the conditional
probabilities of each state in the convention given each signal in the convention.
Standing up to scrutiny
A standing debate in psychosemantics is about how the content determining relationships
between signals and the facts that determine their content is to be understood. We can divide the
standard approach in to roughly three approaches: modal properties, historical trends, and
selectional processes30. Modal property approaches take the content determining relationship

30

Thanks to Jesse Prinz for suggesting this division
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between signals and their represented facts to be a modal one – derived from the possible or
necessary relationships of a signal and its fact. Asymmetric dependence theory, which sees the
relationship of a signal to its fact to be that there is a lawfully connection between that signal and
its fact that cannot be severed without also stopping all other uses of that signal, is an example of
a modal property theory. Historical trend approaches take the content relationship to be a product
of the historical connection between the signal and its facts, and Rupert’s best-test theory is an
example of this approach. Selectional processes take the content relationship to be a product of a
signal being selected for indicating a given fact, exemplified by mainstream teleosemantics.
Infodynamics grounds content in the distribution of conditional probabilities but is
agnostic as to the origin of that distribution. This is not, however, agnosticism about the
metaphysical underpinning of content. Infodynamics has a very clear commitment to content
being underpinned by facts of probability. Importantly, and advantageously for infodynamics,
these are the sort of facts that can – to some approximation – be discovered through
experimentation. As a result, infodynamics is rooted in counterfactual claims of the sorts typical
of statistical generalization in the sciences, which can be understood as a sort of modal claim.
This does not mean the infodynamics necessarily rejects the stories told by the other
approaches. Infodynamics is amenable to the developmental stories told by historical and
selectional models, in part because it is so friendly to the corresponding formal tools of Bayesian
inference and evolutionary modeling. It seems probable that the probability distributions of most
systems of interest are determined by one or both of these processes, and so we should expect
that historical or selectional stories will play into a complete account of content in those systems.
However, infodynamics takes this to be a feature of signaling as present in those systems, not
signaling itself. By avoiding commitment to historical or selectional processes as a necessary
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component of meaningful signaling, infodynamics avoids the challenges that these approaches
face in the form of first functors and Swampman-style cases.
This approach is optimal, I think, in several ways. First, it provides an empirically
applicable standard of content which allows us to define the content of signals through
experiment. Second, it allows infodynamics to make use of the conceptual frameworks of
historical and selectional approaches when appropriate, while avoiding commitment to them in
general. Third, the temporality of infodynamic models of content scales smoothly with the
developmental dynamics presented by developmental accounts, creating a smooth integration
between occurrent and developmental dynamics.
Misrepresentation and disjunction
Two of the most prominent problems in the psychosemantics literature are the challenge
of accounting for misrepresentation and the disjunction problem. To solve the first is to show
how misrepresentation is possible in a given semantic system. To solve the second is to show
that the system neither licenses arbitrary disjunction nor prohibits appropriate disjunction. Each
of these problems are persistent problems for naturalistic psychosemantics, and each is handily
resolved by infodynamics.
It is not uncommon that a signal might be used improperly – that is, it is possible that
they misrepresent. How we account for misrepresentation will depend on what we take to
determine the proper use of a signal, but any adequate theory of content seems obligated to
provide some account of misrepresentation. This is relatively easy to accommodate in
infodynamics. A signal misrepresents just when it is produced when the most less surprising
fact(s) does not obtain. If signal A were produced when no horse were present, this would be a
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misrepresentation. Note that infodynamics has no problem handling even cases of regular
misrepresentation, where non-content determining facts correlate more strongly with a signal
than its content determining facts – as is the case with signal D, which correlates most strongly
with ‘duck’, but nonetheless means ‘chicken’. At the same time, we need not add anything
beyond basic correlational probabilities.
The disjunction problem is generally presented as a challenge of prohibiting arbitrary
disjunction. That is, we need to ensure that a signal specifies its particular content determining
facts without specifying all disjunctions containing those facts. A common challenge for
probabilistic of information theoretic accounts of content emerges from the fact that the
probability of a disjunction is greater than or equal to the probability any of its disjuncts, and so a
disjunction is always at least as likely given a signal as any of its disjuncts. For instance, the
probability of the disjunction of ‘horse or cow’ for signal A in the barnyard convention –
assuming independence – is 0.98, which is higher than the probability of either ‘horse’ or ‘cow’
individually.
Infodynamics avoids this problem by employing relative surprisal, and so does not
license arbitrary disjunction31. If we consider that A might mean disjunction ‘horse or cow’, for
which both surprisal values are negative, we find that the surprisal value for the disjunction is
roughly −0.91 bits32, higher than the surprisal for horse alone. Accordingly, we can tell that the
content of the signal is ‘horse’, not the disjunction ‘horse or cow’.

31
32

This is not a solution to Quinean indeterminacy – I take this to hold for infodynamics and intentionality generally.
Assuming independence: −log 2 0.98 + log 2 0.52 ≅ −0.91
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At the same time, we do not want to forbid all disjunctive contents, as some signals may
be genuine disjunctions. Infodynamics does allow disjunctive content attribution in a specific
case – when multiple observations or acts have the same relative surprisal, as in the case of
signal E. A signal is disjunctive if it makes multiple features equally less surprising. Note that
this does not mean that all disjuncts are equally likely, only that the change in the probability of
each disjunct is proportional.
This seems appropriate – if we receive a signal with disjunctive content, it should raise
the probability of each disjunct by the same proportion that it raises the probability of the
disjunction. Consider, for example, that we introduce a signal F to the barnyard convention that
indicates ‘duck or chicken’. This would, presumably raise the probability we assign to each case.
However, we know that it is still much more likely that there is a duck than a chicken on average
across the convention. We are not likely, then, to be indifferent in the way we adjust the relevant
probabilities – we will still want to reflect that ducks are much more likely than chickens.
However, we have no evidence to suggest in response to which animal the signal was sent. The
result is that we should adjust each probability by the same proportion – though not by the same
absolute amount. Ducks and chickens may both become twice as likely, though chickens will
still be much less likely than chickens.
The assertive-directive distinction
Infodynamics, then, is well poised to solve the paradigmatic challenges of a naturalistic
psychosemantics. However, infodynamics can go further and clarify several related phenomena.
For instance, infodynamics can also be used to classify signals as having an assertive or directive
illocutionary role. The difference between assertives and directives is the role they play in a
signaling convention – assertive signals report the world as it is, while directive signals prompt
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action to change it. The classic example of the assertive-directive distinction is Anscombe’s
shopping list:
Let us consider a man going round a town with a shopping list in his hand. Now it is clear
that the relation of this list to the things he actually buys is one and the same whether his
wife gave him the list or it is his own list; and that there is a different relation when a list
is made by a detective following him about. [I]f the the list and the things that the man
actually buys do not agree, and if this and this alone constitutes a mistake, then the
mistake is not in the list but in the man's performance [...]; whereas if the detective's
record and what the man actually buys do not agree, then the mistake is in the record
(Anscombe, 1963, p. 56 emphasis original).
Anscombe's (1963) shopping list demonstrates that representations of identical form and
composition may differ in content. The detective and shopper may have the same list, but the
content of one is a report of the world as it is while the content of the other guides action to
change the world. This is difference in illocutionary role, the function that the list is meant to
fulfill in each case. The detective's list is an assertive illocution that asserts a fact about the state
of the world, while the shopper's list is a directive illocution that directs action in the world
(Searle, 1976, pp. 1–4, 10–11).
Illocutionary role is a key component of the pragmatic content of representations, and so
is a central phenomenon to be explained in models of representational processes (Bach, 2006;
Searle, 1976). Classifying representations by their illocutionary role has received a lot of
attention for linguistic representations (e.g., Bach, 2006; Huttegger, 2007; Lewis, 1969; Searle,
1976; e.g., Zollman, 2011), and recent work on cognition implicates analogous phenomena in the
function of mental representations (e.g., Clark, 1997; Millikan, 1996). Despite its apparent
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importance in representational processes, it is unclear whether naturalistic models of
representation are adequately equipped to account for illocutionary role. So long as it remains
unclear whether direction of fit is accommodated by naturalistic models, the project of
naturalizing representational functions is of unclear value (Zollman, 2011, p. 161).
The infodynamic model of content is able to distinguish two of the most basic sorts of
illocutionary roles – the assertive and directive – by determining if that signal most less
surprising fact(s) of that signal is a world state observed by the sender or an action performed by
the receiver33. If the most less surprising facts for a signal include only states of the world the
signal is assertive, if they include only actions the signal is directive If the most less surprising
facts includes both world states and actions, the signal is a hybrid - which is common in animal
signals, and may include performatives as well (Millikan, 1996, p. 186). It is possible that other
illocutionary roles may be addressed through the infodynamic approach, but this will need to be
left for future work.
We might take classifying illocutionary kinds to be a task over and above determining
content, and so worry that infodynamics confuses issues here. While this might take this to be an
objection to this contributing to the value of infodynamics as a model of psychosemantics, we
need not be terribly concerned with this for several reasons. First, the ability of infodynamics to
account for some elements of illocutionary classification seems indicative of a unifying virtue to
this approach – demonstrating that these two apparently distinct phenomena might be held under
a single umbrella. Second, for those who remain unconvinced that the assertive-directive

This approach is similar to Zollman’s (2011), but differs due to differences in the underlying frameworks each
approach uses. Zollman’s approach is built on Skyrms’s model of content – discussed in section three – and so
inherits many of the challenges of that model. However, the infodynamic approach to the assertive-directive
distinction might be reasonably thought of as a simple adaptation of Zollman’s model to the infodynamic
framework.
33
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distinction is a proper topic for psychosemantics, we can simply consider this to be an incidental
additional benefit of the infodynamic approach to signaling even while we might insist that it is
not – properly speaking – a semantic benefit.
Multiple levels of analysis
A major challenge in psychosemantics is in determining which level of analysis is the
most appropriate at which to begin analysis: the level of the concept or the level of the
proposition. Infodynamics can avoid this challenge as it is able to function, with no real
difference, at either level. Whether infodynamics provides an analysis of concepts or
propositions depends really only on the sort of facts that are used in our account of the
convention. If these facts are features – by which I mean the sort of things that concepts are
typically said to have as their content – then the resulting content will be conceptual. If the facts
are states of affairs – by which I mean the sort of things that propositions are typically taken to
have as their content – then the resulting content will be conceptual.
Of course, there are reasons we might prefer either approach independently of the ability
of infodynamics to model content of the appropriate sort. We might prefer propositions because
they map cleanly to the way that we interact with the world – we are presented with some states
of affairs and act to bring others about. Alternatively, we might prefer thinking in terms of
concepts to avoid the challenge that there are a potentially infinite number of propositions that
might be expressed, which would require us to adopt some strange mathematics to handle
infinitesimal probabilities. We might, instead, take the distinction to be ill-founded from the
outset, and reject the whole discourse.
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Regardless of which path we take, infodynamics is still able to function. If we start with
propositions, we may need to introduce a mathematics of infinitesimal probabilities to make
things work. If we start with concepts, we will need some sort of compositional syntax. If we
reject the distinction, we might need both or neither. However, adding these tools will not change
in any substantive way the structure of infodynamics, which allows infodynamics a great deal of
flexibility in this regard.

3. Comparison to near neighbors
The above has shown several of the strengths of infodynamics and demonstrated the
basic structure of infodynamics as a model of semantic content. Of course, this is not the whole
story, and there are some important limitations of infodynamics – at least as it stands. These
limitations will be discussed in some detail in section four. Before turning to these limitations,
however, it is worth contrasting infodynamics with its nearest neighbor to clarify both its general
function and the advantages it brings.
In this section, I compare and contrast the infodynamic model of content with a model
developed by Skyrms (Skyrms, 2010b, 2010a). This model makes an informative contrast
because it depends upon a remarkably similar formal basis. In fact, it might be reasonable to
consider infodynamics a refinement of Skyrms’s model. However, small differences in its
structure result in significant differences in outcome. Critically, these differences are ones that
show serious problems for Skyrms that the infodynamic model avoids.
Relative surprisal in Skyrms
Skyrms’s model, like infodynamics, is built on relative surprisal. There is some
difference, however, in the condition being compared to. For infodynamics, the comparison is
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made to the average probability of an observation or action given all signals in the convention.
For Skyrms, the comparison is made to the unconditioned probability of the observation or
action. The information that a signal s1 carries about a fact f1 is34:
Equation 7: Skyrms's information content formula
𝐼(𝑠1 (𝑓1 )) = log 2

𝑃(𝑓1 |𝑠1)
= log 2 (𝑃(𝑓1 |𝑠1 )) − log 2 (𝑃(𝑓1 ))
𝑃(𝑓1 )

This is effectively identical to the infodynamics approach, with the only difference being that
Skyrms is negating each term to yield positive values when something is made more likely.
To construct the total informational content, Skyrms builds a vector that describes how
the signal shifts the probabilities that each of the possible states of the world obtains. That is, the
information content of a signal s1 can be described as (Skyrms, 2010a, pp. 40–42).
Equation 8: Skyrms's information vector
𝐼 = ⟨log 2

𝑃(𝑓1 |𝑠1 )
𝑃(𝑓2 |𝑠1 )
𝑃(𝑓𝑛 |𝑠1 )
, log 2
, … , log 2
⟩
𝑃(𝑠1 )
𝑃(𝑠2 )
𝑃(𝑓𝑛 )

This vector plays for Skyrms a similar role to the probability space attractor in infodynamics,
describing the basic probabilistic properties that are leveraged by signaling systems to create
meaning.
Take a perfect form of the Sexton-Revere convention – one in which each signal raises
the probability of one state to one and reduce the other to zero. In this convention, the
information content of signal of hanging a single lantern (s1) is a matter of the way that signal

The second term of Skyrms’s model – P(f1) – appears to be referring to an unconditional probability, but is meant
to be read roughly in line with the infodynamic approach as the probability of f1 within the convention (Skyrms,
2010a, p. 35).
34
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influences the probabilities that each of the two possible states – that the British are coming by
land (f1), and that the British are coming by sea (f2) – actually obtain. Worked out, the result is
something like the following:
Equation 9: Example information vector
𝐼𝑠1 = ⟨log 2

1
0
, log 2
⟩ = ⟨log 2 2, log 2 0⟩ = ⟨1, −∞⟩
0.5
0.5

Which represents that the signal has made us absolutely certain that the British will approach by
land and not by sea.
To specify the propositional35 content of a signal, we consider the informational content
that the signal carries for all states that the signal does not rule out. That is, the content of a
signal is a disjunction of all of the states of world for which the value of the vector is not −∞. In
a perfect form of the Sexton-Revere convention – one in which each signal raises the probability
of one state to one and reduce the other to zero – this gives us the intuitive answer that the
content of a single lantern is that the British are approaching by land. For less determinate
signals, which leave multiple states open, the content of that signal is that a disjunction of the
open states obtains (Skyrms, 2010a, pp. 40–42).
Misrepresentation and disjunction
The foundations of Skyrms’s model and infodynamics are remarkably similar, but they
have an important difference in the way they ascribe semantic content. Infodynamics ascribes
content by appealing to the most less surprising facts given a signal, but Skyrms’s model ascribes

35

Skyrms focuses specifically on propositional content ascriptions, which is narrower than the intent of
infodynamics – which generalizes across levels of complexity as discussed in section two. However, this is not a
significant difference for the following.
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content by appealing to – effectively – all less surprising facts given that signal. As a result,
Skyrms’s model struggles with misrepresentation and disjunction in a way that infodynamics
does not.
Generally, for s1 to misrepresent requires that it be produced when the corresponding
facts do not obtain. Any misrepresenting signal, then, will have a non-zero probability of
cooccurrence with a fact that is not part of its content. However, this is not possible on Skyms’s
model, because the content of a signal just is all facts for which that signal has a non-zero
probability of coocurrence – those facts the probability of which given the signal is not zero. As
a result, misrepresentation is impossible on Skyrms’s account (Birch, 2014, pp. 499–500).
Birch (2014) attempts to resolve this limitation in Skyrms’s model by restricting the
content of a signal to the information it would carry at the nearest separating equilibrium – an
evolutionary equilibrium at which a signal perfectly indicates the type of the sender, where the
type of a sender is determined by which state has been observed. As a result, any signal at a
separating equilibrium carries perfect information about the state of the world, ruling out all but
one state. The perfect Sexton-Revere convention is a separating equilibrium of sorts, because all
strategies involved are one-to-one mappings of inputs and outputs36. In the barnyard convention,
this means a game dynamic such that each signal sent would carry perfect information37 about
which barnyard animal is present. Separating equilibria are evolutionarily stable, and so a system
will remain in a separating equilibrium once it has arrived at it (Birch, 2014, pp. 503–505).

36

A notable qualification here is that the Sexton-Revere case is a single-instance game, where evolutionary models
require sequential games (i.e., games that are played several times). However, if we allow that the signaling
convention arose through a trial-and-error evolutionary process, then the case generalizes perfectly well.
37
Perfect information brings the probability of a state to either one or zero, making the outcome certain.
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The nearest separating equilibrium purports to solve the misrepresentation problem by
providing a way to specify specific contents even from signals that carry information about
multiple facts in the current state of the convention by appealing to facts about the replicator
dynamics of that system. That is, the separating equilibrium that is nearest38 in terms of the
replicator dynamics of the given system determines the content of a signal. The content of a
signal is a product of the information that signal would at the nearest iteration of the system in
which all players of the game act in total accordance with their type – where the signal sent tells
us exactly what state a sender observes. This formally precise counterfactual notion is meant to
allow us to handle misrepresentation based on what we know about a convention – a signal
misrepresents when it carries information other than the information it would carry at the nearest
separating equilibrium (Birch, 2014, pp. 504–505).
However, the addition of the nearest separating equilibrium does little to protect
Skyrms’s model. First, note that this solution would still be vulnerable to the disjunction
problem. Any disjunction with a disjunct that is not ruled out is itself not ruled out, and so part of
the content of any given signal. Being at a signaling equilibrium does not change this – it does
not matter if one of the disjuncts is certain or not, we can still proliferate disjunctive contents.
This is a serious problem, and one that is likely not resolvable within Skyrms’s framework
precisely because it takes a signal’s content to be all those facts not ruled out by that signal. In
fact, given that Skyrms’s points out in a footnote that probabilities are never really reduced to
zero, it seems that all signals must have maximally disjunctive content (Skyrms, 2010a, p. 35).

Birch notes that there are multiple possible accounts of ‘nearest’ in a dynamical sense – smallest change to
population distributions and least time required to arrive at, among other possibilities. He is happy to leave this
ambiguous.
38
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Second, the ‘nearness’ of a separating equilibrium is not obvious and may not be
accessible to us at a given point in the development of a convention. This leaves us potentially
unable to define the content of signals. Birch hopes that this will not be too much of a problem,
as we can be hopeful that most plausible notions of nearness may agree in many cases. When
these cases disagree, the principled answer is that there is not determinate nearest separating
equilibrium – and therefore no determinate content (Birch, 2014, p. 504).
However, it is not clear that hope in the convergence of plausible nearnesses is justified,
nor what the limits of plausible forms of nearness are. Without this having been demonstrated,
we have little reason to believe that the nearest separating equilibrium model will be successful
for the bulk of content attribution cases. This is particularly troubling as many actual conventions
show no clear sign of evolution to separating equilibria – and the various sorts of noise present in
actual systems may prohibit in principle the sort of perfect information that separating equilibria
require. Separating equilibria require a system without sender error, dishonesty, signal polysemy
or ambiguity, etc. Given that is seems unlikely that such a system might exist, it seems unlikely
that the nearest separating equilibrium solution will ever work for any signaling systems beyond
purely formal abstractions.
Birch’s suggestion for dealing with systems with no separating equilibria in their
evolutionary dynamics – as is the case for actual conventions – is that we understand nearness in
terms of the changes to the system parameters that would need to be made to produce a signaling
equilibrium. The nearest separating equilibrium is the one achieved with the smallest possible
change to the model parameters (Birch, 2014, p. 504). That is, the content of a signal is
determined by the evolutionary dynamics of the abstraction that is most like the actual dynamics
of the system while eventually evolving to a separating equilibrium.
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However, this solution is even more problematic, as it introduces yet another troublingly
vague concept – the ‘smallest parameter change’. It is not clear how we should measure the size
of a change to model parameters, especially given that the system may be more sensitive to
changes in one parameter than another. We might merely consider the total value of the change,
a weighted total considering varying sensitivity, look for the parameter values that produce
behavior most like what we have observed, or take any number of other approaches.
Birch suggests that we can consider changes to some parameters more severe if they are
not plausible values for the system (Birch, 2014, p. 507). This simply won’t work, however,
because the plausible values for any one parameter in a system depend in some part on the other
parameters of the system. The alignment of player interests, the cost of signaling or acting, and
the like are presumably selected for in a way that is sensitive to the communicative properties of
the signaling convention. An unreliable signaling convention might place less emphasis on
alignment than a reliable one, while placing more emphasis on developing low cost strategies for
signaling and acting. What parameter shifts are plausible given the properties of a signaling
system will often depend on the communicative properties of that system, which are themselves
products of the parameters that we are shifting. Further, when the parameter settings needed to
produce separating equilibria appear to be impossible for any real system (e.g., no
misrepresentation, zero mutation at equilibria, etc.) these should be ruled out as totally
implausible values. This again should prohibit that parameter value from being ‘nearest’. To
abstract away from the actual parameters is to abstract away from actual communication and the
actual evolution of the system.
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Infodynamics outperforms near neighbors
Skyrms’s model runs into problems accounting for misrepresentation and avoiding
arbitrary disjunction, which are easily overcome by the infodynamic approach. This is a serious
problem for Skyrms, and a significant advantage for infodynamics. This shows, I think, that
infodynamics has a considerable advantage over its nearest neighbor.
This is not the only advantage that infodynamics has over Skyrms’s model. For instance,
consider receiver malfunction. Not all signals sent by a sender will be processed to completion
by a receiver, even a cooperative one. One reason that this might happen is if the receiver were
interrupted by some other signal or some event outside of the convention. Of course, this might
also occur if the receiver is constitutively incapable of performing the necessary processing.
Skyrms’s model depends on a vector describing the actual changes in receiver
probabilities pursuant to a signal. This results in a challenge in describing the content of a signal
in those cases where the system updating the receiver’s probabilities malfunctions. A signal sent
to a distracted receiver seems to have no content, and this seems wrong. Of course, we might
allow that this be resolved by some appeal to a ceteris paribus clause, or a comment about
receivers that are ‘functioning properly’, but infodynamics needs no such qualification, and so is
better suited than Skyrms’s approach to account for receiver failures. This seems to me to also be
a significant advantage of infodynamics, but nowhere near so consequential as the above.
For infodynamics, the failure of a receiver to process a signal is not a problem. Attractors
are dispositional – and so positing that a signal corresponds to an attractor in a probability space
allows for instances where that disposition is not exercised. In other words, infodynamics allows
for a receiver’s failure to process a signal to be ignored in virtue of its being described in terms
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of a dynamical topology which makes explicit the need for an uninterrupted cognitive trajectory.
At the same time, infodynamics goes further than many other dynamical models of
representation (Rupert, 1999a; Symons, 2001; Ungureanu, 2013). These models rightly describe
representation in terms of dynamical topology but fail to provide any specific guidance for
defining the content of those representations. In this way, we can think of infodynamics as a
psychosemantics for dynamical models of representation, and an extension of those efforts.
Infodynamics also outperforms its less near neighbors – teleosemantics, historical causal
models, etc. It is worth discussing these advantages briefly, though less time can be spent here
largely because the differences are so significant that they will not require much effort to
develop. I’ll review a few of these advantages here.
Historical and selectional models of content – including Best test theory as well as all
teleosemantic models of which I am aware – depend for their assignation of content on facts
about the past. These facts are generally inaccessible to us, and so escape empirical test. We
generally have no real method to determine which of the stories about how something might
have happened is, in fact, the truth in such cases. Without, for instance, a clear understanding of
the competing strategies in a population in the past, we have no way to define the selectional
function of a representational system – as this will depend on the relative fitness in virtue of
which that representational system was selected (Abrams, 2005). Likewise, we have no way to
access the past patterns of correlation that are used to determine the content of theories like
Ruperts’ best test theory (Rupert, 1999b). This presents a serious problem for the deployment of
these theories in ascribing content.
Infodynamics, however, depends only on present correlational facts, which should be
accessible – as well as any facts are – through empirical test. This means that we are able to use
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infodynamics to make testable claims about the content of a representation in a way that most of
its rivals cannot. This is a significant advantage. This advantage is accentuated by the specificity
of the infodynamic model, which allows for the principled ascription of fine-grained content to a
level that it would seem hard for teleosemantics, in particular, to match due to the general lack of
formal models of teleosemantic content.
At the same time, infodynamics is largely resistant to many of the standing objections to
these sorts of theories. Selectional models cannot account for the content of first-functors – the
first member of a population to use a certain representation or representational system – while
historical models cannot account for the content of first-functions – the first use of a signal or
system to represent. First-functors/functions are similar to the Swampman in this regard, but
distinct in that first-functors/functions are not just nomologically possible but probably
nomologically necessary. This means that appeals to the naturalistic impossibility of the
Swampman to render it unthreatening to naturalistic models is not effective here. Of course,
infodynamics is also resistant to Swampman objections, which is an advantage for those who
take such objections seriously.

4. Future directions
In the previous section, I hope to have shown several reasons we should prefer
infodynamics over other models. However, infodynamics is not itself immune to objection. In
this section, I will describe several limits of the infodynamic approach, and how I think they
might be approached.
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The boundary and partition problems
In chapter one, I introduced the boundary and partition problems as challenges that a
psychosemantic theory must resolve in addition to assigning content. The boundary problem
consists of separating semantic states from other states, and content-determining facts from other
facts. The partition problem has to do with dividing up the space of semantic states and the space
of content-determining facts in individual states or facts.
Both the boundary and partition problems are things that any successful theory of
psychosemantics needs to resolve, but it is rarely addressed. The standard way of approaching
psychosemantics is one that assumes that we already know the boundaries and internal divisions
of the signal space and the fact space. We focus on the problem of content assignment by
assuming that we know which states deserve semantic content, and which facts might be
assigned to them.
Infodynamics provides some guidance on these questions, but probably not enough to
solve them completely. I’ll look at what infodynamics can do, and what it cannot do, for each of
these questions in turn. We’ll see that it provides some insight, but only when we can make
assumptions of some part of the system.
The boundary problem has two components – to mark the limits of semantic states and to
mark the limits of the space of content determining facts. I’ll call these signal space and fact
space and respectively. Infodynamics is able to build a boundary on each of these spaces so long
as it has the other. We can bound signal space by fact space by limiting signal space to include
only those potential signals which have as their content some member of the fact space:
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Equation 10: Bounding signal space by fact space
∀𝑠𝑝 (min 𝑔(𝑓, 𝑠1 ) ≥ 0 → 𝑠𝑝 ∉ 𝑆)
𝑓∈𝐹

Where 𝑠𝑝 is a potential signal and F is the fact space, Similarly, if we know the signal space, we
can limit the fact space to those potential facts which are the content of some signal:
Equation 11: Bounding fact space by signal space
∀𝑓𝑝 (min 𝑔(𝑓𝑝 , 𝑠) ≥ 0 → 𝑓 ∉ 𝐹)
𝑠∈𝑆

Where 𝑓𝑝 is a potential fact and S is the signal space. Essentially, we can know the boundaries of
both the signal space and the fact space so long as we know the boundaries of either by
manipulating the linkage between the two.
These rules prohibit including observations or actions that do not matter for signals and
signals that do not reliably indicate some observation or action from being included in a
convention. However, this simple solution is not terribly satisfying as it only works so long as we
have half of the solution already. This may be less than is typically assumed, but it is still a
significant limitation. The partition problem can be similarly be solved so long as we have half
of the solution, in much the same way. Facts that make differences for meaningful states are
different facts, and meaningful states that make differences for facts are different meaningful
states. Again, however, this is dissatisfying. Whatever the solution to the boundary problem and
partition problems are, further work will be required to determine if they are compatible with the
infodynamic approach.
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Analyticity
Infodynamics will never assign to any signal the content of a state of affairs whose signal
conditional probability is the same as the convention conditional probability, as this will have a
surprisal differential of zero. This is generally an asset of the system and is used above in setting
important boundaries. However, this naturally excludes analytic statements – so long as we take
the probability of analytic statements to be unaffected by signals. That is, if analytic truths
always have a probability of 1, and analytic truths always have a probability of 0, then
infodynamics does not allows us to discuss analytic statements. Yet we seem to discuss these sort
of statements in mathematical and logical contexts regularly, and so this may be a problem.
As I am generally suspicious of analyticity – for roughly Quinean reasons – this does not
upset me terribly. Specifically, I am happy to be committed to the claim that the only states we
can discuss meaningfully are those whose probability varies across signals. If we like, we can
take this as something like a semantic ascent claim – we can only discuss the analytic truths of
some convention in a convention where they no longer are logical truths, we need a
metalanguage. Nonetheless, this may be taken to be a problem by some.
Linguistics
Infodynamics does well in simple cases but is not likely sufficient to analyze certain
complex cases that arise in linguistics. Particularly, it has no obvious way to handle non-literal
signals, like metaphor, sarcasm, fiction, and the like. These cases will probably require further
tools, possibly including a Gricean framework involving mind-reading capacities.
This is not, however, a terribly damaging limitation. As described at the beginning of this
chapter, I am focused here on providing only a very general description of representation. I
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anticipate that applying infodynamics to specific systems will often require additional tools. All
that will matter is to demonstrate that infodynamics is compatible with such tools and
generalizing to specific cases will then be unproblematic.
Incomplete, but promising
While acknowledging the above challenges, I believe that infodynamics is the most
promising extant psychosemantic theory. Its ability to provide precise and intuitive content
ascriptions that allow misrepresentation and avoid the disjunction problem based entirely upon
empirically accessible properties of a signaling system is remarkable. Of course, this has been
demonstrated thus far only in cases of toy examples, and it remains to be demonstrated
empirically. If infodynamics fails to account for the content of paradigmatic semantic states in an
intuitive way, this may represent a serious empirical challenge to the theory. However, this
seems unlikely to me.
In the next chapter, I will seek to further demonstrate the strength of infodynamics by
applying it to contemporary theories of top-down effects in perception. What we will see is that
infodynamics is compatible with the mathematical structures of both emulator and predictive
processing theories of perceptual effects and may be taken to describe the general semantics
underlying them. This will show that infodynamics is able to provide valuable insight not just
into the content of semantic states, but also the way that content is put to use.
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Ch. 5: Infodynamic psychosemantics for predictive coding
Abstract
In this chapter, I show that infodynamic psychosemantics is compatible with the predictive
coding framework for the mind. First, I review the predictive mind hypothesis - which takes the
mind to be a prediction machine - in context of the predictive coding tools used to formulate this
hypothesis. Next, I review empirical and computational evidence in favor of the predictive mind
hypothesis. Then, I show that infodynamics is compatible with predictive coding, and so may
serves as a theory of content for the predictive mind hypothesis. Finally, I lay out several
promising areas for future research combining infodynamics and predictive coding.

1. The predictive mind hypothesis
Any successful theory of psychosemantics will ultimately need to be situated in a larger
theory of cognition, and any successful theory of cognition will ultimately need to employ an
adequate psychosemantics. This interdependence between meaning and mind suggests that, in
considering the value of infodynamics, it is worth exploring the sort of theory of mind with
which it may be compatible. Demonstrating the compatibility of infodynamics with a plausible
theory of mind would go a long way towards demonstrating the value of infodynamics as a
theory of psychosemantics.
In this chapter, I show that infodynamics is compatible with the predictive mind
hypothesis, the view that the mind is ultimately a very specific sort of predictive system. The
predictive mind hypothesis is a powerful and promising theory of mind, and so the fact that
infodynamics is compatible with this larger framework provides further reason to suspect that
infodynamics – or something very much like it – underlies psychosemantic processes. While
predictive coding, like infodynamics, involves a great deal of formalism, I will focus here on
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showing the compatible conceptual structures of the two – leaving aside for now some of the
finer technical details. This chapter is forward looking, meant to sketch future paths for the
development of infodynamics, and so may be more speculation than substance. Nonetheless, I
believe that this forward-looking orientation of the infodynamic project shows that infodynamics
has a great deal of promise.
Primer on predictive coding
The predictive mind hypothesis is built on predictive coding, a method for reducing the
size of the signal required to communicate some state of affairs by signaling only those values
which cannot be predicted. Conceptually, at least, predictive coding is relatively straightforward,
and perhaps familiar. Consider describing the new layout of shopping center to someone who has
been there before, and so knows the old layout. Rather than trying to exhaustively describe the
entire layout of the shopping center, we can describe only what has changed between the old
layout and the new layout – that the old pizza place has been paved over and turned into part of
the parking lot, for instance. Importantly, this short message may be enough to give a completely
detailed description of the new layout, a task which would take a great deal more description for
someone who had never been to the shopping center.
Consider the case of our shopping center’s new layout. For simplicity, we’ll say that we
can divide the shopping center into an eight-by-eight grid, with each block in the grid can either
contain a store (S) or parking (P). Consider that the old and new layouts are as follows:
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Figure 1: A simple example of prediction error
Old Layout
1

2

3

4

5

New Layout
6

7

8

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

A S S S S S S S S

A S S S S S S S S

B

S S S S S S S S

B S S S S S S S S

C

S S S S S S S S

C S S S S S S S S

D P S S P P P P P

D P S S P P P P P

E

P P P P P P P P

E

P P P P P P P P

F

P P P P P P P P

F

P P P P P P P P

G S S P P S S P P

G S S P P P P P P

H S S P P S S P P

H S S P P P P P P

We might try to communicate the new layout by describing whether each location is a store or
parking. To assign a value to each location would take seven bits, for a total of four-hundred and
forty-eight bits.
However, by leveraging a prior model that the receiver has, a sender is able to
communicate a great deal of information in a small space. In fact, if we know that the receiver
already knows the old layout, we can communicate the new layout by describing only where the
values have changed – G5, G6, H5, H6:
Figure 2: Predictive coding through comparison to prior model
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
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This is a much more efficient signal, reducing the signal size to twenty-eight bits – 6.25 percent
of the original signal size.
Even when we don’t have a prior model of the system, we might be able to leverage
internal regularities in the signal to make predictions. Imagine, for instance, that the receiver
would predict that each space would have the same value as the space above it. We could then
communicate the new layout, even to a receiver that had no clue about the original layout, as
follows:
Figure 3: Predictive coding through appeal to internal regularity
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
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-
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Which is a total signal size of one hundred twenty-six bits – 25% of the original signal size.
Of course, when applied to actual signals, the process tends to be a bit more complex.
However, for the purposes of this chapter, this brief conceptual gloss should be enough to get a
grasp on how predictive coding is used to build up the predictive mind hypothesis.
The predictive mind hypothesis
Predictive coding has recently been suggested as a general framework for the operations
of the human mind, a proposal which I’ll call the ‘predictive mind hypothesis’. The predictive
mind hypothesis is that predictive coding is characteristic of the general function of the mind.
Specifically, minds are perpetually active prediction machines, in the business of predicting the
flow of information from the world by producing models of the world and the informational
regularities therein (Clark, 2013, p. 3). Mental operations across the board are just a product of
the downward flow of prediction and the upward flow of error signals. If the predictive mind
hypothesis is correct, then predictive coding is a general model of mental function. That is,
predictive coding allows for a functional integration of the many various operations of the mind
itself and explains cognition quite generally, with significant consequences for how we think of
the mind (Clark, 2013, pp. 1–4, 20–21).
Predictive coding might take any number of forms, but the most popular model of the
predictive mind hypothesis is hierarchical predictive coding (HPC), which holds that the mind is
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composed of an extended predictor-signaler hierarchy39. Higher level predictive systems
generate constant predictions about the state of lower-level signalers, and signalers only signal
when and where those predictions go wrong. As we move up or down the hierarchy, predictors
may become signalers for higher level predictors or signalers may become predictors for lower
level signalers. HPC has several interesting implications for how we understand the mind.
First, prediction precedes signaling, and the mind is perpetually predicting the flow of
information. That is, the job of the mind is not to ‘observe and report’, but to ‘predict and
correct’. As a result, HPC is extremely friendly to top-down cognitive processes, and so may be
seen as endorsing a thesis of indirect perception.
Second, signalers do not signal the complete state of the world. Instead, they signal only
places where the predictor has gone wrong. This encoding reduces the signaling burden on the
mind but produces an unusual picture of signaling. Notably, we may need to change our thinking
about the content of signals – signals in predictive coding carry much more limited information
than generally supposed in psychosemantics.
Third, a great deal of the function of the mind will be driven by whatever processes are at
play in adapting predictions to inputs. One way of understanding these adaptive processes is in
terms of free-energy reduction, where free-energy is – given some simplifying assumptions –
prediction error. As a general thesis about the mind, the free-energy hypothesis holds that the
brain adapts over time to reduce free-energy, and so reduce prediction error. Proponents of the

39

HPC is not the only model of the predictive mind, but the only significant difference between HPC and other
models is that other models may not involve this sort of hierarchical structures. The rest of what will be said here
should apply – possibly with need of some translation to adjust for different proposed structures – to the predictive
mind hypothesis in general.
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free-energy formulation suggest it gives us a straightforward way to describe the selforganization of cognitive systems over time (Friston, 2009).

2. Evidence for the predictive mind hypothesis
The predictive mind hypothesis promises to account for cognition through the statistical
properties of the mind and its inputs. This is an extremely ambitious promise, and so it is worth
considering what evidence there is to suggest that this is possible. In this section, I lay out some
of the most promising applications of predictive processing, highlighting specifically how
predictive processing might be used to explain observed behaviors of the mind. I review
evidence that predictive coding is at play in both perceptual phenomena and in cognition more
generally. Collectively, this evidence presents a compelling – if incomplete – picture of the mind
as a predictive system.
A word of caution is advised, however, before taking anything in this section to be
decisive. Predictive coding is a general computational model, and as such is quite flexible. That
predictive coding models are able to replicate behaviors of a given cognitive system is not
sufficient to suggest that these systems themselves actually implement predictive coding. These
studies suggest that the predictive mind hypothesis is compatible with the actual behavior of
cognitive systems, and that predictive coding may be a viable model of cognitive phenomena,
but nothing here is independently sufficient to demonstrate that the mind in fact employs a
predictive coding framework.
Perception as prediction
The classic case for predictive coding in the brain focuses on the behavior of the ganglion
cells which receive signals from the retina. These ganglion exploit regularities in retinal
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activations to reduce signal burden. Notably many kinds of ganglion cells display antagonism –
an inhibition of certain kinds of activation – that eliminate redundancy in visual signals by
inhibiting signals from parts of the receptive field that might be predicted from other elements in
their receptive field. One sort of antagonism exploited by the visual systems is center-surround
antagonism, where a given retinal cell communicating some particular information inhibits
nearby cells from doing the same. Center-surround antagonism is reliably present across
environments with radically different patterns of regularities. Recordings of ganglion cells in
salamanders and rabbits were exposed to either a uniform field or checkerboard environment
until adaptation, and then exposing the retina to a novel visual scene. In both cases, ganglion
cells were more sensitive to features of the novel visual scene that differed from the previous
one, and less sensitive to features that were consistent. Ganglion cells became selective for novel
stimuli. When exposed to a horizontal or vertical bar pattern, and then probed for relative
sensitivity to each pattern, ganglion cells again showed increased sensitivity for the novel case
and a decreased sensitivity for the familiar case. The visual system also shows antagonism to
features that are predicable across time – called biphasic temporal antagonism. This was tested
by constructing two cases in which the intensity of the scene at any given time could be
predicted by the intensity 60 ms earlier – one with a positive correlation (bright-bright, darkdark), one with a negative correlation (bright-dark, dark-bright). Again, the response of retinal
ganglion cells adjusted to emphasize novel properties and minimize familiar ones. These
findings suggest that the brain employs predictive coding in interpreting early-stage visual inputs
(Hosoya, Baccus, & Meister, 2005, pp. 71–72).
There is also good evidence that predictive coding is involved in later periods of visual
processing. For instance, predictive coding has been applied to model saliency effects in the
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primary visual cortex (V1). One notable application has been to explain the role of the relative
similarity of a target stimulus to background stimuli in determining the efficiency of visual
search. The more similar a stimulus is to background stimuli, the less efficient visual search for
that stimulus becomes, and vice versa. At one extreme, we face a ‘needle in a haystack’
challenge – finding a target that strongly resembles the background. At the other, we face a much
easier challenge – finding a target that is very much distinct from background information.
Predictive coding models replicate these patterns observed in human visual search – more easily
and confidently identifying target stimuli when they stand out from the background (Spratling,
2012, pp. 15–17). Similar results have been found for a wide range of V1 driven saliency effects
– including contour detection, feature search under various constraints, texture identification, etc
(Spratling, 2012).
The predictive coding framework seems to accommodate perceptual processes –
particularly visual processes – quite well. This might at best suggest that predictive coding might
be valuable as a general theory of perception, but perceptual tasks are not the paradigmatic tasks
of cognition. If we want to suggest that predictive coding is a framework for the mind as a
whole, and not just perception, we’ll need to review evidence of predictive coding in more
paradigmatically cognitive domains.
Cognition as prediction
A critical piece of evidence supporting the viability of predictive coding as a viable
model of cognition is its ability to solve classification problems. An important element of the
development and deployment of concepts in cognition is the ability to classify a diverse range of
tokens into appropriate kinds. This requires both the ability to differentiate between unlike
tokens that may share some properties and to generalize over like tokens that may differ on some
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properties. To use the concept ‘chicken’ effectively, we need to be able to exclude ducks despite
the fact that they share many traits – beaks, feathers, etc. At the same time, we need to be able to
include tokens that may vary in size, coloration, and any number of other traits.
Predictive coding models have been successful in classifying visual stimuli. Particularly,
simple predictive coding models applied to the classification of handwritten digits and to the
identification of an individual face photographed in a range of lighting situations produced
reliable classification systems. In doing so, the predictive coding model was able to implement a
range of categorization strategies employed by humans in classification tasks – specifically rulebased, exemplar-based, prototype-based, and hybrid strategies – using a single model. This is
notable as prior attempts to capture this range of strategies required the use of distinct models for
each strategy. Accordingly, predictive coding seems to have some value as a unifying
explanation of the ways that humans classify visual stimuli (Spratling, 2016, pp. 284–285).
Predictive coding is also able to capture the influence of prior knowledge and contextual
factors on categorization. This is exemplified by its ability to replicate the word superiority effect
– the tendency of people to better recognize letters in context of words than when isolated or in
unpronounceable strings. When presented with a string containing an obscured or ambiguous
letter, people tend to recognize the letter most readily as one that would complete a word. This
same pattern can be replicated in a predictive coding structure, where the system comes to
predict that an obscure or ambiguous letter in a string is most likely a letter that would render
that string a meaningful word. Accounting for the word superiority effect means accounting for
the way that the system’s prior knowledge about meaningful words in a language interacts with
the context of a letter’s observation to render a prediction about that letter’s identity, and
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accordingly demonstrates the ability of predictive coding to model the interaction of knowledge,
context, and perception in human cognition (Spratling, 2016, pp. 288–291).
Simple conceptual reasoning has also been implemented via predictive coding. Given a
set of individuals with known traits, a predictive coding model can identify the individual from
its traits – and the corresponding traits from an individual. A set of partial traits that uniquely
identify an individual can be used to retrieve any or all of the remaining traits of that individual.
When given a partial set of traits that do not uniquely identify an individual, predictive coding
can be used to produce the probability that any given individual is indicated, as well as the
probabilities associated with each possible value for the remaining traits. Finally, this same
framework can be used to identify the most likely individual being referred to by incorrect of
partially contradictory information – that they are both a bird and a mammal, for instance.
Collectively, this amounts to a simple, but substantial, form of conceptual reasoning (Spratling,
2016, pp. 295–296).
A more complex cognitive application of predictive coding has been to model simple
reasoning about the physics of collisions. Particularly, predictive coding can be used to capture
human reasoning about the relative mass of two objects in a simulated collision. Being given a
simulation of a two-object collision, predictive coding models can be used to produce reasonable
estimates of object mass based on their post-collision trajectories. This indicates that predictive
coding may serve as a model of ‘higher level’ cognitive functions as well (Spratling, 2016, pp.
299–301).
Of course, this is far from decisive evidence, and there is a great deal more work to be
done to demonstrate that predictive coding serves as a general model of cognition. Nonetheless,
we have enough evidence, I believe, to be optimistic about the prospects of predictive coding in
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the long term. In that spirit of optimism, it is worth considering what that theory of mind would
look like, and how we might account for psychosemantic phenomena in that theory.

3. Infodynamic Predictive Coding
The predictive mind hypothesis gives us a general framework for how the mind might
work, but it leaves many important details open. Among these details is how we should account
for mental content in the predictive mind. In this section, I will argue that infodynamics provides
a natural and powerful psychosemantics for predictive coding – with benefits for both theories.
First, I will show that the predictive mind hypothesis does employ representational concepts of
the sort that infodynamics is meant to explain. Second, I show that the representational structure
of the predictive mind contains all those elements that infodynamics requires to define content.
Finally, I sketch the resulting view of mind and meaning that comes from the marriage of
predictive mind and infodynamics.
Prediction and representation
The basic stuff out of which the predictive mind hypothesis builds mental functions –
probabilities, information, etc – are all familiar to infodynamics, so there is good reason to
suspect from the outset that these two approaches may be compatible with one another.
However, there are some basic theoretical questions to be settled first – particularly whether
predictive minds traffic in the sorts of representations that infodynamics is built to assign content
to.
Work in predictive coding tends use a lot of representational talk, but it is not
immediately obvious that this sort of talk is appropriate. After all, ‘representation’ is used to
refer to such a proliferation of purported mental systems that it often may refer to nothing that is
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usefully considered representational in any substantial sense. To be comfortable attributing
representational capacities to the predictive mind, we first most solve the ‘job description
challenge’ by showing that the ‘representations’ of predictive coding in fact do substantial
representational work (Gladziejewski, 2016, p. 560).
Gladziejewski (2016) has argued that the generative models that produce predictions
according to the predictive mind hypothesis are substantive representations in virtue of four
properties. First, they possess structural isomorphisms to parts of the world. Second, they use
these isomorphisms to guide the actions of their users. Third, they do so even when decoupled
from the parts of the world to which they are isomorphic. Fourth, they allow for failures of
isomorphism to be detected in the model.
For one system to be structurally isomorphic to another, it must possess objects and
relationships that can be mapped to those of the other in a way that preserves those relationships
and their truth. An example of this sort of representation is a map, which is isomorphic to the
mapped area in virtue of the fact that, for each object or relationship in the mapped area there is a
corresponding object or relationship in the map such that any relation which obtains in the
mapped area obtains in the map, and vice versa (Gladziejewski, 2016, p. 566). A lake two miles
east of the mountains in the mapped area is represented on the map by a blue region two
centimeters to the left of the grey region representing the mountains. Generative models are
isomorphic to the portions of the world that they model in that they map states of the world to
states of the model and track the statistical relationships within and among world states in the
statistical relationships within and among model states at present and over time (Gladziejewski,
2016, pp. 570–574).
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Generative models also play an important role in action guidance. The development of
generative models to minimize prediction error is grounded in the practical benefits of accurate
prediction for the larger system. Having an accurate picture of the world is valuable for acting in
it to pursue whatever ends we might have, and so the generative models play a role for action
guidance (Gladziejewski, 2016, pp. 574–575).
Generative models are also at least partially detachable from the environment in that
guide action even with respect to non-actual states of the world. Most obviously, generative
models are future-oriented, they are constantly projecting what is expected to happen next. This
sort of predictive process requires some partial detachment from the state of the world as it is, as
any prediction about the future will be counterfactual to the extent that the future differs from the
present. There is also some reason to suspect that predictive coding may be able to function
when decoupled more substantial from the state of the world. First, we might be able to explain
the off-line activation of sensorimotor regions of the brain in terms of generative models running
a sort of simulation of the world as it is understood. Second, generative models may encode how
the value and reliability of sensory inputs might change given various possible actions. The
evidence for this more substantial decoupling is weaker than for partial decoupling, but is
suggestive nonetheless (Gladziejewski, 2016, pp. 576–577).
Finally, generative models allow for misrepresentation, as well as the detection of that
misrepresentation. Generative models often generate prediction errors and can use those errors to
adjust their own parameters. This means that they are capable of misrepresentation, and can also
detect and correct those misrepresentations in the right circumstances (Gladziejewski, 2016, pp.
577–579).
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How generative models represent
Taken collectively, these four properties of generative models give good reason to
consider them to be representational. The question that we need to answer for a psychosemantic
investigation is how, exactly, they represent. Here, Gladziejewski presents three ways in which
generative models are isomorphic to the parts of the world they model. First, hidden variables in
the model capture the likelihoods of various possible patterns of sensor activity, allowing causes
to be represented in terms of their likelihoods of causing any given pattern of sensory activity.
Second, the values of hidden variables evolve over time in a way that captures the dynamics of
the state of the world represented. Finally, generative models encode prior probabilities of
various possible causes of patterns of sensor activity (Gladziejewski, 2016, pp. 571–572).
However, Wiese (2016) argues that Gladziejewski restricts the scope of generative
models too much. Gladziejewski takes from the fact the predictive coding models produce
Bayesian inference patterns that they must do so in an explicitly Bayesian way, however it is
possible to capture the necessary elements without any explicit parameter for likelihoods or
probabilities. All that is necessary is that the model contain parameters from which the values
essential to Bayesian inference might be computed (Wiese, 2016, pp. 724–728).
Nonetheless, Wiese – like Gladziejewski – holds that predictive coding traffics in
representation – of a kind that depends for its structure on its mathematical properties. The
challenge is to connect what Wiese calls, following Egan (2014), the mathematical content – an
input-output characterization of the behavior of the system – to the cognitive content – the
familiar sort of representational aboutness that psychosemantics tries to explain. This challenge,
however, may be overwhelming. Wiese holds that, while the mathematical contents of generative
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models might be used to narrow what sort of cognitive content we can ascribe to them, it will not
be decisive (Wiese, 2016, pp. 723–724).
I believe that infodynamics provides predictive coding the tools necessary to bridge
mathematical and cognitive contents. That is, infodynamics functions in context of predictive
coding to give definite ascriptions of cognitive content based purely on mathematical content –
just as it does in context of a more general sender-receiver theory. In fact, not only does
infodynamics work to ascribe content to generative models, but also to error signals – and so we
are able to assign content to all signals within the predictive coding structure using a single
theoretical framework.
The basic reason to be optimistic about applying infodynamics in the predictive coding
context is that predictive coding models are obligated to contain parameters from which the
parameters used by infodynamics can be derived. As such, the basic structure of predictive
coding ensures that infodynamics can be applied here. To see this, let’s consider the basic
structure of predictive coding.
Predictive coding can be understood as a reciprocal signaling system between the
predictor and the sensor, one where each player takes the role of both sender and receiver. First,
the predictor sends to the sensor a prediction of the sensor’s state. Next, the sensor sends to the
predictor an error signal indicating where that prediction went wrong. When we think about
predictive coding in this way, it is relatively straightforward to see what infodynamics requires to
be applied to predictive coding.
Infodynamics requires two things for any given signal – the average of the probability
assigned to each state by each signal in the convention, and the probability assigned to each state
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after that signal has been received. In context of predictive coding, there are two signals to be
assessed – the generative model’s prediction and the error signal correcting that prediction. I’ll
consider these in reverse order.
Determining the semantics of error signals in predictive coding models is then quite like
the base case of infodynamics. In place of the ‘most less surprising’ fact, we might talk about the
fact with the ‘greatest proportional error’ – the one the error signal increases the probability of
over the value assigned by the predictor. Here, the probabilities corresponding to each fact are
those assigned by the generative model, and so we condition our second term on those
probabilities instead of the probabilities of the convention, as follows:
Equation 12: Infodynamic semantics of error signals
𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡(𝑠𝑒 ) = {min g(f, 𝑠𝑒 ) < 0 | g(f, 𝑠𝑒 ) = −log 2 (𝑃𝑒 (𝑓|𝑠𝑒 )) + log 2 (𝑃𝑔 (𝑓)) }
𝑓∈𝐹

Where se is an error signal, 𝐹 = (𝑊 ∪ 𝐴), 𝑃𝑒 (𝑓|𝑠𝑒 ) is the probability of f given se, and 𝑃𝑔 (𝑓) is
the probability of f estimated by the generative model the predictions the se corrects.
The content of the generative models against which error signals operate is derived in
roughly the same way:
Equation 13: Infodynamic semantics of prediction signals
𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡(𝑠𝑔 ) = {min g(f, 𝑠𝑔 ) < 0 | g(f, 𝑠𝑔 ) = −log 2 (𝑃𝑔 (𝑓|𝑠𝑔 )) + log 2 (𝑃0 (𝑓)) }
𝑓∈𝐹

Where 𝑠𝑔 is the prediction produced by the generative model, and 𝑃0 (𝑓) represents the
probability of f being indicated by the sensor prior to receiving the signal. However, the
ambiguity of 𝑃0 (𝑓) makes the content of generative models somewhat harder to specify than that
of error signals. In some cases, the sensor may itself be biased so that it is more likely to indicate
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one particular case than another. In these cases, 𝑃0 (𝑓) represents this bias. In other cases, the
sensor may be entirely unbiased. In such cases we should assume indifference, and so 𝑃0 (𝑓) will
be the same for all f.
The above is a relatively minor transformation of the basic infodynamic principle and is
really little more than a translation into predictive coding terms. What it most important here,
then, is not to explore these formulations in greater depth – but to demonstrate that the
information they require is provided by predictive coding.
Fortunately, this is a relatively straightforward matter, so long as we allow that predictive
coding models might carry these values in an implicit way. As Wiese points out, predictive
coding models do not need to include explicit parameters for the prior or conditional
probabilities of various states – but they must contain the necessary elements to compute those
values if they are to function as models of Bayesian inference (Wiese, 2016, pp. 724–728). This
demand is sufficient to give us everything that is required to run an infodynamics account, and so
we can be confident that infodynamics can find all the information it needs in the mathematical
content of predictive coding models.
Mutual benefits
The marriage of infodynamics and predictive coding is not just straightforward, it also
strengthens both theories. Psychosemantics aims to define the content of mental states,
particularly in context of the various behaviors that meaning allows. At a trivial level,
psychosemantics needs a theory of mind because it is about mental states, but the need runs
deeper than that. To explain how it is that contentful states do the sorts of things they do – the
sorts of things that motivates us to ascribe content to them in the first place – we need a picture
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of the internal workings of the mind. At the very least, we need to ensure that no sort of
interaction problem would arise if we tried to make sense of the operations of the mind in light of
these two theories. A theory of meaning that appeals to mathematical properties not found in the
mind, or builds meaning out of some unique stuff, will have a great deal of trouble explaining
how it is that meaningful states play the roles that they do in the mind.
While psychosemantics needs a theory of mind to explain how meaning fits into the
mind, a theory of mind needs psychosemantics to explain how the mind makes meaning in the
first place. Regardless of how we take the mind to be put together, we are beholden to explain
certain basic phenomena – and the appearance of meaningful states is one of them. It is possible,
of course, that a theory of mind might explain away such appearance as an error – but any
approach to the mind which employs meaningful states, which includes the great majority of
work on the theory of mind, are beholden to explaining what exactly meaning is lest they be
introducing some unrespectable, irreducible posit to their theory.
The union of infodynamics and predictive coding provides a joint psychosemanticpsychological40 theory, and so at the very least gives us a path to the sort of unification that we
will ultimately require. However, this does not exhaust the benefits to be had by uniting
infodynamics and predictive coding. There are several benefits more specific to each theory that
are nonetheless substantial in general that are worth exploring.
Infodynamics give predictive coding a naturalistic psychosemantics, and so grants all the
benefits there that naturalistic psychosemantics grants to a theory of mind in general. As a major
project in predictive coding right now is to demonstrate that it can account for cognition broadly

40

Meant broadly to include all theory of mind
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– beyond merely perceptual processes – this is a significant gain. If predictive coding can be
used to realize semantic operations, then anything built on those operations can be built on
predictive coding. As a result, predictive coding gains a great deal of strength in accounting for
the sort of paradigmatically cognitive functions that have been otherwise difficult for it to
broach.
Predictive coding grants infodynamics an implementation story that helps it move from
the highly abstract to much more concrete picture of cognition. This allows us to apply
infodynamics more directly to the cognitive phenomena that are most central to discourse in the
theory of mind – human cognition. By rooting itself in a promising general model of human and
animal cognition, infodynamics is able to move from abstraction to actuality.
Of course, neither predictive coding nor infodynamics depend upon one another. Either
might be true while the other is false. Nonetheless, the fact that the two combined create such a
strong framework for cognition is remarkable. Tentatively, at least, the infodynamic
interpretation of the predictive mind hypothesis is extremely promising and may yet provide a
strong model of the mind.

4. Future directions for IPC
In the above, I have argued that there is a great deal of promise in the combination of
infodynamics and predictive coding. In this section, I conclude with some avenues for future
work, as well as reflection on some unanswered questions. In doing so, I hope to outline a
promising avenue for moving forward with the general model of cognition. Note that these
directions are almost purely speculative, but it should serve to highlight the consequences that
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infodynamic predictive coding may have for our theory of mind and the projects that it might
support.
Implementation and testing
One important direction for future work is to specify a plausible implementation of
infodynamic psychosemantics in a predictive coding context. While it is clear from the above
that infodynamics and predictive coding are compatible, it remains to be seen what a
combination of these two approaches will look like. I see this project unfolding in several stages.
First, we will need to identify the most biologically plausible predictive coding
framework for human cognition. While we are free to play around with less plausible models, or
to focus on other sorts of cognizers, this approach gives us the advantage of focusing on the
paradigmatic questions of the theory of mind – as well as direct engagement with the bulk of the
work in the cognitive sciences at large. With the best model of predictive coding in human
cognition identified, we will need to integrate infodynamics with that model. This should not be
terribly difficult given the shared general framework, but the ultimate form will be highly
variable depending on the details of the predictive coding framework adopted. Of course, we
should expect that the best available predictive coding model of human cognition may change at
any time in light of new developments, and so the integration and refinement of infodynamic
predictive coding will be an ongoing process alongside work on predictive coding in general.
Having joined infodynamics to a successful predictive coding model of cognition, we can
begin to test infodynamic predictive coding through implementation. We can build models of
cognitive systems based on infodynamic predictive coding and see how well they adapt to the
world. We can then test the successes and failures of the combined model to the success and
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failures of actual cognitive systems and see how well they perform. To critically examine the
infodynamic element itself, it would be best to focus on paradigmatic semantic functions – as
these are the only ones where we might expect our intuitions about content to be of much help in
determining the adequacy of infodynamics. This will be made difficult by the fact that small
errors at low levels in the system – where our semantic intuitions will likely be at their weakest –
might result in significant errors at higher levels. For this reason, it will be difficult to tell
whether an observed failure results with infodynamics, the predictive coding framework to
which it was joined, or some specific feature of a particular implementation of infodynamic
predictive coding.
This process of implementation, observation, and refinement will be a prolonged and
complex experimental process. Our success in this regard will depend on identifying clear tests
of semantic processing for predictive coding systems. There is some hope that we might be able
to do this, as semantic processing might be understood as a simple classification problem – of the
sort that predictive coding systems have been able to solve with respect to visual object
identification. By this view, we can think of the comprehension of the meaning of a signal as
semantic object identification. If this is a fair way to think about semantic processing, then we
have some hope that we can implement and test a model of semantic processing in terms of
infodynamic predictive coding. Of course, this will not eliminate the challenges of identifying
the precise point of failure in cases where such a test is made unsuccessfully, but it is at least a
starting point. Moving past this will be a significant task, and I am not entirely sure what this
project will look like when completed.
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Externalism and infodynamic predictive coding
Another area for future research is in applying infodynamic predictive coding to attempts
to localize cognitive and semantic functions. Predictive coding is amenable to various
interpretations – ranging from a somewhat conservative internalist theory of mind to a radically
externalist approach (Clark, 2015). It may be possible to create formal models – differentiable by
observable behaviors – of various theories about the location and distribution of cognitive and
semantic behaviors across the agent and its environment. This would consist largely of modeling
distinct information dynamics that might account for the observed behaviors and then
manipulating the total system in ways that would cause changes in the observed output of only
some possible information architectures. Here, I think tools of control theory will be useful in
describing these information architectures, and that we can distinguish various forms of
externalism (e.g., embodied cognition, extended cognition, etc) in virtue of differing information
architectures.
Given that infodynamics brings a psychosemantics to predictive coding, it should also be
possible to connect theses of cognitive externalism to theses of semantic, and perhaps epistemic,
externalism. In such cases, we simply need to examine externalist structures in light of their
semantic or epistemic structures – defined in infodynamic terms – in terms of the same sorts of
information architectures described above. If this is workable, we may be able to gain significant
empirical traction on the relative contributions of external and internal factors in human
cognition, semantic function, and epistemic process. Bringing these together under a single
theoretical framework would be an enormously significant gain – both as a way of connecting
related issues across disparate literatures and as a way of providing discussions about these
issues a stronger theoretical framework.
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Information, prediction, and control
Finally, it will be worth looking at the intersection of predictive coding with Grush’s
(1997, 2004) emulator theory of representation. The emulator theory of representation is very
similar to predictive coding, stipulating a major role for predictive systems in interpreting
perceptual signals and guiding successful action. Likewise, the emulator theory of representation
makes information processing dynamics central to its story of cognitive function, which is
similar to some elements of predictive coding.
It is reasonably well agreed that emulator theory and predictive coding are similar (Clark,
2013, p. 18). However, recent work has considered emulator theory a near rival of predictive
coding (Wiese, 2016, pp. 728–729). I am not convinced that this is appropriate or advantageous.
Instead, I think it is best to consider emulator theory to be predictive coding from an alternative
point of view. Predictive coding is focused very much on the implementation of particular
computational mechanism, and the use of those mechanisms to explain system outputs. Emulator
theory is focused very much on understanding the cognitive dynamics that ground agentenvironment interaction, and the general flow of information in the interaction process. I believe
that these two approaches may be reconciled.
The chief advantage of uniting emulator theory and predictive coding is that it brings a
larger perspective to cognitive phenomena. Emulator theory is built on control theory, a system
for describing the way that various dynamical systems interact during a process where the values
of some system are controlled by others. This has an obvious connection to cognition, as
intelligent behavior can be understood as the interaction of an intelligent agent with the
environment during which the intelligent agent attempts to control the environment in some way.
Predictive coding does have some tools to discuss action guidance (Friston, Daunizeau, Kilner,
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& Kiebel, 2010; Todorov, 2009), but they are very general. Control theory provides a more
natural way to talk about motor interactions than predictive coding does and would allow us to
integrate the cognitive functions described by predictive coding with the motor dynamics that
they instantiate. The result would be a much smoother description of the agent-environment
interface.
At the same time, predictive coding gives a system for the computational implementation
of cognitive function, something that the emulator theory only addresses in terms of general
dynamics. Integrating predictive coding and emulator theory gives us a stronger emulator theory,
one that is able to describe much more precisely the predictive systems underlying the control
processes described by emulator theory. Likewise, it gives us a natural implementation for the
process of prediction correction through free-energy reduction, which can further support
emulator theory by providing important tools to account for the self-organization of intelligent
systems.
I believe that the tools of emulator theory and predictive mind theory can be successfully
combined into a single framework – one that includes the power of both control theory and
predictive coding as general frameworks of the mind. However, doing so may be an enormously
complex task, and will require substantial work. An initial bridge might be forged by dynamical
descriptions of predictive coding, but this is only an extremely general hope. It may require some
time before these theories are successfully integrated.
Concluding remarks
The infodynamic interpretation of the predictive mind hypothesis is extremely promising
both as a way to provide a psychosemantics compatible with a predictive mind and as a guide to
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future projects. This project is only in its earliest stages. However, what has been shown above –
and over the last several chapters – shows that infodynamics provides a great deal of value as a
theory of psychosemantics, value that may be heightened in context of the predictive mind.
There is – as always – much more to be done, but this will be a project for another time.
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